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COVER GIRL — Miss Beverly
Cotoshaw, t tenter *é Southern
Illinois University, is the "Cover
eirl" for Kappa Alpha Mu,
 na-
ons! journalism fraternity. Spon-
sored by Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity. Miss Coleman, daughter
of Mrs. Addie M. Goss, 1136 Brit-
ton, defeated 12 other contestants
in an all-campus election for the
prized "Cover Girl" spot
lovely picture will trace
er of Kappa Alpha Mu's
endar. The other coeds
featured as illustrations








Asks Help; Says Banned On Vial
Cops Beat Him To Restaurants
William H. Parrish 32. of 1530
Liverwell, president of the Mag-
nolia - Barksdale Civic club, told




Only two Memphians have re-
sponded to the Tri-State Defend-
er's apoeal to aid Little Rock's
Daisy and L. C. Bates. William
Robinson of 703 Edith sent in the
first donation of $200. Marion
Williams of 2154 Dublin avenue
has contributed S5.00. Thus the
Fund stands at only $7.00.
Mrs. Daisy Bates, who has been
hailed as the South's First Lady
of Civil Rights, is responsible—
more than any single person—for
the victory achieved in the long
battle to integrate Little Rock
schools.
Her husband. L. C. Bates, who
edited the Arkansas State Press
for 21 years, utilized his news-
paper as a hard hitting spokes-
man for democracy.
An economic squeeze resulted
in the closing down of the Ark-
ansas State Press. leaving Little
Rock without an adequate news
medium to speak for that city's
Negroes.
The closing of the newspaper—
brought on by tight fisted bigots
who hold purse strings of adver-
See BATES. Page 2
MAR K
by•  NAT D. WILLIAMS 
HERE'S HOPING
Well its 1960. And most New
Year's resolution are already
broken. Human nature being what
it is — that's to be expected.
Yet human nature being what
it is,. there is always room for
that intangible quality we call
hope. And just like some fellow
asked, -A man can dream can't
he-? In a sense the ,same thing
can be asked about hope. So here's
hoping for 1960.
In the first place wouldn't it
be nice if every humar being on
earth could make up his mind to
rpsolve for 1960 to try the simple
little act of being kind to other
human beings?
ILA world wide crusade of just
simple kindness — no government-
01
expenditures, no involved for-
gn aid policies, no extra taxes,
List plain everyday kindness
would he resolved — such as a
smile, a sincere handclasp, a cour-
teous act, a soft answer, or a
simple greeting. Wouldn't that be
nice. — and strange? Closely al-
lied to such an inexpensively sim-
ple and uninvolved procedure
would be the cultivation of an at-
titude of measuring the other fel-
low as having some intrinsic
worth as a fellow creature, who
has a right to live and be helped
in the process.
OVER SIMPLIFIED
, Now, that sounds terribly over-
simplified and possibly even mo-
ronic — but wasn't Christ's formu-
la for living together based on
some similar proposition?
Here's hoping that for 1960,
folks, particular colored folks,
will remember and seek to revive
that saving sense of humor which
'AM enable them to see them-
elves as they may seem to °th-
is and keep them from taking
themselves so seriously that they
Here's hoping that in 1960 more
Negro leaders will think first and
speak later. The great bulk of ra-
cial tension steps 4irectly from
satchel mouStr falkinesed peanut
thinking.
Here's hoping that in 1'60 the
American Negro wilt cone ntrate
on the whole field of his isabili-
ties and stop putting all ‘is eggs
in the one basket of political and
educational integration, and think
more in terms of such fundamen-
tals as economics progress and in-
tegrity of character . . . for those
are the keys to all else.
And finally here's hoping that
some forward looking Memphis
Negro will conceive some plan
for revitalizing Beale Street. For
believe it or not, Beale Street is
a symbol, a sign post of some-
thing fundamental in the Negro's
past that should not be lost by
,the default of indifference, mis-
I understanding, ignorance and 
just
plain lack of appreciation. SISAL
act as if they are little pieces of
God broken off.
One of the primary causes of
world tensions, natural stress, lo-
cal meanness and individual frus-
tration is the idea so easily de-
veloped that "I'm better than the
other guy and rate more consider-
ation". It's the basis of the chip
on the shoulder attitude. And the
chip on the shoulder could easily
be indicative of shavings from a
wooden head.
Here's hoping that in 1960 folks
will stop being scared of each
other. The biggest hindrance to
the enforcement of civil rights leg-
islation is fear that the other fel-
low may get the idea that his life
is worth as much as the others.
It's fear that makes folks unkind,
discourteous, prejudiced, brutal
and just plain mean.
that he phoned police to report
that his car was missing and
wound up arrested and a victim
of police brutality.
He said he got absolutely no
help at all from the officers who
responded to his call when he
couldn't find his car he had park-
ed when he visited the Airways
shopping center.
"They kept asking me for my
papers and when I told them
some were in the car and others
were at home," Parrish said,
"one of the policemen said he
didn't believe I had a car."
He said he did show them a
miniature license plate with his
license number imprinted on it.
Parrish said he tried to explain
what had happened but he was
struck by one of the officers and
told to "shut up." When they
took him to the police station,
Mr. Parrish said he was repeated-
ly beaten.
He said he plans to take action
against the officers after confer-
ring with his attorney, H. T. Lock-
ard.
Mr. Parrish said charges of dis-
orderly conduct, resisting arrest,
PrOfanBrrid drunkenness were
dismissed when he appeared be-
fore Judge Bouche. However, he
said he was fined $25 plus costs
on a charge of using abusive lan-
guage.
He told the Tri-State Defender
that he was not drunk and did not
use any abusive language or pro-
fanity. He said he was kept in
the police station all night and
was placed in the lineup.
"The officers never took a miss-
ing car report and did nothing
about investigating my com-
plaint," he charged.
He said his car was found the
next day by his wife some 125
feet from where he had parked it.
"I guess I'll never know how it
got there," he said.
EMANCIPATION PROCLA-
MATION anniversary drew a
thousand Memphians to Ellis
auditorium to hear a proposal
which will bring real emanci-
pation to the Negroes of the
city. Among the dignitaries
participating were, left to
right, U. George W. Lee,
business and political leader;
1.t. Lee s daughter, Gilda; the
Rev. W. Herbert Brewster,
pastor of East Trigg Baptist
iliurch; Judge Hobson R. Rej-
nolds of Philadelphia, Elks
grand commissioner of civil
liberties; James Kerwin. Fed-
eral Housing Authority direc-
tor of Western Tennessee; and
A. Maceo Walker, president of
Universal Life Insurance co.
Puts New City Fathers On Guard:
Negroes Tired Of Local Abuses
Memphis new city fathers were
put on guard New Year's night
by Lt. George W. Lee.
"We are waiting to see if the
City Commission sworn in today
will meet the challenge to bring-
ing freedom to Negroes in Mem-
phis," the political and business
leader told a crowd of 1,000 Ne-
groes who gathered in Ellis audi-
torium to celebrate the anniver-
sary of the Emancipation Procla-
mation.
Lt. Lee pointed out that Ne-
groes were no longer interested
Witnesses Defy
Parker Lynch Quiz
BILOXI, Miss. — (UPI) — A lawyer said he has ad-
vised eight prospective witnesses to refuse to answer ques-
tions of a federal grand jury investigating the Parker
lynch-murder.
The lawyer, who asked that his name not he used, told
a UPI reporter he advised eight  
of his clients to plead the fifth
amendment when questioned by
U. S. attorneys about the abduc-
tion and murder last April 25 of
Mack Charles Parker, 23. At least
one witness questioned by the
grand jury said he followed the
lawyer's advice.
The 23-man grand jury, which
was accused of raping, went be-
fore the federal grand jury Mon-
day. The hearing was recessed
while Jeff Lee, a young Pearl
River county mechanic, was on
the stand. Lee was the first
witness Tuesday,
in part time citizenship and had and lie turns his back on us," Lt.
joined hands, 30,000 strong, to Lee warned, "we can come back
end the indignities they constantly the next time, not 30,000 but 60,-
face. 000 strong."
-NASH \ — A group of ministers and students,
interested in the Nashville Christian Leadership Council's
project to open downtown restaurants to all customers,
were refused service when they visited the eating places
of Harveys and Cain-Sloan department stores in down-
town Nashville,
The group, headed by the Rev.
J. M. Lawson. jr., projects cnair-
man of the NCLC, was divided
into three small units and went
first to the three restaurants of
Harvey's department store. They
were refused service in all three.
Spokesmen for the 12-member
group, which included a visiting
lawyer from Ghana, Bola Ige, and
a student from India conferred at
length with persons representing
the management of the store.
They were told that while the Ne-
gro could buy anything that he
wanted in the store, he could not
sit down and eat because it would
hurt business.
TAKE ORDERS
In the basement dinette the or-
ders of the group were actually
taken but were later rescinded.
While sitting at the counter .1
woman detective of the store
cam, and asked "What nationality
are you?" When the spokesman
for that group, the Rev. J, Metz
Rollins, replied "American," she
replied, "you could be Filipino,
this one (pointing to another
member of the group) looks like
a Filipino, but you (pointing to
still another) look like a colored
man."
"If we vote a man into office His remarks were in tune with The Indian student member of
NEW CONTESTANT—Mrs. Clem-
eatine H. Ramsey of 1768 Kellner
Circle Is the latest entry in the
fabulous Queen of Clubs sweep-
stakes Sponsored by the Entre
Nous Bridge Club, Mrs. Ramsey
is an instructor at the Alonzo
Locke school. Still leading in the
sensational Queen of Clubs con-
test is Miss (lemon Crawford who
is backed by the Binghampton
Civic League. The Contest Direc-
tor said this week it is not too
late for contestants to enter the
fabulous contest which closes on
February 29. Full details will be
found on page 5.
includes one Negro, began its in-
THINK FIRST
vestigation Monday, two months Bluff City Council Sets
after a county grand jury at
Poplarville Miss. refused to take
any action in the case.
Parker, a Negro truck driver
accused of raping a young white
woman, was dragged from his jail
cell at Poplarville by a mob of
masked men. He was shot to
death and his body dumped in
the Pearl River near Bogalusa,
La.
Four witnesses, including the
husband of the woman Parker
—
Montgomery, Nehru
To Confer In India
LONDON — Pit — Field
Marshal Viscount Montgomery
left for India Tuesday for talks
with Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru.
Montgomery said he did not not
know whether they would take up
the current border dispute between
India and Red China. He plan-




Installation services for the of-
ficers of the Bluff City and Shel-
by County Council of Civic Clubs
will be held Sunday, Jan. 10, Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA, 4 p m.
Rev. C. L. Dinkins, recently ap-
pointed President of Owen college,
will do the honors as well as be
the main speaker.
Rev. E. V. McGhee, president
of the Hyde Park - Hollywood
Civic League and pastor of the
Mt. Zion 'MB church will intro-
duce the speaker. Rev. McGhee is
also the moderator of the Mace-
donia Baptist Association.
Officers to he installed are all
incumbents, with the exception of
the chaplain. They are:
Rev. Alexander Gladney, presi-
dent; Frank R. Kilpatrick, first
vice president; Mrs. Ruby D.
Speigh', secretary, Howard Jack-
son, assistant secretary; Mrs. Ly-
dia B. Robinson, treasurer; Mrs.
Annie B. Coleman, financial sec-
retary; Prof. E. L. Washburn,
parliamentarian; Minor Free-
man, sergeant-at-arms; and t h e
new chaplain is Rev. T. B. Simon.
These officers were nominated
in the November meeting nd
elected in the December conclave.
All delegates ire requested to
be present as all committees are
to be appointed at this session.
Recommendation on revision of
the constitution will be approved.
The program for 1960 will also
be adopted as well as completion
of plans for a civic institute.
President Gladney said he has
had several offers from teachers
and other persons throughout the
area who would like to partici-
pate in the effort to enlighten and,
instruct our citizenry in commu-
nity affairs.
those of Judge Hobson R. Rey-
nolds of Philadelphia. Judge Rey-
nolds is assistant to the Com-
missioner of the Federal Housing,
Administration in Washingt3n and,
is Elks grand commissioner of
civil liberties,
''Voting is one of the greatest
ways of solving the problems we
have in America," he said. "A
voteless people is a hopeless peo-
p e.
"When we get enough Negroes
voting in all cities and precincts,
when we can vote a mayor in and
vote him out, when we can elect
a sheriff and vote him out, it
won't be long before we have all
our civil rights and become first
class citizens wherever we live,"
Judge Reynolds said.
"Like Moses, we have been on oos 
top of the mountain.' We have I
viewed the freedom of first class,
citizens. It looks good to us. We
want it. We have dedicated our-'
selves to achieving it. With the
help of God, we are going to have
it in this generation, so we can,
enjoy it," Judge Reynolds, said.
Sponsored by the Emancipation I
Association of Shelby County, thel
meeting marked the adoption of'
a program which will see Negroes
banding together to gain equality
of opportunity in all areas of liv-
ing in the city. Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, pastor of East Trigg
Baptist church is chairman,
the group then said "We are all
colored, even he (pointing to the
one white member of the group)
is colored."
A week later a group visited
the three restaurants at the Cain-
!Sloan company. One group of stu-
dents :vent to the lower level caf-
eteria for Negroes where they
found that less than 50 percent of
,the customers were actually cus-
tomers in the store. The others
were employees from the down-
town area.
MARKED CONTRAST
, There is marked contrast be-
tween the Negro cafeteria, built
;chiefly for Cain-Sloan Negro em-





Many persons from all walks of
life were left to mourn the pass-
ing recently of Mrs. Eddie 0.
Rodgers. During her life she had
befriended hundreds during her
teaching and educational career.
Mrs. Rodgers was born in Vicks-
burg. Miss., the first daughter of









S h e attended
It college,
Tennessee Ala
Mrs. Rodgers university. r e -
ceiving her master of science de-
See MOURN, Page 2
and restroom facilities for, other
Cain-Sloan employees.
The main dining room, the Iris
Room, and the dinette were also
visited, where the Council team
were flatly and with hostility re-
fused service. They were told that
they would not be served and
were creating trouble by coming,
even though few other. customers
seemed to take notice of them
See MINISTERS, Page 2
•4
MISS FRESHMAN at Tennessee
A and I State university, Miss
Elizabeth Ann Mitchell of 783 lau-
rel st., was one of numerous col-
lege students at home for t be
holidays. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmore Mitchell, she is a
Former "Miss Melrose." The
lovely coed majors in business
education and is assistant secre-
tary of the Memphis Club of Ten-
nessee State. Staff photo by Billy
Duncan.
To Place Your Want Ad.






Sat., Jan. 9, 1960
ELKS TREAT — members of
the Beale Street Elks look on
at a project well done as the
faces of Mrs. Josephine Perry
and her children light up at the
sight of the huge bag of food
just presented them by the or-
ganization. From left are
Frank Scott, chairman of the
EARLE, ARK.
basket for the need commit-
tee; Atty. I. H. Murphy. exalt-
ed ruler Bluff City Lodge;
M. M. Adams, secretary. Ex-
alted Rulers Council No. 42;
George McFerren, exalted rul-
er Claiborne Lodge, aati W.
C. Weathers, co-chairman of
the Elks Educational Depart-
By BENNIE RUTH McCORIELE
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Brown, Miss Jeraldine Fay
Brown of Earle was married to
Both are former students of Dun-
bar high of Earle. They will make
their home in Chicago where the
groom is employed.
Mose Gillispie suffered a stroke
last week and was taken to the
Kennedy General hospital in Mem-
phis by the Arthu Sims Ambu-
lance service.
Mrs. Ruth Neely's mother, of
Marianna, died recently. The fu-
Columbia Dunn of Chicago on neral was held in Marianna on
Ehristmar day. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Dunn of Earle. of the town of Earle.
They were married at the bride's 
parents' home. The bride is the New York — About 20 million
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. 4mericans need eyeglasses but do
John Henry Townsend of Earle. not have them.
Dec. 26. She has the sympathy
meat. U. George W. Lee, gen-
eral chairman and grand com-
missioner of the Educational
Department and Maurice Hul-
bert, co-chairman were pres-
ent at the occasion also. Sev
ent at the occasion also. Sev-
Memphis during the recent
basket campaign.
Bates
(Continued From Page 1)
tisers and readers—left the Mr.
and Mrs. Bates without an in-
come.
The Tri-State Defender, like
many organizations across the na-
tion, feel that Negroes now should
rally to the aid of this courageous
couple. Won't you send your do-
nation today to The Tri-State De-
fender, P.O. Box 311, Memphis 1?
Make checks and money orders
payable to Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Bates The edition will forward
them to Mr. and Mrs. Bates.
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN
THE QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST!
Mail to Contest Director, Tri-State Defender,
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose nam•
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may send
in as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they are in




(Please print contestant's name.)
YOUR SISTER-IN-LAW




HERE.! IT LOOKS AS
'THOUGH YOU'LL HAVE
TO BURN THE HOUGE
DOWN TO GET I-4ER
OUT
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance
FAGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652
Rock."
Referring to the opinions of
townspeople, Tucker said "The
i people are gratified to have a full
I school program in operation this
I year in contrast to the situation
which existed previously." Asked
about future plans in Little Rock,
Tucker said "I can't predict the
future. We just live from day to
day."
Atlanta's school board is propos-
ing a pupil placement plan as a
means of complying with federal
court orders to desegregate At-
lanta public schools. The plan is
under consideration by a federal
judge and the Georgia Legisla-
ture must enact laws to implement
such a plan before it could be
FOREIGN STUDENTS
WASHINGTON—There are about
40,000 foreign students in the 'U.S.
in an average year.
Words of the Wise
The pleasantest things in
the world are pleas an t
thoughts; and the great art
of life is to have as many,





(Continued From Page 1)
until the management came with
fear and resentment to ask them
to leave.
In the Iris Room, the Rev. Mr.
Lawson was told by a vice presi-
dent of the company that he and
the others were hurting 'y o u r
race." But he would not talk or
reply to the question, "Do you
think that you are helping either
the Negro or your race, the
church, this community or nation
by maintaining such a policy?"
Neither readiness to talk about
the problem nor courtesy were
shown the members 01 the group.
TELL PURPOSE
The purpose of these visits was
(1) to establish in an action situa-
tion what the actual policy was
Name Enoc Waters'
Editor Of ANP
Enoc P. Waters, jr has been
named editor of the Associated
Negro Press, (ANP) nation's old-
est and largest Negro press serv-
ice.
Announcement of the appoint-
ment was made this week by
Claude A. Barnett who founded the
news agency in Chicago 40 years
ago and naw serves as its direc-
tor.
ANP serves almost every Negro
newspaper in the country, includ-
ing all but a few of the major
publications. In addition, its sub-
scribers include a large number of
publications in foreign countries
particularly Africa. In all, more
than 100 publications rely upon
ANP regularly.
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Waters is well trained for his
new position with a newspaper
background extending back more
than 30 years to his high school
days in Philadelphia.
Now, 50, Waters has covered
almost every type of editorial as-
signment. In addition to report-
er, he has been editorial and fea-
ture writer, columnist, war cor-
respondent and editor.
Beginning with the Philadelphia
Tribune while in high school, Wat-
ers' first full time newspaper em-
ployment was with the Journal
and Guide in Norfolk, Va., after
his graduation from Hampton In-
stitute in 1933.
For' 23 years he was with the
Chicago Defender and helped plan
and launch the Daily Defender
which he was serving as execu-




As a war correspondent during
a half years in the Pacific ac-
ENOC P. WATERS
companying American forces from
Australia to Japan. He was aboard
the Battleship Missouri when the
L. C. BATES, former publish-
er of the Arkansas "State
Press", speaks at a meeting
for Moral Re-Armament in the
National Theatre, Washington,
D. C. He is flanked by Harry
Burton (left), president of
the Duquesne, Pa., local of the
United Steelworkers, and Raj-
inohan Gandhi. grandson of
Mahatma Gandhi of India. Mr.
Bates told the conference, "If
we can instill Moral Re-Arm-
ament into the people of Lit-
tle Rock it will tarn the city
from chaos to happiness."
Speakers representing m any
nations carried the ideology of
Moral Re-Armament to the
National Theatre audience to
start a week-long program of
plays and assembly sessions.
Japanese formally surrendered in
September 1945.
In addition, the new ANP editorMourn
has made a number of tours of
the nation and has an intimate
knowledge of the race problem
in the South.
In his new assignment Waters
will be charged with carrying out
a broad program ot expansion of
the ANP service which has been
outlined by Barnett,
Albert C. Barnett, (no relation
to Claude) another veteran news-
paperman once city editor of the
Chicago Defender who has been
with ANP on and off for 30 years
will continue as chief of the copy
World War II, he spent two and,desk.
Faubus Predicts
'Further Strife'
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Arkan- put into effect in Georgia.
sas Gov. Orval Faubus, attacking ent state laws forbid any
Little Rack's pupil placement integration in Georgia.
plan, said "It is a temporary ex-
pidient to gain temporary truce." . •
Fatibus, reviewing the school
situation in an interview with At-
lanta radio station WSB, declared
"The so-called pupil placement
plan as put into effect in Little
Rock to me is very similar to
the Munich plan which was a pact
drawn up and signed by Cham-
berlain and Hitler back in the
days before the great war."
Faubus said "It is true that we
now have a preiod of tranquility
just as they had after Munich but
if the NAACP continues with its
plans as publicity announced there
will be further strife and the age-
old problem which has proved so
disastrous in Washington, D. C.,
Newark, N. J., Baltimore and
other cities throughout the na-
tion."
HITS NAACP PLAN
The Arkansas Governor added
that the "NAACP has made it
very plain they do not plan to
stop with token integration and and (2) to engage representatives
token integration is all we have of the management in conversa-
in Little Rock." lions about the situation against
In a separate interview, Ever- this setting.
ette Tucker, jr., chairman of the I The group, committed to the
Little Rock Board of Education I way of Christian non-violent ac
said "We have achieved a high tion, plans to continue the pursuit
degree of normality in the opera- of the problem until a morally
lion of schools here in Little 
defensible solution is discovered.
A committee from the NCLC
has met with the management of
these stores on three occasions
with the request that the prac-
tice of segregation be brought to
an end. Their reception at Har-
vey's, where two of the conferenc-
es were held, was quite cordial,
and there seemed to have been a
recognition of the problem and
some willingness to seek to ex-
plore alternatives to segregation.
The management at Cain-
Sloan's, however, seemed by no
means to share this outlook. When
the NCLC committee, headed by
the president, the Rev. Kelly M.
Smith, met with Mr. John Sloan
of the Cain-Sloan store, he was
quite unwilling t o discuss the
Christian or moral issued involv
ed.
'NOT CONCERNED'
In fact, he stated that many
"better class" Negroes who shop
ped at his store were not concern
ed with segregation but, rather
with the purchase of good mer
chandise at good prices.
Chairman of the Projects Com-
mittee is the Reverend J. M
Lawson, jr., also Southern Region
al Secretary of the Fellowship of',
Reconciliation. President of t h e
Council, the Reverend Kelly Mill
cr Smith, is pastor of the First
Baptist church of Nashville.
(Continued From Page 1,)
gree from the latter.
For many years she served as
a-. teacher at the Florida street
school and for the past three and
a half years she had served as
principal of the Lester elemen-
tary school.
She died Dec. 29, 1959, at E. H.
Crump hospital,
Last rites were heard Thurs-
day, Dec. 31, at the Centenary
Methodist church. Rev. H. H.
Jones preached the eulogy with
Dr. J. W. Golden, Mrs. Laura
Green, Elder Blair T. Blunt, Mrs.
Mary Jean Thomas and the choir
taking active parts
Survivors are: Clifton A. Perk-





A few drops of OUTOROS bring biased
rallof from tormenting pain of ingrown
OUTGRO tongtiens tba skin underneath tido
nail, allows th• nal to bei eat and thus pre-
vents farther pain and dasomfort. OUTGRO
I. •vallable at all dreg Onilitors.
PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. MAXWELL
F'•r •






WI-1AT ARE THE PANTS
YOU'RE VVEARI N' MADE








HOLLYWOOD — Producer - di-
rector Mervyn LeRoy had a gigan-
tic casting problem in finding the
right actors for 138 key roles in
Warner Bros.' ''The FBI Story,"
starring James Stewart and Vera
Miles.
bard, Mrs. Hazelle Overton Lewis
and Mrs. Thelma Overton Brown,
Burial was in Elmwood ceme-
tery. T. H. Hayes & Sons was in
charge.
sisters: and other relatives and
many friends.
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What is the mood of Poplarville today? Why did the people of Poplarville
fail to work with the FBI, making it necessary for the Federal Govern-
ment to move in? Why did they rejoice and actually celebrate the lynch-
ing of Mack Parker? Are they sorry now? Find out in a shocking "Memo
from Mississippi" in LOOK Magazine. It's on your newsstands now.








Once again a new year is moon us and we have already made plans for all of the
many things that we are going to do in 1960. Like many persons you have discussed
the possibility of purchasing a home. The first question to be asked is can we afford
a new home? The answer to that question is very simple, anyone who can afford to
pay rent, can afford to purchase a home, that is a "Wolfe" built home in beautiful
Lakeview Gardens subdivision.
Here in this section you can see a picture of one of the lovely homes located on 8th
road in Lakeview Gardens. You can move into this home for "NO DOWN PAY-
MENT". Who could ask for anything more? Still we have even more to offer, and
each week we will write more about Lakeview Gardens, in hopes that you will make
it a point to come out and see for yourselves, the many plans that we have just for you.
The Maple
PRICE  $8000.00
CLOSING  $ 250.00
NOTES $ 53.00
(Notes Include Taxes and Insurance)
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road.
drive South on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Ceeter School.








JECT of Fisk University Scrib-
ner Hall Girls is recondition-
ing toys for the "Toys f o r
Tots" project of the firemen
of the City of Nashville each
Christmas. Left to right are:
Miss Gwendolyn Simmons of
Charleston, S. C.; Miss Carole





There will be a dedicatorial serv-
-cc conducted at the Riverside
side MB church, Sunday, Jan. 24,{
2:30 p. m. The church is located{
at 248 W. Mitchell rd. The mem-
bers of the church are proud to be
looking forward with great anti-
cipation to making this a historic-
al affair. They are soliciting the
cooperation of all interested per-
sons. Their goal is 1,000. Please
sip them make this a reality.
- Katherine Tappan, chair-
man; Mrs. Mattie L. Adams, co-
chairman: Mrs. Charlene Dand-
ridge, church reporter. Rev. 0. D
White is the pastor.
PTA NEWS
The Mitchell Road School PTA
will present their annual tea Sun-
day. Jan. 31, in the beautiful au-
ditorium of the school. Mrs. N.
A. Crawford, president, Mrs. John-
nie M. Peters, publicity chairman'
Prof. Alonzo Weaver, principal.
GUESTS
Mrs. Essie L. Myrick of Shef-
field, Ala., spent the Christmas
holidays with her daughter, and
son-in-law and grandchildren, Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Smith, jr., and
Horace, jr., Glenda, and Marvin{
Smith.
The Smiths reside at 272 Glencoe
rd.
Words of the Wise
The reputation of a min
Is like his shadow: it some-
times follows and sometimes
precedes him, it is sometimes
longer and sometimes shorter
than his natural size.
—(French proverb)
Miss Joyce Murray of Day-
ton, Ohio; and Miss Gloria
Chalmers of Faison, N. C. Co-
chairman of project, Miss Ja-
Sat., Jon. 9, 1960
Says Poplarville Hit
By 'Guilt And Fear
The white population of Poplar.;
vile, Miss., is "wrenched by con-
aid between dread and guilt"
over the lynching of Mack Parker,
a magazine editor declared this
week.
Writing in the current issue of
Look Magazine, Georgia-born edit-
or George Leonard, jr., said he
found during a recent visit to Pop-
larville that people were "trying
desperately to force the ugly mat-
ter from their conscious minds."
"The people of Poplarville were
obviously trying to fool them•
selves. Some of the less educated
already have woven a web of fan-
tasy to protect them from their
own feelings," Leonard wrote.
He said he was told by one
man that "most people" in Pop-
neice Cochran of Dayton, Ohio
and Miss Elizabeth Mason of





NEW YORK — Not only is the
end in sight for the grimy apart-
ments and grim tenements which
currently deface America's cities,
but the near future should also
see the demise of the one-family
home on the small suburban plot
of land.
This is the prediction of one ex-
pert who says that in 15 years
the present crucial housing situa-
tion will be eased by the imple-
drawing boards calling for huge
!tower apartment buildings to re-
'place the basic mass housing fa-
cilities now being used.
1 New York architect William
Ballard's plan for such a project,
which he calls "The Tower In
The Park," is published in the
current issue of Life magazine. {
{ Ballard says that six of these
'modern towers, each 30 stories
high with duplex apartments for
720 families (about 3,000 people)
could be built on a 20 acre park-
like site.
The DEBUNKER
By John Harvey Fetritey,,Pit.D.,.
Contrary to popular °omen, met.'
lie libraries have existed since on.
cient times Recent excavations at
Nippur tri Babylon have revealed
library dating from about 3000 5 C.
—which would make it about VW
years old The "books' s are abot it
paper. but are day tablets boo-
log inscriptions The greatest It-
bra ry of Pr Wintry was built at
Alexandria. and parettinenta in roils •
were used for beek.s. Studenten
teachers and many other 'choler'
came there from various parts of
the oared to study mid is maltegill
woo-,
CHERRY CENTER
Lansing — Michigan ranks first
in growing tart cherries. One-
half of the entire U. S. crop is
grown in the state.
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become a drunkard. I never have
had a drop to drink in my life
and maybe this makes the prob-
lem seem even bigger than it
really is. As yet, my wife has
not done anything to really make
me ashamed but it seems that all
she does around the house is mix
herself a drink. She is fine as a
mother and wife in all other ways
but pretty soon I am certain we
are going to be in for a whole
lot of trouble. What do you sug-
gest. Troubled.
. Dear Troubled: You do indeed
have a big problem on your hands
?ind you ane to be congratulated
for trying to hold your family to-
gether. At this point, I suggest
you and your wife seek the cowl-
{ sel of a minister. You sound like
.a churchman so I think you should
insist that your wife and you talk
it out with your pastor. If she
resists, explain to her that this
is urgent and must be done for
the sake of your children if for
no other reason. Few mothers will
{deliberately hurt their children
land I don't think your wife will
either. Best of luck to you.
Dear Mary: If you want to see
a real ugly duckling, look at me.
I am so ashamed of the way I
look, I can hardly ever look in .
the mirror. I never have any
dates and I am always on the
outside of the fun. I am 17 years !
old and get nice marks in school
but I rate zero on the popularity
poll. This makes me most sad.--
Ugly Duckling.
Dear Duckling: I refuse to call
you ugly duckling because there
is no such thing as ugly. Cer-
tainly you are old enough now to
know that beauty is only skin
deep and a person is only as
{pretty as he or she is nice. I
know of several persons who
would never win a beauty con-
test but who have developed per-
sonality, skills in conversation, a
delightful disposition or some
other means of attracting friends.
Stop feeling sorry for yourself and
start now being the best type of
human being you know how. You'd
be surprised how members of
both sexes will be drawn to you.
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Fu.
neral director Lynn Berry says
he is the stork's right hand man.1
Berry, who also drives an em-
bulance, delivered a nine-pound a
girl—"my seventh delivery in the
ambulance"—to Mrs. Lynn Brew-
er on the way to the hospital.
Helps kid And Clear
itchySIdn Rash!
Zerno—liquid or otntinent—e doc-
tor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
itching, stops scratching and so







lantile think that the Parker case
was "a frame-up by the NAACP"
and that "there wasn't no rape
and there wasnt' no lynching."
The Parker case made interna-
tional headlines last April when
Parker was dragged from a Pop-
larville jail by a band of masked
men two days before he was to go
on trial for raping a pregnant
white woman. Nine days later, his
bullet-ridden body was recovered
from the Pearl River,
Leonard said in Look that he
was told by a Southern newspaper-
Allan that the local attitude sup-
porting the lynching was far more
; general when the story broke
Ithan most of the local leaders are
{now willing to admit.
Dear Mary: I am 16 years old{
but my parents treat me like I
am a baby. They always give me;
the third degree when I come
home from a date and if l'm even
a little late getting home, I hear
about it for the next two weeks.
It seems to me that parents
should trust their sons and
daughters especially after they
get to be 16 years old. All my
friends feel the same way. Can't
you say something to get parents
straight so we can show it to
them? — Disillusioned Teen-Ager.
Dear Teen-Ager: I sure can say
something you can show your
parents. Hooray for your Mom and
Dad! They are absolutely right
when they want to know what
their 16-year-old daughter does
when she is out on dates, And
you deserve a verbal spanking for
getting home late. You will have
plenty of time to do what you
wish without your parents' "third
degree" when you've reached the
age of 21 and start buying your
own food and clothes. Right now,
I suggest you act your age and
thank God that you have parents
who are interested enough to care.
So many don't, you know.
Dear Mary: I am a widow, still
young enough to be attractive to
men but I just can't seem to let
myself go enough to be entertain-
ing to the opposite sex anymore.
I admit I am lonely and when-
ever I talk to my friends about
it, they keep telling me that I
must respect the memory of my
husband who has been dead a
little more than a year. Since I
am a loyal church worker, I have
always taken this advice. But I
don't know how much longer I
can take this lonely existence.
Isn't there a way our —Widow.
Dear Widow: Certainly there's
a way out. You only have to take
the first step. Your friends are
all wet and if they were in your
shoes, they'd be talking out of the
other side of their mouths. You
can enjoy the company of unat-
tachAi males in your age bracket
without any shame at all. It's a
good bet your husband would not
want you to pine away in your
misery. Through church and your
clubs, its a good bet you can find
a pleasant companion for the
movies, church socials, drives and
even an occasional dinner at your
home. Who knows? The next thing
you know, your friends may be
throwing rice your way again.
Dear Mary Morris: I have a
problem which is getting to be
too big for me. I am deeply in
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Fete Rev. 6. D. Jones At Surprise
Birthday Party During Holidays
A surprise birthday dinner par-
ty was held recently for Rev. G.
D. Jones, popular young Baptist
minister at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Stewart Lewellyn, 425 Lipford
at.
The well appointed home of the
Lewellyns provided a lovely set-
ting for the affair. The Christmas
decoration was still up and the
festive mood was in the air.
A delicious menu was served
consisting of fried chicken, maca-
roni, peas and carrots, pineapple
salad and hot rolls. The beauti-
fully decorated birthday cake was
served with frappe. The table was
overlaid with an ecru Pierpoint-
Ducheroit lace tablecloth. Red can-
dles matched the poinsettias at
points in the living
MOM.
Many of the ministers who were
invited were attending other meet-
various
respect and went on to other meet-
ings while some of them came to
the party after the other meetings.
Among those attending were the
Rev. L. R. Denson, pastor of Bel-
mont, Arlington and St. Luke, Cov-
ington, Tenn., also moderator of
the Friendship District association
inc.; Rev. N. L. Threats, pastor
of First Baptist, Eads, Tenn., and
executive secretary of the Friend-
ship District association, inc.; Rev.
W. P. Tate, pastor of New Can-
aan, Memphis, and chairman of
the board of commissioners of the
same district association;
Rev. W. S. Biles, pastor of Pros-
perity,‘„Bartlett, Tenn., and Pleas-
ant Grove, Raleigh, Tenn.; Dr.
W. Herbert Brewster, pastor of
East Trigg and Pilgrim Baptist
churches, Memphis; Rev. Van J.
Malone, Memphis, and Rev. 0.
Breckinridge, pastor of Greater
ings and they called to pay their First Baptist, Chelsea, Memphis.
I. "And there we saw the giants,
the sons of Anak, which come
of the giants; and we were in
our own sight as grasshoppers,
and so we were in their sight."
Joshua 13:33
What is your outlook far the
new year? I talked with a man
a few days ago, who although in
a position of great influence,
holds a very dark outlook for this
year and many of the years
to come. He sees no great change
for the good in the foreseeable
future. In my way of thinking he
was seeing life out of its truest
perspective.
But Ise was not alone — people
historically have been seeing life
Out of its truest perspective. The
world is in the condition it is to.'
day because men have seen it out
of its real perspective. The fall
of man predicted upon man's
curiosity made its contribution to
the present state of man. The
murder of Cain by Abel, the de-
ceit manifested in the life of Ja-
cob and countless other things I
could list here will show to each
of us the basic reasons for the
condition of our world today. Life
has never or will it ever be wrap-
ped up in these things.
The fact that has always caused
quite a bit of concern for me is
wrapped up in the great likeness,'
of the Biblical people to people
today. We have not changed. In
spite of priests, prophets, a n d
eventually Jesus Christ — man to
a large extent is in the same state.
Nan is still engulfed with pride,
deceit, power, greed, jealousy, and
many of the things for self &grand-
izement. We must somewhere
down the line gain the real per-
spective on life.
These men sent out to view the
land snd bring back a morally ac-
ceptable picture chose rather (be-
cause of no doubt some precon-
ceived ideas) to return with this
distorted picture of the promised
land. Only a people with a distort-
ed picture of life could have stoop-
ed to such a level. The tragic
thing about it is that there are
still people who look at life in
terms of distortion. These men
went to the Promised Land and
saw only the unconquerable. Noth-
ing is worse than a man or wom-
an who has lost all hope. These 
peoplelive in a world of hope-
lessness. They see life in the sight
of fruitlessness.
As we enter the new year there
are thousands and thousands of
people who approach life in terms
of darkness and futility. Someone
told me that a man is old when
all of his ambitions have left him.
As long as a man holds forth the
gleam of hope in his life he is
young but once he loses the hope
of a better tomorrow he is old.
So we see these men coming back
and making a report that giants
were over there and we could
never conquer it.
There are those of us who look
at the moral picture, the intellect-
ual picture, the emotional picture,
the cultural picture, and the re-
ligious picture of this day and
compare it with the same pictures
of their days and we are ready
to give up — grow old instantan-
eously. I admit that there is much
to cause us concern today but
concern only to the point that
Others included Mrs. Maridelle
Lewellyn, member of Union Pro-
gressive, Memphis, pastored by
Rev. G. D. Jones, recording secre-
tary of the Friendship District
association, inc.; Mrs. Josephine
Winbush. member of Beulah Bap-
tist church of Memphis, Mrs. hen
Smith of Union Progressive church
and Mrs. Willene Phillips, w h o
prepared the delectable menu;
Mrs. Juanita Taylor, member of
the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day
Adventist church, and Mrs. Frank-
elle Wand, Fullvie w Baptist
church, Ellendale, pastored by the
Rev. C. D. Jones.
Mrs. Wand is supervisor of
the YMCA's of the Friendship
District association, inc., superin-
tendent of Fullview Sunday school
and corresponding secretary of the
National Baptist Women's Coun-
cil.
we are going to do something
about current world conditions.
Yes, I grant you that the world
is a bad condition. The economic,
spiritual, cultural, social, and in-
tellectural picture standing before
us today should make us shud-
der and shudder we should, but
this is not going to solve the prob-
lem.
There is something that al-
ways speaks to the Man or Wom-
an of God — In spite of the dark
picture painted by the majority
Joshua uttered we can conquer.
As we enter into 19.4 — I admit
that we are moving into a world
of darkness, chaos, and confu-
sion but there MUST be those of us
who are so rooted in the best
things of life that we will be un-
moved ourselves but move those
forces that will make for destruc-
tion. Current conditions demand
that each of us see life in its cor-
rect perspective.
Many of us have been living
in terms of feelings but we must
live in terms of facts. We must
see life in terms of reality and
not emotions — a thing in 1960
asust be accepted or rejected in
terms of its good or had not in
terms of how we feel about it.
These people who brought back
the majority report no doubt did
not want to go in the first place
so they brought about their re-
port. Many of us are just like
them. We don't expect anything
out of 1960 because already we
have drawn our conclusions. We




— Caroline Frances, three-week-
old daughter of the Earl and
Countess of Strathmore, died of
pneumonia at the ancestral Glamis
castle.
The Earl is a cousin of Queen
Elizabeth IT. His wife is the
former Mary Brennan, an Irish
nurse whom he married in 1958.
The child was their first.
Entire Stock! Gayoso Luggage
Reduced 40% to 50%
Every Piece Must Go Regardless Of Cost . . . .




• Some Matched Sets!
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:
Reg. Price Item
$29.95 Ladies Pullman Case
$27.50 Ladies Weekend Case
$29.95 Ladies Weekend Cases
$18.50 Men's Portfolio Brief Case
$ 9.75 Men's Brief Cases
$ 5.00 Leather Wallets,
(All Prices Plus Tax)
All Sales Final! .












HAPPY BIRTHDAY has just
been sung to honoree at party.
Left to right are; Rev. W. P.




. XV/• 'V *•<,
te,il; *It's
t'Ait 4ri /Or".
Rev. L. R. Donson, Mrs. Jose-
phine Wimbush, Rev. G. D.
Jones (honoree) Mrs. Juanita
Taylor, Rev. N. L. Threats,
Mrs. Frankelle Wand and Rev.
W. L. Biles. Attending but not
on picture: Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, Rev. 0. Brecken-
ridge and Rev. Van J. Malone.
The City Ushers' Association
of the Baptist Pastors Alliance has
elected the following officers to
serve for the year 1960.
The officers are Charlie Wel-
ton, president, Louise Nelson, First
'vice president, Cleveland Holiday,
second vice-president, Fred John-
son, third vice-president, Mar y
Lee Lester, secretary, Almedia
Brewer, assistant secretary, Pearl,
Brewer, assistant secretary, Pearl
Williams. financial secretary, J.
M. Robinson, t reasurer, Lulida
Sush, chairman of the member-
ship committee, Annie M. fiend-
rix, chairman of the sick commit-
tee, Leavadia Johnson, assistant
chairman of the sick committee,
Gracie L. Jackson, chairman of
the social committee, Leona Smith,
assistant chairman of the social!
committee, Mice Simmons, sociall
cornmittee, Nora Tate, publicityi
committee, Ransom Smith, chief
usher, Estella Bates, supervisor
of the choir, Edna Felton, choris-
ter, Mary E. Robinson, pianist
and R. A. Washington, general
supervisor.
Installation service will be held
at the New Hope Baptist church
on Cherry place this Thursday
night, Jan. 7. Music will be rend-
ered by the Ushers' Chorus. The
Installation sermon will be de-
livered by Rev. Charles Burgs.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
The main observance for the
Collins Chapel CNIE congregation
during the month of January will
be National youth Week. All serv-
ices will be under the auspices
of the young people when it be-
gins on Sunday, Jan. 31. Var-
ious other activities will be held
also.
Worship at the sanctuary, Sun
day, will be regular. A musical
at 8 p. m. will climax the day's
service. The combined choirs of
the church will render it.
Directing the choirs will be A
L. .Motlow. Mr. A. L. Peyton is
the organist and Mrs. Bernice
Thomas is the pianist.
Rev. David S. Cunningham is
the minister.
METROPOLITAN BAPTI91'
At Metropolitan Baptist church.
January is 'Brother-hood Month."
Among the many things planned
is a week of prayer. It began
this past Sunday and will culmi-
nate Sunday, Jan. 8.
The annual business meeting
will be held on Jan. 12.
On Sunday, Jan. 31, a special
program will end the "Brother-
hood Month" activities. There will
be a guest speaker.
Rev. S. A. Owen is the pastor.
ST. JAMES AME
"Let Brotherly Love Continue"
is the motto for the First Quarter
Conference at the-,St. James AME
Dec. 27, 1960. Two amic ser-
mons highlighted it, "o Room
For Christ" and "God Is Able."
Rev. J. E. James, the presiding
elder, delivered them.
According to those present, the
conference was one of the best
held in years.
St. James AME church is
proud of the re-assignment of the
pastor. Rev. E. M. Alcorn and the
appointment of Rev. J. E. James.




was present for the Annual Feast
of lights in observance of Epipha-
ny, last Sunday at the St. Mary's
Cathedral.
The Very Rev. William E. San-
cers was assisted by Bishop Barth
tor of Emmanuel Episcopal
RICE CROP
The U. S. has doubled its rice
crop the past 15 years.
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 15, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
somethisig that aids nature and helps
ectabltsh regulara) Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use Of $FRUTAN
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took sLatrism daily
under medical supervision. In case
after Case SFRUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real (elle from constipation after
35, try StRUTAN, powder or granular.
S "Rood if Rackweforls"ERUTA
LONG RIVER
El Paso — The Rio Grande river
which comprises the international
boundary be t we en the United
States and Mexico is one of the
church. longest on the continent, extend-
Rev. Samuel D. Rudder is pas- ing a distance of 2,200 miles.
IT'S PRAYING TIME NOW
It is not plain prayer time now. May we
continue in prayer. I warn you in prayer for
prayer is the only hope to God
for peace.
The Holy Spirit said unto me,
"do not stop," January 7. But
continue until it is all over, and
until we shall have peace. Amen.
Rev. Shipp
RELIGIOUS DIGEST, s
By Rev. G. G. Brown
One of my readers asked me i tion 
to all huinanity.
recently my personal opinion as Let 
us start with the form of
to whether I thought man would 
transportation of yesteryear, the
ever dwell in or on the moon, 
horse and wagon days. Deaths
It startled my soul and vexed and 
accidents as c,impared to this
my spirit to know that my reader day 
speak'for themselves. It took
was so concerned about such longer to 
get places but we li
matters and was not too concern- lo
nger. Yes, the auto to
ed about his soul. Not so much takes 
us faster and kills us qui
concerned enough to say Lord, er. We also 
have shared the sky
have mercy on me as a sinner, with 
the birds, whom God gave
At the birth of a new year and wing
s. We make our own wings,
the death of an old decade we 
But read your daily paper and see
find the same condition with most 
how much success man has had in
of us mortals. Many left with the 
the sky.
old and many made their arrival It takes 
guns to fight a war
with the new but of greatest im- and the Bible to 
fight the devil.
portance, out of their number how, With one you fight
 for your coun-
many shall be saved. Itry and the other 
for your soul,
In this advanced age of mod- It's almost sundown, 
children,
ern science and years of intense 
let us work while it is day. When
my soul departs from this old
frame I want to rest. It's not im-
portant to me whether man will
dwell on the moon. What's really
important to me is will you ac-
on Earth. The sun gives us light
and heat by day. The moon gives
her light by night and has full
control over the seas. The Holy
Bible is the key, and just line in
accordance to its instructions.
Wait on God's return and you will
pass the sun, moon, and all the
other planets that man has been Memphis Judge
able to see with the naked eye.
The Great Architect who de-
signed this world did not need a
blueprint. We mortals must build
with an earthly foundation. That's
why God is above; He is the head
and we are the .feet. God has plac-
ed us where He can give us in-
structions to stay until His return.
It has been made lawful to pay
all kinds of taxes. But we wilI
never have to pay moon tax be- 1
cause man will never dwell there.
All of our inventions have been charge anyway.
able to bring grief and descrue- mimmummumumommommummumv_
- - - — -
study we have devoted to the so-
lar systems and trying to reach
the planets, we should realize there
is only one true power, Our God
who has always had full control' cept Christ today as. your person-
of all that exists in Heaven and' al saviour. The invitation I am
extending is not only for 
but as many as who believe
Youths' Harmony
Finds Favor With
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) —
Police hauled five youths into
court last week and charged
them with gambling at a Beale
street dice game. The youths in-
sisted they were just practicing
some harmony.
City Judge Beverly Roush*
asked them to sing a song to
prove it.
"It sounded like 'Roll, Jordan,
Roll'," said Boushe when they
finished — but he dismissed the




Visit Your Big Star Food Stores Today! • a
Yes Madame,
Tempters are a must these
cold bleak mornings. Dad and
the small-fry will not have to
be awakened the second time
if you have the aroma of pan-
cakes and bacon through the
house. Jack Sprat pancakes
are tempter to the most fasti-
deous appetite. It also supplies
energy and warmth needed to
face these cold wintry days.
Make a batch of pancake bat-
ter today. It keeps nicely in
the refrigerator.
JACK SPRAT PANCAKES
lt2 cups Jack Sprat enriched
flour
3 tlbs. sugar
2 tsp, baking powder
3-4 tsp. salt
1 egg, beaten until light
3 tlbs. melted butter
3-4 cup milk or more.
Have milk at room tempera-
ture and add with butter to
egg. Add dry ingredients sifted
together and stir vigorously,
adding more milk, if necessary
to make batter just thin enough
to pour. Do not over beat;
lumps do no harm.
APPEARING ON RECENT procram sponsored by the Rig
Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South, the boys anti
girls pictured above gave an excellent account of themselves.
Each Saturday morning the Big-Star Talent Show goes on the
air at 11:30 a. in. over the powerful 50.000-watt WDIA. If sou
Heat griddle or frying pan.
Many griddles do not require
greasing but if necessary,
grease with a bit of bacon.
Drop batter by spoonfuls or
pour from pitcher. When full of
bubbles, lift with spatula to see
if under-surface is browned;
turn brown on other side. Serve
at once with bacon or sausage,
butter and syrup.
Real good eating with hot cof-






have any talent that can be presented on radio, you are invited
to contact WIMA for an audition try-out. Big Star Food Stores
are glad to give boys and girls of the Mid-South this opportunity
to show what they can do. The stars of tomorrow very well re•


















































Sensational Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
With All Attachments.








Ter) Percent Commission On All Subscriptions
Sord In Addition To Qualifying Subscriptions.
PLUS - $100
SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO CLUB SPONSORING
GRAND PRIZE WINNER!
Vacation for two for  days and six nights
at the luxurious Sir John Hotel in Miami,
Florida, with room end meals. Transportation
NOT included.
Beautiful three-piece Oskosh luggage set, just
like the set used by Miss America. From
Gayese Luggage Company, 29 S. Second.
Admiral Stereophonic Hi-Fi set with match-
ing speaker. From Tri-State Vacuum Cleaner
Co., 1343 Madison.
$100 worth of lens &eying records.
Lovely Philce table model radio. From Rhodes.
Jennings Furniture Co., 66 N. Main.
Beautiful pair of shoes with matching hand-
bag end box of hosiery. From Kaufman's Shoe
Store, 2230 Lamar.
Dinner for two once-a•rnenth for a year at
Tony's Inn, 1404 Lyceum Road.
CONTEST OPENED NOVEMBER 30th
Female Members Of Social, Religious, And Civic Clubs In Tennessee, Mississippi And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.
1. QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTEST: The contest is
open to any female member of a social, religious, civic or
charity club or to any "Sweetheart" of any male club in
Tennessee, Mississippi or Arkansas. Every contestant MUST
be sponsored by • club. To qualify as an official con,testant,
every applicant must complete an application form and moil
or bring in to the office of the Tri-State Defender with
two (2) one-year subscriptions to the Tri-State Defender
sold at $6.00 for each one-year subscription or four (4)
one-half year subscriptions sold at $3.50 per one half year
subscription. The remittance must accompany the applica-
tions and the subscriptions.
2. HOW WINNER WILL RE DETERMINED: The contestant with
the highest number of votes at the end of the contest
will be determined the winner. Contestants will receive 200
votes for every one-year subscription to the Tri-State Defender
sold, and 100 votes for every one-half your subscription sold
after qualifying. For the duration of the contest, a free
vote coupon will appear in every issue of the paper good
for ton votes. When • contestant qualifies, she will recei*e
300 FREE votes automatically.
A
WEEKLY REPORTS: Contestants will be required to make
week!b reports to the Contest Director by 1 p. m. Saturday
of EVERY week. This newspaper will publish every week
the names of the three leading contestants but will net
publish the number of votes each has gained.
CONTEST DATES: The contest opened November 30,
1959 and will close at 6 p. m. Febroary 29, 1960. The
Tri-State Defender office will be open until 6 p. m.
on February 29 to receive reports. The door will be closed
promptly at 6 p. m. and no contestants will be permitted
to enter to make reports after that time. Mellows mailed
to the office must be postmarked by 6 p. in. February 29,
1960 in order to be acceptable.
NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will be notified by
Marsh 7, 1960.
EMPLOYERS Op THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER and members
of their immediate families are not eligible to enter the
contest. Employees in offices rented from the Tri-State De-
fender are not eligible to enter the contest.
Bring or mail this coupon with check or money order for two ene.yeer subscriptions to Tri-State Defender at $6.00 each or four half-yeer subscriptions
at $3.50 each.
DO NOT DELAY!
500 FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING!
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QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Tri-State Defender 236 So. Wellington
Name Phone
Address City Stahl
Name of Sponsoring Club
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Woria; Eelnas Soon On (SC's
$753,00
WILBERFUIstCL, Uhio — T h e
contract has been let on the S758.-
100 addition which Central State
college is making to its gymnasi-
um. B. G. Danis company of Day-
ton will be the general contrac-
tor.
Estinr•tcd time for the construe-
ti •n is 13 months.
The total amount o f $758.00C
which will be invested will not
only cover the cost of the build-
lne, but also the equipment which
is necessary in a modern gymna-
-
Additional G
S al . the men.
:EVEN OFFICES
This addition will provide sev-
en additional office spaces, class-
roo ns, additional spectator seats
in the Natatorium, and practice
space for approximately 500 stu-
dents. It will embrace a footage
of 110e90 and provitle an assem-
bly area seating approximately
3.000 people.
The present gymnasium will be
used by the women students and
the new addition will be used by
yin
The exterior of this modern
building will be brick with alumi-
num window walls and insulated
aluminum panels above the top
of the masonry. This addition will
blend in well with the other build-
ings on the campus, some of
which have been standing for the
past 69 years and others which
have been added through t h e
years.
. The interior of the building will
2,000 Ile:p Boost Morale
OF ErIcolless Children
FARMV,I.I.F., Va. — An esti- know they have done wrong."
elated 2.e,00 parents and children Meanwhile, Va. NAACP counsel
I!' nded the South's biggest yule- Oliver Hill charged that the at-
party at the Armory in Farm- tempt of whites to open a Negro
Va.. as a result of a success- private school was -a deception."
lull nation-wide drive to help and told the packed armory that,
mericak -fortatien children." "All you are losing is one or two
The party was geele'd to boost years of basic education, but if
he mora'e of the 1,7,0 Negro you succeed, you'll get far more
cllool children who lia.e been out than you ever would in the rinky-
school all year becaese Prince dink Jim-Crow schools." sive ceremony
Edward County officials abolis ed As a highlight of the party, Wit- Christmas tree.
uhlic schock to avert integration. tins and Hill led a group of NAA-
Marking the first time Negroes CP ofiacials and show stars in a
ave us:d the Arrnony in the In • singing of Christmas carolsass e
It was the most emotional part ofirginia tobacco capital, the na• -r- the proeram and brought tears to
y featured a surprise appearance he eves of many parents in the
NAAC-P Secretary Roy Wil -k- bitter school desegregation case.
rv.dtil a special message of To entertain the crowds, the vol-
Hie to the couracntls fr•milies) untecr troupe traveled in a six.
, an all-star show herilMed by car caravan from Washington in
amed singer M.e.ine Solth.an. To 20-degree weather and experienc•
iccommodate the eve; d. t Ii e cd several incidents.
nupe was forced to put on two A car caerving headliner Max-
me Sullivan was ticketed for
O. C. CONFERENCE speeding and the driver fined the
As a result of the fo.ti..ing of maximum of $72.50 — a Christ•
ttention on the plight of the :nas present from Va. officials.
school-less Negro children. liss Als-•. after it was discovered
Dorothy Heights. president of the :AACP officials were on the par-
Nlational Council of Negro Wain- ty prozrzim, state officials de-
en, has called a special emergen- manded the names and addresses
ey conference on Jan. 1.; in WasM- of all show participants, obviously
ngton to discuss ways and means a harassing project.
to help the cause. Besides singer Miss Sullivan,
She has invited outstandine Ne- the show volunteers included 18-
ro women leaders to the meet- year old vocalist Linda Griner,
ing to explore ways to open the dancer Esterline Jackson, singer
ounty schools as well as to furn-
sh temporary educational assist Bar Price Fix i ng
Fence to the families.
Meanwhile. Mrs. Aretha McKin- By Barber Group
ley, secretary of the American NEW YORK — (UPI) — State
Council on Human Rights, also an- Atty. Gen. Louis K. Lefkowitz has
uneed plans for a meeting in obtained a Supreme Court judge-
ashington of Negri: sorority lead- mcnt prohibiting the Master Bar-
to press for aiding the school- hers Association of Staten Island
its children. from price fixing haircuts a n d
At the party, Wilkins encourag- shaves.
the families to keep -faith and The cost of a haircut was $1.40
COurage." He charged that -the and a shave Si. Lefkowitz had
white people are strangling them- chareed the association with fixing
selves," adding: "I think hey prices for the whole island area.
busines
Cleomine Lewis, t\ , quintets,
Harlequins and tilt Cougression-
als, model LaJeunei Hundley, and
an eight-piece bandi the Altones.
Washington
Scott performed in the role of San-
ta Claus to distribute bags of can-




THIS IS A SUBDIVISION, in
Kansas City, Kansas. of 143
homes built by Robbins and
Robbing construction company.
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foot height, and maple flours in
the gym and physical education
room. The other floor spaces will
be covered with terrazzo and as-
phalt tile.
Five new buildings have been
completed at Central State dur-
ing the past year, They were: a
new library, two new residence
halls for men, a residence hall for
women, and a new elementary
laboratory school.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely man here in the city of
Detroit, middle aged, dark com-
plexion, 155 lbs., 5 feet, 6 inches
tall. I am a member of the
Church of God, a Mason and I
like all sports. C. J. Mack, sr.,
708 Pengree St., Detroit 2, Mich.
* * •
Dear Mine. Chante: Please help
me. I am just a poor hard work-
ing young man looking for a good
wife. I am a Christian — my
faith is Baptist. Would like some-
one of the same faith. I am 33.
divorced, dark complexioned, 6
feet tall, 195 lbs. I hope I can
find someone nice, quiet, truth-
ful and loves church. Will e x-
-change photos. Willie Henderson,
1221 E. G5th St., Chicago 37, 111.
▪ • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to correspond and exchange
photos with young ladies. I am
20, 6 feet tall, weigh 170 lbs., with
black hair, brown eyes. My favor-
ite interests are dancing, singing
and sports. Thomas Woods, 4852
McCook ave., East Chicago, Ind.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: ,1 am a sin-
gle man of 45, 5 feet, 10 inches
tall, brown skin. Would like to
meet a single woman between the
ages of 22 and 38. Shall consider
marriage and answer all letters.
Please send photo in first letter.
D. Williams, 1819 W. 35th Place,
Los Angeles 37, Calif.
IS.
Dear Mme. Chante: Through
your pen pal column, a friend of
mine was made very happy. I
too, would like to be happy. I am
a Jamaican girl, 30 years old,
dark complexioned, 128 lbs., 5 feet
3 inches tall. I wish to correspond
with men and women between the
Harold E. Robbins (on left)
and Wendell A. Robbins, de-
%elopers of the Brentwood
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nexed by the city, are shown
at the completed project.
Homes range from 112.000 to







ages of 30 and 60. Ena E. Brown,
Kingston 4, Jamaica.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to correspond with a young
lady between the ages of 25 and
30. I am 34, dark complexioned,
weigh 185 lbs. All letters will .be
answered. Frecl Stover, Box 825.
Colp, Ill.
* •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican girl, 28 years old, 130 lbs.,
dark complexion, brown eyes. I
would like to receive mail and ex-
change photos with pen pals in
the USA. Ethline Nicholson, 89
Windward Rd., Kingston 2, Ja-
maica.
Sign Agreement
BAGHDAD — (UPI) — The So-
viet Union and Iraq signed an
agreement establishing 10 initial-
ly Soviet-staffed technical centers
to train Iraqis in the fields of
metallurgy, oil and textiles,
NEW RESIDENTS
TALLAHASSEE—Florida gains
about 130,000 new residents from
other states each year.
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5 Million Buying Form Holland
Homes Under FHA Steamship Line
WASHINGTON — Today there hand the record FHA has, and is
iairies mwhoroe mtvhnanthfeiivre hommilelisonorfaamre- dqueic,k, Gtoeogrgivee s.crHedaritrisw, hperreesiditenits,
buying them with the help of declared.
FHA-insured mortgages. "As an association composed of
THESE WERE BUILT in Los
Angeles in 1950. The 40-unit
Montclair Apartments have a
record of very little turnover
and almost no vacancies and
This fact w as revealed when
FHA celebrated its 25th year in
1959, and was saluted by the en-
tire building and real estate field.
In its note of appreciation to
FHA, the National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc., con-
gratulated the agency for its
great help in the economic growth
of the nation.
It also pointed out that the fee
appraisers of the National Asso-
ciation of Real Estate Brokers
are working closely with the 75
FHA insuring offices throughout
the country.
-This association knows first
THIS IS THE FIRST house in
the U. S. built with FHA-fn.
sured financing. Located at




from 567.50 to $82.50,
with an additional 1.1.50 charge
for individual garages.
men and women engaged in pri-
vate business, we are concerned
with seeing that the right of the
individual to pursue his private
business endeavor and to own
property is not infringed upon.
FHA is an example of govern-
ment assistance without interfer-
enoe.
''Millions of citizens are gain-
fully employed in an industry re-
lated to the housing, industry," he
added.
FHA was set up in earnest in
1934 through the National Housing
Act. Its mission was to lead the
way in placing home financing on
Plains, N. J., the horse is still
occupied by the original own-
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Warren II.
Newkirk. The mortgage Incur'
NEW YORK — A new steam-
ship the Holland Pan-Ameri-
can Line, with direct regularly
scheduled services to east coast
South American ports has been
organized.
Formed to continue the services
of the former Holland Interamer-
ica Line, the Holland Pan-Ameri-
can Line will offer direct service
from New York to the South
American ports of Santos, Brazil,
Buenos Aires, Argentina and As-
uncion, Paraguay.
Sailings will be on a once-every-
three-weeks schedule, starting
with the first sailing on Jan, 15,
of the M. S. Sheratan from New
York.
a sound basis. Only first mort-
gages were to be insured.
The insurable amount would be
related to an adequate appraisal
of the property, but could not ex-
ceed $16,000. The loan would be
amortized by periodic payments
within the borrower's ability to
pay. Interest could not be more
than five percent or up to six
percent.
FHA mortgage insurance h a $
helped to provide homes for five
million families and housing for
800,000 other families in rental
and cooperative projects. It has
helped to repair or improve more
than 22 million_properties.
Experts contend that the FHA
experiment has been brilliantly
successful — proving itself under
every kind of stress except a ma-
jor depression.
The agency, currently headed
by Julian H. Zimmerman of Kan-
sas, as Federal Housing Commis-
sioner, has been the prime fac-
tor in the greatest housing prog-
ress the nation has had. It has
been the outstanding single influ-
ence on American housing in this
century.
FHA has helped to make It pos-
sible for three of every five Amer-
ican families to own their homes.
With the nation's fast-growing
population and changes in living
patterns there will be far-reach-
ing developments in housing and
land plannisig and the FHA hopes
to be on hand to deal with them.
mice was issved by the New-
ark FHA office in 1934. Re-
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Our Opinion
Will 1960 Be Different?
It is our earnest wish that 1960 may
find us not scurrying for safety into an un-
derground shelter, but basking happily in
the sunlight of peace and security. We are
equally in earnest in wishing for a world
free of poverty, disease and anxiety.
'We would like to see an America strong
jim enough, brave enough, perceptive enough to
War down passionately those barricades
which hold at bay a whole race of people
from the brotherhood of men simply because
they were born black.
We wish for a country whose conscious-
ness of justice is rooted deep enough in the
soil to condemn lynching not only as a bar-
barous act, but as a terrible sin from which
there can be no Christian defense or re-
demption.
We wish for a nation in which skin color
Is not the standard of measurement or the
final test by which to judge one's ability
and performance.
If human society is to progress beyond
the narrow gauge of selfish interest, beyond
the competitive bid for individual power and
wealth, beyond that zone of social activity
Ilkillere dwells the evil spirit, if it is to escapee result of its own follies, reason must de-
throne bias, and right must overcome
wrong.
But let us measure and see how close we
are actually moving toward those specifica-
tions. Are we really trying to behave like
civilized human beings when a lynching
takes place and a jury of twelve Mississippi
farmers refuse to indict the culprit, or even
hear the evidence?
This brutal crime condoned by a whole
community is not an indictment against the
state of Mississippi alone. It is an indictment
against the United States as a whole.
Though the crime was committed in Missis-
appi, it smeared America's conscience, for
Wroughout the length and breadth of this
vast land no organized voices were raised
in protest.
A black man was dragged, screaming,
from his jail cell by a band of hooded men
who riddled his body with bullets and dump-
ed it into a nearby river. Yet, what was the
sequel of this tragic, inhuman drama? — A
conspiracy of silence.
Elsewhere in Alabama, Georgia and Lou-
isiana, the right to the ballot box was denied
to men who were fully qualified to vote. But
they were black men. The officials in those
states balked at an inquiry into their
misdeed.
Here in Deerfield, a Chicago subdivision,
a parcel of property on which twelve Negro
homes were to be erected, was condemned
so as to keep the suburban community from
being hi-racial in character. Yet we proudly
boast of the glories of democracy and
freedom.
Now in the larger theatre of operation.
we are yet faced with the audible threat of
the awesome atomic bomb. A moratorium on
testing nuclear weapons is merely a defer-
red suicide date. Sooner or later, in limited
or unlimited form, atomic or hydrogen
bombs will be dropped on military targets
and on shelterless civilian populations
as well.
Weapons of war are not fashioned or
designed as showpieces for the museum.
They are meant for use, and they are used to
their full destructive ends. Man's inhuman-
ity to man is still a ma.ror problem of this
century despite wide propagation of the
Christian dogmas.
If reason, justice and
vail even for as brief a
cycle into which we enter today, the world
may at least enjoy a respite from disaster.
But mere survival is not enough; man needs
dignity, the dignity that accompanies full
freedom to live in peace with his fellow-men.
This is a goal which must be reached with-
out faltering steps. For where was it ever
written that the brotherhood of men was
to be "for whites only?"
The Issue Is Civil Rights
Every day the Civil Rights Section of
the Justice Department receives complaints
of violations of personal rights. In most
cases the government can't act. Why?
Largely because the statutory basis on
which the Federal governmjlt may inter-
vene is uncertain and tenuoge:
It is the old issue of state rights; it is
the feature of our government hardest for
foreign observers to understand. There are
*o brief 
sections of the criminal code, and
rather ambiguous clause in the Civil
Rights Act of 1957, which constitute the
entire legal authority under which the Fed-
eral government can act.
These sections have been neglected, and
almost forgotten. Even today with careful
and efficient investigation by the FBI every
intervention by the Civil Rights section is
still as much a test of law as it is a test of
power to gain a conviction.
The coverage of the governing sections
of the criminal code has been pushed back
and extended in seven years, and the cover-
age of the Civil Rights Act is too lacking in
Injunctive power to be of value. The simple
fact is, any way you look at it, the statutory
thread of law is too thin to permit adequate
enforcement of those thundering civil
lpghts set forth under the Constitution.Suppose a mob lynches a man. The Fed-
eral government, theoretically, can't inter-
vene unless it can prove that an officer in
some way played a part in the mob action.
Just such a situation was found in the Mack
The People Speak
Deerfield 'Investment'
Dear' Editor: Some Deerfielders
refer to their homes as the biggest
and nost ini*tant investment in
their lives. How do they figure?
Our biggest and most important
"Investment" is in our children
Each of them (and we have two)
will cost in 20 years more by far
than our mortgage, taxes. etc.
Our primary concern, therefore. this village strategy continues,
I what our neighbors are doing the minds, character and fu pla Deerfield may not he the best- ce for rearing children hut itlure worth of our "most important
investment." 
certainly will have more parks
and playgrounds than any other
, We ...i sad millions of other town.
morality can pre-
span as the new
Parker lynching in Poplarville, Miss.
The sheriff, it was brought out by the
Federal agents, made it possible for the
hooded mob that dragged Parker out of his
jail cell and lynched him, to obtain the key
of the jail.
Now the members of the mob have been
identified and the extent of their participa-
tion established beyond the shadow of a
doubt. The state of Mississippi has boldly
refused to do anything about it. The Justice
Department thereupon has called for a Fed-
eral Grand Jury to hear the evidence of guilt
and complicity.
How far this will get is anybody's
guess. The Department is preparing a state-
ment of the whole situation and an outline
of its experience for presentation to
Congress.
It will ask for new legislation and show
why existing statutes are too narrow. Will
Congress promptly pass such legislation?
Not likely. But is is our guess that this will
be one of the great battle grounds in this
election year, and that the demand for
stronger civil rights legislation may create
more furore and ultimately, perhaps, attract
wide legislative support.
We must not forget that this is a Pres-
idential election year. There'll be much din
about voting rights, about lynching. But no
one is naive enough to believe that Congress
will stamp out lynching by making it a fed-
eral crime, or pass a civil rights act with
teeth in it. That won't happen — not in this
year of our Lord.
American' — gave a big chunk_ The freedom • loving people of
of our lives (or even life itself) America (including "nine old
In World War II because some men" in Washington) — not 4.000
people in the world gave top prior- Deerfielders — constitute the only
ity to racial superiority and real poll that interests us
estate. How much time, love, religious
Christmas week 1959 is the time principles, neighborly cooperation,
when the Village Park Board is moral atmosphere in our schools
testir.g man's inhumanity to man — and, yes, money — should be
with a $550,000 bond issue to cir- sacrificed in combatting the in-
cumvent integrated housing. If evitable?
The real choice in the Decem-
tier 21 bond referendum: fame or
shame — as a heritage for us
and our children — Cora and





On Sept. 13, 1959, Dr. Omer had improved — and by an
Carmichael, superintendent of the amount that was statistically sig•
Louisville public schools, appear- nificant.
ed on a televised panel discus- What happened to the white
sion in Atlanta. The other panel children, you ask? They, too had
ists for the program, which told improved, but by an amount not
the Louisville public school story, statistically significant. In other
were Mrs. Fran Breeden, chair words, it was a slight improve'
man of the Board of Directors of ment for the whites: a substantial
HOPE (Help Our Public Educe- improvement for the Negroes. I
lion); Dr. Willis Sutton, former can't answer with as great del-
superintendent of schools in At- initeness for the third year, be-
!ante; Dr. Sam Webb, Emory uni• cause no such study has been
%Traits, professor of psychology made was the same complete.
The telecast was sponsored by the nes:, but the impression of our
Georgia Council on Human Rela- teachers is that that pattern con-
tinues.
During the program, Mr. Car- QUESTION: Mr. Carmichael,
michael was asked about t h e these children who were studied
scholastic problems and results of in these tests, I assume, were just
desegregation in Louisville. His
lows:
comments in reply were as fol• mixed.
in the schools where they were
MR. CARMICHAEL: No, a I I
QUESTION: Did you find that white children, all Negro chil-
there was much difference in the dren: in other words, all 30-odd
ability of Negro Children in re- thousand children in the elemen-
ceive and profit by instruction? tan' grades of the system.
Was that superior in the white?
Was that difficult and did it bring QUESTION: And Negro chil-
dren in all-Negro schools alsoup any problems of discipline?
showed this improvement?
MR. CARMICHAEL: Dr. Sut-
teachers, and there are excellentthan the white child. We have pist
worked with them wherever they white teachers. But 
if you take
were. the AVERAGE, the average 
Ne•
gro teacher is not as good as the
Now where are they? We have average white teacher. Now, these
one of the most complete test rec• Negro teachers, wherever they
ords in Louisville. I went there in worked, said, "The Superintend.
1945 and the records were there eat is saying we aren't, s good
for 10 or Is years back, by as the white teachers, so let's
schools and by race. We have con• show him." And they've worked
tinued the pattern and added as I've never seen teachers work.
some new tests. The average Ne• 
go child in the sixth 
The result was that they've ear-
m grade in ried the Negro children in the all-
1956 was about one-and-one half Negro schools, right up with the
years behind the average white other Negro children.
child in the sixth grade. At the
eighth grade, the difference was 
QUESTION The fact that the: 
white children have improved, too,
about two and by the time goes to indicate, does it not, that
you got to the twelfth grade, it was they have not been hurt by this?
still greater. MR. CARMICHAEL; The most
Now these are deplorable differ- frequently asked question in our
ences and they present problems, public meetings was, -What will
of course. But you have a tre- happen to the scholarship of. the
mendous spread in a white group white children as you put Negro
of whatever grade from your low- and white together?" Well, we
capacity youngster to your high, think here is at least a partial
or from your low achiever to your answer — we pledged that no mat-
high achiever. You find in plac- ter how hard we made it for the
ing Negro and white children in Negro children, we would not low. 
thesame classroom, when you put er the standards for the System
them grade for grade, that there as a whole.
is a wider spread of achievement. QUESTION: Do you feel this
QUESTION: Has that tended to standard has been maintained?
become less and less through the MR. CARMICHAEL: Yes, sir.
years? If anything, it has been improved.
MR. CARMICHAEL- Well. you QUESTION: Does --this mean
see, we've been desegregated for that you have more Negroes who
three years only. I can give some have to repeat classes than pre
pretty good documentation for the viously?
first two years because one of our MR. CARMICHAEL: It has re-
very able principals, on a sabbat• stilted in higher non-promotion of
ical leave, wrote a doctor's thesis Negro children. You put seven
on what happens to pupil achieve- Negro children who have been
ment in a good-size school system classified as sixth grade in the
in the process of school desegre- Negro school in a group f 24
white children who are a year and
He broke that study down; he a half ahead of them, and those
tested some 30-odd thousand chil• Negro children are up against it
dren in elementary schools — be- terrifically. Now, we actually per-
cause tins study was, I believe, Mitted some of them to transfer
limited only to the elementary hack to Negro schools early in the
level. He took the Negro in the semester when they found they
all-Negro schools, the Negro when couldn't keep up. We dealt kindly
he is in a minority of from five and patiently with them. Some-
to 15, or from 15 to 25 or horn times when the parents would
25 and up. And this is the sort come and ask for transfer, t h e
of summary that you could give: teacher would say, "Now Mary
The Negro improved. When we has not caught up yet, but if you
tested, we looked at the results will be patient, I believe Mary
the year before desegregation and will." At other times we have
then looked at them after the sec- said. "You're right, Mary needs
ond year of desegregation a n d to go hack where the competition
found that the Negro in all grades will not be so tough."
•ton. I see three or four questions MR. CARMICHAEL: Negro
in one there You use -ability" children in the all-Negro schools. 
and you use "achievement." Now 
also improved.
let's distinguish between the two QUESTION: Well, how do you
for a moment 
account for this?
I'm no psychologist, no anthro-
MR. CARMICHAEL That's a
pologist, and I don't try to say, 
long story.
on my own knowledge, whether 
When the question has been ask-
there is equality or inequality in 
ed. I have said that the a%Cl'age
native ability among races of peo• 
Negro teacher is not as good as
ple. I can merely say that the ex-
the average white teacher. This
perts tell us there are no prova-
has disturbed our Negro teachers
ble differences among the races in
a great deal. I have sat down with
native capacities. Now, with re- the four h
undred ef them at one
spect to achievement, we know s
tage and for two hours answered
questions that they asked aboutthere are differences in achieve- a 
ment, and that's what we've got 
my public statements to that ef•
feet. They know that I am not un•to work with. So, then, we never
bothered ourselves with trying 
kind about it. I simply am being
to answer to anybody's satisfac-
realistic. It's true. There isn't a  
shred of doubt n my mind abouttion whether the Negro child is 
i
less intelligent or more intelligent it. There 








The Meaning Of Faith: Cults
There are no accurate figures they add a colorful and highly in- amidst feasting, singing, and a
available for the number of fol- dividual note to America's relig- general atmosphere of cleanliness,
lowerS of the various religious cults ious picture. happiness, and well-being.
or "unorthodox" independent And some have had a great in- Father is believed to be always
being in the United States in the 
fluence for good in the communi- Present, whether his physical',
a self is there or not. "
church groups that have come into
ties they have touched. Many Father Di-
last quarter of a century or so. poor student in the dark days oh vine is God," says his publication
But my guess is that outside the the Depression had reason to -The New Day" 
and it further de-
fold of the great organized de- thank Father Divine for the bless- clares, "All nations 
shall recoil-
nominations, there are several ings of his ample banquet tables. nize the Presence of God on ea
rth
million followers, both black and The late Dr. Carter G. Woodson among mem"
white, who pay allegiance neither in hi, "The Negro In Our History
Upon acceptance into his lung-
to Rome nor the National Baptist wrote concerning such cult lead-
doms, the followers of Father Di-
Conventions, but rather to Father prs, "The hungry, the sick, and vine take 
new names such as Sis-
Divine, Orval Roberts, Elder Mi• the heavy laden have been asked 
ter Sweetness or Brother Sin.
cheaux, Billy Graham, Clarence to cast their troubles upon these 
cere. The sinful past is forgotten
Cobb, Sweet Daddy Grace, Mother divines and be free for evermore, 
and never spoken of again.
Horne, Elder Beck, or Prophet Behind the cult leaders have de- 
If anything has been stolen or
Jones. veloped powerful followings w h o 
unjustly acquired in the past, the
In some cases, the followers of acclaim these prophets as gods. 
members are urged to return such
these colorful personalities consid- They have so rapidly multiplied 
ill-gotten articles. They are helped
to find work, but not allowed to
er their leader as the ONLY di- among the poverty-stricken a nd
vinely authorized interpreter of the helpless during the depression 
accept tips or gifts of any kind,
Christianity on earth. Father Di- and after, that they must be tak• 
or payment for even a minute
vine is considered God, en into account." 
beyond the time of actual labor.
Smoking, drinking, and sex are
Father Divine's Kingdoms are in. Another historian John Hope forbidden. "Peace! It's truly won-
terracial and his beliefs are all- Franklin, termed the Father Di- derful!" is a favorite slogan.
embracing. Some of the other Ne- vine organization 'as much a so- And Father Divine frequently
gm o cult leaders also have white cial movement as a religious de- concludes spoken or written state.
followers and international branch. velopment." Certainly for some ments by- declaring that those who
es. people the independent cults reach believe in hirh may be even: as
certain human needs that the old -But in the United States the ma- he is, "Well, Healthy, Joyful,
jority of the followers of the inde• er and more highly organized re- Peaceful, Lively, Loving, Success-
pendent sects headed by Negroes liginus groups have not been able ful, Prosperous and Happy in
are themselves colored. Some cults to satisfy. Spirit, Body and Mind, and in ev-
have loose connections with others Father Divine's ceremonies cen- cry organ, muscle, sinew, joint,
of a sanctified nature, but most ter around the banquet table. His limb, vein and bone and even in
are completely controlled by their services at his numerous king- every atom, fiber, and cell of My
founders and leaders. Certainly doms are always conducted Bodily Form."
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
PARIS, France — Along with The excitement of the election,
Eric Severiad of CBS and a host which took place on December 12,
of home-bound, holiday travelers was long over for me and I was
from various parts of Africa, I desperately trying to makeit
flew into this fascinating city the home to Chicago before Christ-
day before President Eisenhower's mas. My hopes were pinned on
big meeting with President De Trans World Airlines at the mad
Gaulle and the wheels of the West. scramble for plane seats across
Severiad had spent six weeks the Atlantic was getting worse by
touring Nigeria on the eve of the the hour.
national elections there. I had Anticipating trouble, 1 had got-
spent nine months. During a hour- ten a note of introduction' to over-
long stop around five o'clock in seas boss of TWA in Paris from a
the morning, we had a nice chat London friend who had been visit-
about Nigeria as we drank hot ing Nigeria. Shortly after check-
chocolate in the modern airport ing in at my hotel in Paris, I
restaurant at Nice. rushed over to TWA headquarters
As you have probably read by on Des Champs Elysees, only
now, the three-cornered political three blocks from the famed Arc
race in the federation of Nigeria De Triomphe. I was in luck.
wound up with the Northern Peo- Shortly, I was ushered in to
plea Congress in the saddle and meet Robert Montgomery, t h e
the return of Alhaji Abubakar as TWA boss, who is a handsome,
the prime minister of the federa- middle-aged executive with a
tion. The ambitions of Dr. Namdi warm personality. He introduced
Azikiwe. "Zik," and Chief Oba- me to Emmet Riordan, TWA over-
femi Awolowo, "Awo," were seas public relations manager,
drowned in the tremendous vote and in less than a half hour I
of the Moslem-dominated Northern was booked on a TWA Jetstream
region for the NPC. for New York.
Severiad was happy about the I did not rieatize until later at
films his crew had made in Ni- the Orly Field airport how many
geria and was looking forward to Americans travel on business and
their release over CBS in Amen- pleasure in the so-called off sea
Ca. Newsmen from all over the son. The summer travel is al-
world had covered the election ways heavy, but the winter trans-
which brought into power the new Atlantic business seemed supris-
"Independence government" that mg. At the TWA counters, VIPs
will run the show in Nigeria after were putting pressure on ttie air-
October. 1960. line officials for seats on the Jets
and some of the clerks deserved
medals for keeping their smiles.
With two trans-Atlantic flights
leaving within the hour, all of the
travelers were finally accommo-
dated but I am sure the TWA of-
ficials felt they had been put
through a wringer. One lady with
a big dog was so rude that if I
were running TWA, I would have
been tempted to leave her flat.
This was my fourth Atlantic
flight and I was pleased that our
plane was scheduled to stop at
Shannon airport in Ireland, I had
heard about the tax-free trade in
Shannon, but had never seen the
airport shops. A little over two
hours out of Paris we dropped
down at Shannon and I finally saw
what so many tourists rave about.
In the vast airport lounge you
find section after section of tax-
free merchandise and you can buy
anything from a watch to an au-
tomobile. The whiskey counters
were busy as home-bound travel-
ers loaded up for Christmas and
some of the French perfumes on
sale in another section were ac-
tually cheaper than in Paris.
When our flight was called for
the last lap to New York. some
of the passengers were still try-
ing to find bargains. There were
so many gift parcels on the plane
when we took off that it might
have been dubbed the Santa Claus
Special.
500,000 Idled By Strike
_ STRIKE BY United Steelworkers of America closes down steel and allied
Industries; 500,000 return to work after Pres. Eisenhower invokes Taft-
Hartley law. Here idle steel workers play cards in front of the entrance
of the U. S. Steel plant in Homestead, Pa., in July (UPI Telephoto)






wh' Chicago Couples Die In Plane Crash
onlt ine
is
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The second of six planned Ameri-
can credo commemorative stamps will feature Benjamin Franklin
and go on sale in Philadelphia, March 23, was announced.
The Post Office Department said the new 4-cent stamp will carry
the following words of the famous phrasemaker: "Fear to do ill,
and you need fear noght else."
Collectors wishing first-day cancellations were advised to send
addressed envelopes, together with remittances for the cost of the
stamps, to the postmaser at 'Philadelphia.
Other credo stamps, besides the George Washington stamp to he
put on sale Jan. 20, at Mount Vernon. and the Franklin stamp, will
commemorate Thomas Jefferson, Francis Scott Key, Patrick Henry
and Abraham Lincoln.
OPELIKA, Ala. — (UPli — Two couples flying home to Chicago
after spending the holidays in Miami were killed Szturday in the
fiery crash of a single-engine plane near here.
Killed were Bruno W. Mack, 8240 S. Kenwood ave.. his wife, Ann,
44, and the Revi Eugene Sidney Smith, 49, 1216 85th st., and his
• wife, Frances.
The pilot of their Beechcraft Bonanza lost control of the plane
in murky weather and a witness saw the craft "turning over and































Rescue Crewmen From Indonesian Islet
SINGAPORE — (L:PI) — Twenty-two crewmen from the Arsori-
ean-'fiaghter "Valley Forge," which ran aground last Thursday,
were snatched from a wave-battered Indonesian islet.
Seven others missing from the shipwreck were believed safe in
a nearby Indonesian port and probably were on their way to
Jakarta, officials said.
Eight crewmen arrived here earlier, accounting for the entire
Valley Forge crew of 37, seven of whom, including Capt. Peter F.
Petrone, of Abercon, N. J. were believed to be American.
Fire Om Yugoslav Embassy In Argentina
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — The door of the Yugoslav embassy
was raked by machine gun fire from a speeding car early Thurs-
day. it was disclosed this week.
There were no casualties. Six bullets perforated the door.
Ambassador SalV) Fejic formally protested to the Argentine
foreign ministry and charged that the police guard assigned to the
embassy was nowhere in sight at the time.
Say Elderly Need More Financial Aid
CLEVELAND — (LT11 — A Senate committee aide indicated
that additional benefits are needed to support America's growing
elderly population.
At least two and a half million persons retired on social security
need financial assistance from other public sources, areording to
Sidney Spector, staff director of a sub-committee on the nation's aged.
The senate unit, headed by Sen. Pat McNamara (D-Mich.), has
spent eight months touring the country and taking "an overall
look," Spector said, at the problems of America's 16 million citizens
over 65.
Three of five persons past 65 have annual incomes of $1000
or less, he said.
Find Crude Swastika On Jew's Door
OSLO. Norway — (UPI) — A crude swastika was found scratch-
ed on the office of a Jew in downtown Oslo.
Police said they suspected the culprit was a child.
The swastika was made backwards and was scratched only
about three feet from the floor.
The owner of the office. Otto Rabi, fled to Norway in 1939 as
one of the last Jews to escape the Gestapo, the newspaper Dagbladet
reported.
Vatican Says Kennedy Move 'Gratifying'
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — Vatican circles described the de-
cision of Sen. John F. Kennedy to seek the 1960 Democratic Pres-
idential nomination as 'gratifying" evidence that there is no re-
hgious prejudice in the U. S.
The sources stressed however that the church was not support-
ing Roman Catholic Kennedy or any other candidate.
"The choice of the President is for the people of the U. S. to
decide," one high source said. "The church has not and will not
try to influence that choice in favor of anyone
"You can say, however, that it is gratifying to see that a Catho-
lic can aspire to the nation's highest post. This shows a lark of
prejudice which must he noted with pleasure."
I.  -NEWS
Now, See Here...
NIXON VISITS Soviet Union. Here, during the Vice
President's July trip to Moscow, Nixon (by mike) holds
TV debate with Sciti*t Premier Nikita Khrushchev
(left). (UPI Telephoto)
Expect Farm Trade Offer From Reds
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — An Agriculture Department official
said the poor 1959 harvest in the Sovitt Union may prod Russian of-
ficials into_ trade discussions with the U. S.
Soviet Premier Niicita S. Khrushchev said in a Christmas speech
to the Communist party central committee that the Soviet harvest
was the worst in four years. He blamed bad weather and "Leaders
who do not understand a thing about agriculture...
"We've got the surplus to supply the Russians," the American
official said, "and we are willing to trade if they are wdling to
pay."
Teachers Criticize Educational TV_Plan
The executive council of the American Federation of Teachers
(AFL-C10) Tuesday criticized a proposed educational) TV network
as a "grandiose scheme" and -a radical departure.''
The council warned that the Ford Foundation, sponsor of the
plan, is outside public control, but is "undertaking a drastic rev-
vision of the American public schools."
Pressure Reds For Cheat-Proof Test Ban
WASAINGTON — (UPI) — The U. S. pla pressure on Russia
Wednesday to accept a cheat-proof nuclear test ban at the dead-
locked Geneva talks or take the blame.for any resumption of atomic
testing.
President Eisenhower clearly left the next move up to the Rus-
sians when he refused Tuesday to extend this country's 14-month
formal moratorium on atom tests. The suspension runs out today.
Reds Accuse U. S. Of Underground A-Tests
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet Union accused the U. S. Wed-
nesday of having conducted underground nuclear explosions and of
breaking faith with an east-west moratorium on underground atomic
tests
The accusation came in an editorial in Pravada, official news-
paper of the Soviet Communist party. The editorial did not say when
the alleged underground tests took place buf it said U. S. actions
"('an hardly be considered an indication of a love of peace."
Navy Reveals Plan To Eliminate Night
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Nasy scientists have been toying
with the idea of eliminating night.
This could be done, they say, if man were able to create a
thick layer of dust like Saturn's major ring in a region far out from
the earth.
Drs. Herbert Friedman and James Purcell of the Naval Research.
Laboratory said it is likely that there is no night on Saturn because
of the continual brightness of the ring.
Smear Roman Catholic Church In Germany
GELSENKIRCHEN, Germany — (UPI( — Swastikas were smear
ed on a Roman Catholic church here Tuesday night, the second
desecration of a place of worship in this area this week, police have
announced.
In Bohn. leaders of the extreme right-wing Deutsche Reichs
Party denied party responsibility for the Cologne incident Christmas
Eve and blamed the actions of two foolish and misguided youths.
Villagers OK After Excessive Radiation
CATANIA. Italy — (UPI) — Government scientists said the
people of Catania appear to have suffered no harm from daily ex-
posure to radiation dosages ranging up to twice the amount now
considered safe.
Catz(nia lies at the foot of volcanic Mt.ttna. The nuclear physics
center's report said the radiation level here — as much as 8 times
as high indoors as on the street — may be due to the use of lava
stone for home-building.
Alaskan Town On Emergency Water Supply
KODIAK. Alaska — (UPI) — Residents boiled contaminated
water and industries shut down Wednesday while an engineer hunted
for the life-blood of the community water supply.
A 61 million gallon water reservoir was emptied in one fell
swoop Christmas eve. All that is left is a muddy hole in the floor
of the empty reservoir. Engineer John Grover said a fissure caused
by an earthquake could have drained away the water, but he wasn't
sure.
Byrd's 1926 North Pole Flight Doubted
STOCKHOLM — (U1'1) — A Swedish meteorologist who is pre-
paring a book on polar flights expressed personal doubts about a
pioneer flight over the north pole credited to Adm. Richard F. Byrd
almost 34 years ago.
The flight about which Prof. Goesta Liliequist of Upsala Univer-
sity raised questions was one reported made by the late American
explorer on May 9. 1926.
Liljequist said his studies of weather conditions in the arctic
on that date, and various other technical data, indicated that
"something is wrong" about the record.
Propose Demobilization Of Balkan Area
VIENNA, Austria — (UPI) — Bulgarian Communist party sec-
retary Todor Zhivkov, in a Christmas day speech made public here
Wednesday, proposed total demobilization on the Balkan Peninsula.
His plea went much further than Romanian and Russian pro-
posals for the establishment of an atom -free zone in the Balkans lie
said only total demobilization would create the atmosphere for lasting
peace.
Relieves Burns Of U. N. Military Post
UNITED NATIONS — (UPI) — Indian Mai. Gen P. S. Gvani
has replaced Canadian Lt. Gen. E.L.M Burns as commander of the
U. N. "police force" in the Gaza Strip area of Palestine.
Burns turned over command of the five-nation, 5,300-man U. N.
emergency force to Gvani yesterday and promptly headed for home.
lie is to become a disarmament adviser of the Canadian govern-
ment.
Suggests Cash P-;7.ns In Birth Control
WASHINGTON — riTt I — A Yale University economi- s orofes-
sor proposed Tuesday that underdeveloped countries combat popu-
lation pressures by offering cash bonuses to families that limit
In a paper nreseated at the annual meeting of the American
Economic Association. Prof Stenhen Enke said the plan already iS
heine tried on a rnlativelv small scalp in inflin
4 Commercial Jets Break Soeed Records
• Jet airliners, helned along by tail winds of up to 120 miles per
hour, set four Eastbound transcontinental speed records Sunday.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon was aboard an American air-
lines Roeine 707 that raced 2.300 miles from LAS Angeles to Wash-
ington.R.iliimore Friendship Airport in three hours. 19 minutes
Another Amer;can 707 let set .1 Los an,mies.P.,..ton record of
fon,. hours. 24 minutes. A Trans World Airlines 707 avera^ed 660
miles an hour for a Los Angeles-New York run and an Eastern
Airlines Douglas DCAR flew from Long Beach, Calif., to Miami in
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SOVIET UNION announces it has hit moon with rocket; sends second
rocket around moon and takes pictures of other side. This photo, re-
leased by the Soviet Union Oct. 26, reportedly gives mankind one of its
first glimpses of the hidden side of the moon (UPI Telephoto)
Charge Lover With 1st Degree Murder
TEHRAN, Iran — (UPI) — The foreign ministry charged over
the weekend that neighboring Iraq is guilty of border aggression.
and warned that ban will use "every possible means" to protect
its rights.
At the same time, radio Tehran declared that "All enemies of
Iran will be exterminated unless they return to sanity."
The Iranian broadcast said that only firm action by the Tehran
government has sufficed so far to curb thousands of demonstrators
Jo are emanding "Freedom to put the aggressors in their place."
Charge Ike 'Sacrificed' U. S. Economy
WASHINGTON — (UPI — A staff report by the joint Congress-
ional Economic Committee charges that the adminis:ration has
"sacrificed" U. S. economic growth in an unsuccessful attempt to
halt inflation.
The report, made public Monday night, said the national growth
rate has "tapered off substantially' since 195,3. primarlly because
the federal government "stepped too hard on the fiscal and mon-
etary brakes."
Disclose Results Of Rackets Group Study
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Attorney General William P. Rogers
says 29 individuals, four corporations and one Teamster local were
indicted in 1959 as a result of disclosures of the Senate Rackets,
Corn mitte
This rua-down of cases was contained in a letter from Rogers to
committee chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.).
Labels School Plans 'Penny Pinching'
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Pat McNamara (D-Mich.) said
Tuesday the administration's school construction program was a
penny-pinching ,,measure amounting to dereliction of duty.
McNamara has proposed a billion-dollar. two-year program un-
der which states would match federal funds earmarked for school
construction to produce an estimated 50,000 to 70,000 new classrooms.
Rule Mich. Sentry Took His Own Life
FORT BELVOIR. Va. — (UPI) — The Army and FBI pressed
their investigation Tuesday of the "probable suicide" of a soldier
found shot in the head at his sentry post Christmas night
Capt. T. N. Hunt, who performed an autopsy, ruled that Spe-
cialist 4-C Harold D. Davis jr., 21, of Dearborn, Mich., probably
took his own life.
Cuba Tries 200 For 'Invasion Plot'
HAVANA — (UPI) — Nearly 200 men arrested in connection with
last August's "invasion plot" went on trial Monday in Havana's
Cabana fortress-prison.
Maj. William Morgan, former Toledo Ohioan who lost his U. S.
citizenship last year, is expected to be a key witness for the prose-
cution.
Morgan acted as a louble agent in the invasion, posing as one
of its leaders while he kept Premier Fidel Castro's government
informed of its progress. Some of the defendants on trial were ar-
rested in Morgan's home.
Says Congress Won't Give Birth Advice
WASHINGTON — UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.) says
Congress would not pass a foreign aid bill which includes a provison
to give birth control advice to other nations.
Kennedy said that if India and other countries wanted such aid
the best solution would be to increase economic assistance to them
so they could afford it.
The Senator, who announced his candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination Saturday, discussed the subject in a tele-
vision interview Sunday.
Call Honduran Invaders 'Mercenaries'
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — (UPI) — Troops in the Santa Clara
area are pursuing a band of "foreign mercenaries" who struck
across the border from Honduras into Nicaragua Saturday night, it
was announced.
A "white house" -communique described the band as a "small
number of malefactors" led by Heriberto Reyes, described as a
former lieutenant of anti-American leader Cesar A. Sandino.
Nicaragua protested to the government of Honduras about the
invasion and demanded an immediate inspection of the border area
concerned by the Nicaraguan-Honduran military commission.
Alumnus Donates $5 Million To Columbia
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Brooklyn born snack bar and coffee
magnate William Black has donated five million dollars to his alma
mater, Columbia University, for its medical school.
Dr. Grayson Kirk, the University's president, said it was the
largest single gift ever donated to the 205-year-old university by a
living person.
Venezuelans Alert For Repeat Bombings
CARACAS, Venezuela — 1UPI ) — Reinforced palice patroled the
streets of Caracas and the big oil port of Maracaibo Monday, alert
for any repetition of the weekend's terror bombings.
Five bombs were planted or set off 'here during the pre-dawn
hours Sunday, causing some damage to factories and homes of of-
ficials tst no reported casualties. About 20 persons were reported
under arrest.
No bombings were reported in Maracaibo, hut authorities there
turned out about 1,000 police as a precaution against trouble.
Ike Plans February South American Trip
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Diplomatic sources said President
Eisenhower will announce this week his plans to visit four South
American countries during the second half of February.
The countries will be Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina and Chile.
There is a remote chance that Venezuela may he added to the
tour to emphasize U. S. support of the government of President
Romulo Betancourt, they added. Eisenhower also might make a
brief refueling stop at Lima, Peru, enroute home.
Flemming May Seek SS Tax Increase
WASHINGTON — (U1'11 — President Eisenhower may ,he urged
to seek an increase in the Social Security tax bite as part of a
broad overhaul of the system.
Arthur S. Flemming, secretary of Health. Education and.Wel-
fare, said he was considering a -possible increase in the amount of
income subject to social security taxes,
Charge Iraq With Border Aggression
PAINESVILI I., Ohio — (UPI — Laundry truck driver Floyd E.•
Hargrove, once clearned in the killing of his lover's husband, Mon-
day was arraigned on first degree murder charges in the Christmas
Eve sniper slaying of Scoutmaster Charles Clark.
Evidence was also presented to the Lake County Grand Jury
that the 35-year-old divorced father of five was the man whostood
outside the Clark home in suburban mentor and shot Clark to death
as he helped his wife prepare dinner for their four children.
Adenauer To Discuss Anti-Semitism Wave
FRANKFURT, Germany — (UPI) — Chancellor Konrad Aden-
auer will discuss the growing wave of anti-Semitism with his cab-
inet on Wednesday, informed sources said. There also was the pos-
sibility of a debate in Parliament.
The anti-Semitic campaign, marked by the dauhings of swastikas
and anti-Jewish slogans on synagogues throughout Germany, also has
spread to other west European countries and similar incidents were
reporte(1 in England. Scotland, Austria, Norway, Belgium, France
Sweden and the U. S. •
The outbreak was of special concern to West Germany, trying
to live down the days of Adolf Hitler when millions of Jews were
persecuted. The government issued a statement Saturday night say-
ing the swastika paintings appeared to be "part of a planned action
to defame the Federal Republic in the eyes of the world."
Predict Business Boom To Continue In '60
WASHINGTON — t LI.1( — A substantial majority of sonic 200
economists attending a top-level conference here have agreed that
the business book will continue in 1960.
An informal poll of the economists' views was taken after Paul
W. McCracken, a former member of President Eisenhower Council
of Economic Advisers, predicted higher prices and a drop in un-
employment in 1960'
Call Off Search For River-Marooned Men
QUEBEC CITY — (UPI) — An air search for several men
feared marooned in fishing shacks on ice floes in the St. Lawrence
River was called off early Tuesday after a government helicopter
found no trace of them during pre-dawn flights.
A helicopter with a two-man crew was ordered to stand by for
renewed search efforts if riverside residents report spotting any ma-
mined men on the ice after daybreak.
Attempt To Stall N. Y. Transit Strike
NEW YORK — i UPI) — Six million subway and bus riders de-
pend on a narrowing gap between transit negotiators to forestall a
citywide New Year's day strike.
Both sides took a cautious step towards settlement Tuesday, but
he threat of a paralyzing walkout was not averted.
HAVANA — (UM — Police have rounned up eight more persons
on charges of counterrevolutionary activity, according to reports
froin Pinar Del Rio.
The suspects included two women who were reported to have
been found making flags of the counter-revolutionary "white rose"
organization, a group believed to be operating out of Miami.
Six men arrested allegedly had tools for making explosives in
their possession. the reports said.
Army Explains South Korean 'incident'
SEOUL, Korea — (UPI) — South Korea said Tuesday the action
of two American soldiers in shaving the heads of two Korean women
was 3 "disastrous incident" but the U.S. Army replied the victims
were licensed prostitutes who entered an army camp illegally.
An army statement said the two women victims entered a U.S.
7th Divisian tank unit Saturday afternoon.
Two days before the incident the company commander where
the incident took place had ordered that any prostitute caught in the
area should have her hair cut off, the army said.
DiSalle Backs Kennedy; Rules Self Out
COLUMBUS, Ohio — I.UPI) — Ohio Governor Michael V. DiSalte•
Tuesday endorsed Sen. John F. Kennedy for the Democratic Prfq"
dental nomination, and said he will campaign as a favorite son i
Ohio pledged to Kennedy's candidacy.
n
DiSalle's announcement was considered a jolt to the darkhorse
hopes of Sen. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.). Most observers had felt
DiSalle would throw, his support to Symington. considered
, 
a likely
compromise candidate in a deadlocked convention.
DiSalle, who had been considered a possible vice
candidate, said his decision rules out a Kennedy-DiSalle ticket or
obvious reasons." Both are Roman Catholics,
presirlent's! ,,f
awa" 0
Adlai Plans South American Tour
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Adlai E. Stevenson said TuesdaY he erg
leave Feb. 9 on an 11-nation, two-month tour of South Am"'' ._
The twice defeated Democratic presidential candidate 
said he
will he accompanied on the trip by former Sen.
The note also asked that the question be included on di* arab
the Palestine question. 
30 00 ten 1.




Israel's plan to divert the Jordan River and "To adopt w
(D Conn.) and Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith of New YorkThey will visit Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Argentina, 
Uruguay,
Brazil, Venezuela, and possibly Bolivia.
UAR Asks Study Of Jordan River Plan
CAIRO. U.A.R. — (UPI)
measures to counter . .. this serious action."




GROUP OF GUESTS at for-
mal birthday party for Regina
Thigpen, daughter of Chap-
441,
lain and Mrs. Lee Thigpen,
jr., at Fuller Park Country
Club. Seated left to right are
ESCORT WALTER EVANS
has first dance with Regina.
Miss Charlotte Gunn, Mrs.
Thigpen, Miss Regina Thigpen,
Chaplain Thigpen, Miss Jua-
nita Gardner. Standing. left Bowen, Mrs. Ruth Modiste. tes, Bennetta Nelson an d
to right, are Misses Andre.; Regina s Godmother; Misses Gwendolyn Fife. Staff photo
Alba, Dorothy Higgins, Betty Mamie Shields, Francetta Es- by Billy Duncan.
BLOWING OUT CANDLES on
beautiful cake, Regina pre-
FAMILY PORTRAIT — Tak- - trait are. seated. left to right, and Mrs. S. T. Williams 
Stand-
ing time out from the fes- Mrs. B. G Rainey, Mrs. ing, left to right, are 
Barella
livities for a family per- Bessie Gay, Chaplain Titigpeo Rainey, Miss Regina Thigpen,
gents a picture of loveliness.
Mi. Thigpen. Allen Thigpen,
Wilfred Thigpen, S. T. Wil-
liams and B. G. Rainey.
Jo
REFRESHMENT TIME — At
the punch bowl are, left to
light, Mrs. Dorothy Becks of
GUEST OF HONOR Regina
Thigpen, left, with her par-




REGINA TARE5 a faro on
the dance floor with her
father.
Cleveland. O.; Louis Holmes,
Mrs. Rubye Gaddison and
James Haley. Party was hail-
ed at one of young Memphis'
top social events. Staff photo
by Billy Duncan,.
Li
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BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
MEC HOLIDAY SOIREE Fred Garner, she's the president
The holiday season was brim- and bride of one week. . .the
:rang with stellar parties, dances Misses Phillis and Charlotte
and convivial affairs, and follow-
ing the brilliant parties which en-
sued prior to Christmas and the
one of Christmas night, SKC
bridge club chose Sunday night
for their Holiday Soiree held at
Brooks, Mrs. Margaret Hubbard
Strong, Miss Anne Spraggins,
Miss Minnie McFadden, Miss
Rose Thomas, Miss Peggy Ann
White and Maurice Bullock, Mr.
and Mrs. Booker T. James, Mr.
the Universal Life Insurance Din- and Mrs. James 0. 
Patterson, jr.,
ing Room which became an in- Mrs. Billye A. Motlow 
and her
timat• setting for the elaborate husband and Mr. and 
Mrs. Dan-
party. 'iel Ward, another couple who
Utiliz'ng a ceiling to floor back- were married just the week be-
drop with a glittered frieze Christ- fore in a brilliant wedding cere-
rnas tree, a resplendent refresh- mony.
Intent table with a pink revolving
tree with gold ornaments, profu-
sions of red poinsettias at the
bar and the music section, and
tables with centerpieces of pink
poinsettias and other stylized ar-
• • •
Though, but this time the hour
was late, your scribe and the Wil-
liam Lit t les dauntlessly trek-
ked out to Curries' to catch the
near end of the fun-filled holiday
rangements of Santa and his rein- dance given by the LaVogue club
deer, spruce and holly and orna- . . .here again we saw scores of
anent decorated red candles. friends and out-of-towners, mak-
all, adding luster to the smart
cocktail attire donned by femin-
ine guests. Members of SKC club,
and their husbands who took turn
greeting guests at the entrance
were Miss Gertrude Walker, pres-
)(lent, Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold,
jr., Mr. and Mrs. Phillip S. Booth,
jjr., Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne Dav-
is, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hopkins,
ll's., Louise Davis, Mrs. Cherie-
steen Miles, Mrs. Bernice Wil-
liams, Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo
Walker, Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Mr.
and Mrs. L. F. Briscoe and Mr.
bers unable to be present were
Mrs. Oscar Crawford, M r s.
Charles Pride and Mrs. Emmitt
Woods.
, Out of town guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Varnado of .De-
troit, Mich., Christopher M. Roul•
bac of Philadelphia, Pa., Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Collins of Tallahas-
see, Fla., Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Wallace of Beaumont, Tex., Bud-
dy Dancy home from Meharry
Medical college; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Seymour — he a stu-
dent at Howard University Medi-
cal school, J. W. Ish, of Chica-
go, Ill., Mrs. Dorothy Varnado
Conic of Jackson, Miss., Miss Dor-
othy Racks of Clevelane, Ohio,
accompanied by Thaddeus Stokes,
Mrs. Al Bradford of St. Albans,
t. Y.; Mrs. A. Prestwood of Dal-
las, Tex., Mrs. John Young of
Hopkinsville, Ky., Harold Shaw of
Chicago and Fisk Ti., who accom-
panied Miss Lily Patricia Walker,
Mrs. Carrie Dennie of Nashville,,ed with silver glitter.. .and mass-
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. J. A. 51c-les of liege white snowballs with
Daniels of Chicago, Ill., Mr. and silver glitter hanging overhead.
Mrs. Harold Robbins; During intermission, president
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Miss Lynn Marie Howell pre-
Clarence Pope, Mr. and Mrs. Tay- sented their check' for $300 to Dr.
/or Ward, Mr. and Mrs. George
- Mims, Miss Rosa Rohinson, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. McGraw. Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Galloway, Dr. E. F.
White, Mr. and Mrs. L. Bolden,
Dr. Clara Brawner, Mrs. Kather-
ine P. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis B. Hobson, Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Hargraves, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
Jake Barber, Mr. and Mrs. W.
T. McDaniels.
Others were Mr. and Mrs. 0.
B Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd New-
man, Mr. and Mrs. John Outlaw,
, Mr. and Mrs. O'Farrell Nelson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Batts, Dr.
and Mrs. James S. Byas. Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Harris, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Bernard Harris, Mr. and
Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Westbrooks, Tay-
lor C. D. Hayes, Mrs. C. C. Saw-
yer, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0 Speight,
jr., Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Lew-
is, jr., Dr. and Mrs. Wand At-
kins, Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Stanley
Ish, Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Qualls, Mr ly Woodstock abode of Mr. and
and Mrs. W. F. Nabors, Mr. and, Mrs. R. J. Roddy was the scene
Mrs. Charles Iles, jr., Mr. andlof the beautiful dinner party gist-
Mrs. James Jones, Mr. and Mrs. en by the Roddys to honor Mrs.
H. Clinton Ray, Mr. and Mrs. A. Prestwood, houseguest of Mr.
John Parker, Miss Jewel Gentry, and Mrs. Harry Cash. Gourmet
Miss Martha Anderson and G. food and cocktails, under the su-
House, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gil.l pervision of Mrs. Ulilla Holmes
ham, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Flow- and the genial hospitality dispens-
ers, Mr. and Mrs. M. McCoy,
Melvin Conley. Mrs. Andrew Rob-
erts, Atty. and Mrs. H. T. Lock-
ard, Mrs. Mary Davidson, Mrs.
Rubye H. Gadison and L e w i s
Holmes, Mrs. Ernestine Guy,
Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Letting,
Mrs. Harry Cash, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hayes, Herbert Robinson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Scott.
ing merry in this, the last Christ-
mas of the decade of 1950. . .with
everyone seemingly determined
to add merriment to the climax
of the 10 year saga of merriment
which makes Memphis truly a
place of good abode.
NONCHALANT AND LITTLE
CLUB DANCES
One special regret of the gay
week was the fact that we were
unable to attend the annual dance
given by the Little Club at the
Flamingo Room on Wednesday
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HARLEM HOUSE MANAG-
ERS and supervisors line up
for Photog Ernest Withers at
one of the top parties of the
Christmas season. More than
300 enjoyed the festive occas-
ion at the Stairway to the
Stars. Left to right are Mrs.
New Club Finds Way
Onto Memphis Scene
By GEORGIA B. HARRIS give you the names of our offic•
Hey Cats and Kittens, there's ers:
a new club on the scene and I dent; Jesse Rogers, jr., vice presi-
do mean its really keen. It's none dent; Emma L. Brown, secretary;
other than the Clobuttentee Social Rita J. Banks, assistant secretary;
•
okfl VC' 1
Katherine Jones, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Miller, Mrs. Louise Wil•
hams, Mrs. Frances J.
Franklin, Miss 011ie Jackson,
Mrs. Irene Shivers, Harlem
House supervisor; Mrs. Mattie
Bell, Caesar Aughtry, night su-
pervisor; Miss Carolyn Cash,
Miss Hattie Dotson and Leon-
ard Taylor, supervisor. No t
pictured are Mrs. Florence
Holtman and Miss Lorena
Hayes.
Harlem House Employees In
Festive Mood For Gala Party
The pre-Christmas Dance for
Harlem House employees and
guests drew raves as one of the
holiday's most elaborate. Held in
club, a club for teens, if you know Christine Jones, treasurer; Geor-, the newly decorated Stairway To
what I mean. The club hopes one gia B. Harris, reporter; Clarence The Stars, more than 100 Harlem
day to make fame like a spark Owens, jr., chaplain; and Theo- House waitresses, managers, su-
of fire makes a flame.
We cool members of the Clobut-
tentee Social club have decided to
have a Mr. and Mrs. Sweetheart
of the club. They will reign one
month and cannot be members of
the club. Therefore we will have
had 12 Mr. and Mrs. Sweethearts
at the end of the year. Then there
will be a contest, and the winning
couple will be crowned Mr. and on some of our meetings. Rowlett, Mr. and Mrs. James
Miss Sweetheart of the year. A New Year's Eve dance got our Franklin, Tommy Pegues, Mr.
Each member is taking a part 1960 happenings off to a sensa- and Mrs. Johnny Parker, Carey
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Walter A.
Miller, jr., Ernest Burford, Rob-
ert Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
A. Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bell, Mrs. Kathryn Jones, Miss
Minnie L. Wooldridge, William
Baithups.
Miss Carolyn Cash, Lawrence
in writing our constitution. The tional start.
members of the club think that we We, the members of the Clobut-
should take part in all activities tentee Social club wish each and
including our constitution. ,every one of you, a very, very
Before I go a step further, rill happy ,and prosperous New Year.
and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg. Mem-I lovely group of young matrons
were again bewitching in their
formals of a uniform color don-
ned by each member yearly.
Elsewhere may be seen the for-
mal portrait of the group beneath
one of the colorful holiday dec-
orations which highlighted t h e
smart dance.
At the Nonchalant Dance, a
good cross section of Memphians
were present and making merry
—with a verve that is contagi-
ous and spells success to any af-
fair. Particularly eye - catching
were • the gorgeous orchids worn
by each of the members of the
well-known club.
CO-FTTES' CHAPJTY BALL
Part and parcel of the stellar
week was the outstanding events
centered around our sub-debs. .
and at LeMoyne college C o m-
mons, the Memphis Co-Ettes did
themselves proud amid blue sil-
houette cut-out of each of the
members of the group, highlight-
Hollis Price, president of LeMoyne
college and Prof. Blair T. Hunt,
chairman of the local United Col-
lege Fund drive. . . the group's
special charity project. Lovely in-
deed were the sweet ingenue's
and their dates. . .with proud par-




The Silhouettes of the Memphis Rose Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Ord-
Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha rell Yarbrough, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Psi Fraternity entertained the S. Sawyer, Dr. and Mrs. John
Kappa men with a lavish Cock-
tail Party Monday night, Dec. 28,
at the Universal Lounge.
Some of the couples seen danc-
ing to the music of the Charles
Keel Combo were Mr. and Mrs.
Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Ab-
ron, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
B its 5Ir J W Yarbrougha , . . .
and his guest, Miss Ina Taylor,
Mr. Melvin Conley and his guest,
Mrs. Mary Roberts. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bethel, Mr. Elmer Hend- Melvin Moore, Mr. and Mrs.
erson, and his guest, Mrs. Charles Frank Lewis, and Mr. William
Etta Branham, Mr. and Mrs. H. Roach.
B. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy E. Kappa men home from school for
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd the holidays and their guests at-
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. A. Ma- tending were Don K. Tate and
ceo Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Ike
White, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Willis
and their house guest from High
polis McMoore and James Camp-
bell, sergeants-at-arms.
The places we are planning on
going are: Museum, Airport for
airplane rides, Zoo, and of course
the great Hippodrome.
The purpose of our 'club is so- Among the guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wheeler, Mr. and
Mrs. Deloyd Miller, Miss Bernice
cializing. Starting this January
we're inviting the president and
reporter of other clubs to sit in
Agretta Whitaker, John Whittaker
and Michael Mason, Samuel
Brown and Claranice Smith, Er-
pervisors and other company em-
ployees entertained so m e 300
guests. The revelers danced to the
strains of Al Jackson and his or-
chestra, with vocals by William
Hawkins.
Charles Evans and his guest, Mrs. en and Glensie Thomas, Rufusl
 Bowling, jr., and Gwendolyn Man- ,
swathed in cashmere and fox ning, Alvin Crawford and La-
as was Mrs. Robert Lewis, in verne McDaniel.
stark white and matching white The guests were refreshed with
fox. . ,and pert Mrs. Frederick cocktails and a variety of tempt-
Rivers in all black with black fox
. . .so glad that she and Dr.
Rivers were able to arrive back
in town from their sojourn in Tex-
as with Margaret's parents in
Fort Worth. Returning home in
time for the party too was C. C.
Sawyer who had been to New
York City to attend confab of the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity. . .and spectacular affair as one of the
John R. Arnold who had been to social
Cincinnati to the AKA and Alpha 
Phi Alpha conventions dispensing
his public relations hospitality.
We lingered till the wee hours of
the new day — tired, but bubbl-
ing with the enthusiasm of the
gygiety of the gay hatted, stream-
ers, noise-makers and merriment
of the wonder-way of "Auld Lang
ed by the well-known hosts. . . Synening" the old and the new.
made the party a major event of
the season. Guests were Mr. and
Mrs. T. J. Johnson and Mrs.
Johnson's sister, Mrs. Artemis
Garrott of Vicksburg, Miss.,. Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Hoffman and their
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Richards of Greens-
boro, N. C.; The Roddy's lovely
Catered refreshments under the post-deb niece — now an Atlanta,
supervision of Mrs. W. P. Porter Ga., teacher, Miss Earline Mar-
was served buffet style, with wait- shall, and her fiance, Carlton
era dispensing interesting canes Veasy, a student at Howard uni-
pea and hors de'oeuvres through- versity's School 'of Religion at
out the gaiety and repartee which Washington, D. C. . .Mr. and Mrs.
marked the event one of the high- Sammie Lucas, Mr, and Mrs. Pe-
lights of the fun-filled week. ter M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. John
YADS PARTY AND Outlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
LA VOGUE DANCE Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mc-
Monday night, following the Cullough, Mrs. Fleming Polk,
swish doings of the Thigpen's for- Miss Alma Bacon, James Leaks,
mal dance for their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson, Mrs.
Miss Regina Thigpen, we looked Emogene Hill and 'your scribe.'
in at the gay doings of the YADS
Cocktail party which, ensued at
Top Hat and Tails Club. There
scads of the young and married
social set were going full swing
amid the outerspace gold decora- Sawyer at the wonderful N e w
tions of the club. All of the club Year's Eve party given by the
rooms overflowed with the verne members of Top Hat and Tails
and gaiety of the members and club at their swank clubhouse on
guests. . .and we were welcomed South Parkway. With feminine
by members and their husbands guests tres chic in their most
and dates. including Mr. and Mrs. elaborate cocktail attire, so many
Later the same night we attend- Point, N. C., Miss Milton Ann Rey- nest D. McNeil and Jewel Nor-
ed the party given by Thaddeus nolds, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Turner, ment, James Griley and Jane Joh-
T. Stokes, editor of the Memphis Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Porter, Mr. nican, Alphonzo Woodard, jr. and
World, for his staff and Mi s s and Mrs. A. W. Willis, Mr. Darlene Kinney, Charles L. Bold-
Dorothy Racks of Cleveland,
Ohio. Relaxed party fun was the
order of the affair. . .with cock-
tails and canapes and hors d'
oeuvres adding more fun to the
convivial gathering which included
Atty. and Mrs. S. A. Wilbun, Mrs.
Rubye H. Gadison and Louis
Holmes, Charles Moore, Melvin
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest With-
ers, Sr., Mrs. A. G. Shields, Gene
Robinson, Miss Esther J one s.
Noah Bond, Robert Morris, Al-
bert Greer, Crease Burlison and
Miss Gert Miller.
RODDY'S FETE TEXAS GUEST
Early New Year's eve the love-
TOP HAT AND TAILS CLUB
Later, to put the finishing
touches to the old year and to
ring in the new decade, we were ,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.I AmovAth*
CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB during the holiday season.
enjoys a Christmas party at Seated left to right are Mrs.
the home of the club's report- Webb. Mrs. Josie Lee Robin-
er, Mrs. Ethel Webb, 7e4 N. son, assistant secretary; Mrs.
5th. The group distributed Bettie Dotson. president; Mrs.
Christmas baskets to the needy Susie Marks, vice preident;
Mrs. Ann Hawkins, chaplain.
ing hors d'ouevres prepared as
only Jana Porter can.
, The Kappas and Silhouettes are
busy making plans for the Annual
Debutante presentation which will
be held at the Municipal Auditor-
ium, the same as last year when
43 charming Debs bowed to so-
ciety. Every one looks upon this
hiahlighis of the year.
1 Words of 
the Wise
All great truth is beauti-
ful. It has in it an element
of taste and an elernent of
fitztesa,—(Beecher)
Jones, Charles Pollard, Mr. and
Mrs. George Brooks, Mrs. Corne-
lia Crenshaw, Mr. and Mrs. Roos-
evelt Pittman, Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Thomas, Miss Ruth Hewlett,
Robert Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
die McCook, Mrs. Flora Boyd,
Daniel Harvey, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert King, Jesse C. Greene,
Miss Willa C. Lenore, Curtis
Bates, Miss Mary Clement, Miss
Yvonne Preston, Joe Lott, Miss
Zadie Grice, Mr. and Mrs. Leon-
ard Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Ceasar
Aughtry, Miss Willie Jones.
Mrs. Carolyn Bell, Miss Aline
Roby, Daniel Ward, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaines Franklin, Miss Jesse
Foxx, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Simp-
son, Hezekiah Lanos, Mrs. Tiney
Norfleet, Miss Juanita Hall, Miss
Thelma Marshall. Mrs. Iona Tal-
ley, James Rogers, George Town-
send, Mr. and Mrs. Diamond
Barrett, Miss Hattie Dotson, Ern-
est Bradley, Miss Hattie Tread-
well, ,Johnnie Mills, Miss Lucy
Price.
Eugene Moore, Miss Delores
Hill, Miss Mildred NVillis, Andrew
Adams, Mrs. Pearlie Nich ol s,
Freddie and Hurtlene Wilson,
Harold Kinchelow, Charles Rich-
ardson, Mrs. Pauline Jackson,
Miss Lucille Lambert, Miss Gla-
dys Rhodes, Willie Henderson, Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Fisher, Mrs
Raymond Hooker, Robert Bank,
Miss Ruthie Clark, Miss Janie
Jefferson, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan-
iel Bowden.
Mary Louise and Cleo Jackson,
Betty and Jimmie Wetter, Dan
McGraw, Shirley and Ernestine
Nelm, Jeanetta and Sonny Bar-
ber, Miss Verline Franklin, Mrs.
Alta Baker, Oliver Ray. Sam Dea-
berry, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson War-
ren, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. Carwell Greer, Miss
Queen Merriweather, Mr. and
Mrs. Hosey Pipkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Dexter. Miss Valeria Ro-
berson, Mrs. Thelma Nelms, Mrs
Vera Barnes, Robert Haydem and
others.




On Sunday a cut from a sirloin,
On Monday cold ditto will do,
On Tuesday a hash, or Sausage
and Mash,
On Wednesday a good Irish Stew.
— Old London song
Thursday, Friday, Saturday —
What shall we eat? Deciding what
to have to eat for each
meals of the day of all the 3G5
days of the year takes some
thinking.
When you multiply the days and
the meals it adds up to 1095 im-
portant decisions that milady must
make annually. Rarely does any-
one give the homemaker the
credit she deserves for doing this
tremendous task.
Her ability to plan wholesome
meals determines her family's
state of health. t or every meal
planned nutrition is involved. Nu-
trition — the science that deals
with the way the body uses food
and the body's food needs. Good
nutrition — that is, the right
amount of the tight foods — is an
important factor in determining
your state of health.
Good nutrition is what puts the
spring in your walk, the spat kle in
your eyes, and gives you the won-
derful feeling of well-being.
As monotonous and complicated
as meal planning may seem, the
food experts have boiled it down
to a very simple formula that
even the busiest homemaker can
follow. They say that the normal
diet should include these food
groups milk, meat, fruit-vegetab
le, bread:cereal.
Standing, left to tight, Mrs.
Bessie Jefferson, Mrs. Gretch
en Brown, Mrs. Willie Ada
Clark, Mrs. Ernestine Roberts,
secretary; Mrs. Addle Aterri-
weather, second vice-president;
and Mrs. Allie McQueen.
These are the basic four foods —
the building blocks to a good diet.
Other foods such as your fats,
sugars, seasonings and flavor help
e oyne Primes
to round out a meal and make it
more palatable, but they are not For Bama Tilton the "must" list.
Nutrition is and ood cooks a ree
that after we have learned the
basic foods for good health we
should consider the three ele-
ments that give our meals appe-
tite appeal; flavor, texture and
color.
A combination of foods that have
contrast in flavor and texture, have
more taste appeal than one in
which all the foods are similar
in texture and flavor. How much
would you enjoy a dish of ice
cream served after creamed tuna?
Wouldn't you enjoy it better if a
crisp tossed green salad came in
between?
Why does bland cottage cheese
go so well with a tart red tomato?
Color is important, too. You eat
first with your eyes. Which meal
is more apt to make your mouth
water? Cream of mushroom soup,
Salmon Loaf, Mashed potatoes,
Heart of lettuce Salad, and Baked
Custard. Colorless, isn't it?
Now try this: cream of mush-
room soup, salmon croquettes
with tartar sauce, au gratin po-
tatoes, buttered green peas, sliced
tomato salad, baked custard with
raspberry jelly. Basically the same
meal but a little color here and
there gives us eye-appeal.
Let the basic four food groups
be your guide to eating during
1960 and all the years to come.
To get a more detailed list of these
foods send for a copy of "Guide
to Good Eating" chart. Simply
send a card to the Memphis Dairy
Council, 135 No. Pauline Memphis,
Tenn.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is a
service provided to readers of the
Tri-State Defender through the co-
operation of the Memphis Dairy
Council, Mrs. Williams is teacher
of home economics at Manassas
High school.
Wile Preseners
A rvg or come tall be /wick*
""4"41 by poolying • sow el




Mrs. Agnes Threlkeld Mitchell
formerly of this city, now rest '-
ins in Chicago, and has been tor
the past 22 years, spent the h11. 
dayshere in the city with her
sisters, Mes. Eth-










& n ce s. Mrs.
Mitchell spent all of her childhood
and earlier days of her youth
She attended the public schools
here and is a graduate of Le-
Moyne Normal Institute.
She is in the field of dramatics
and music in Chicago and has
made several radio appearances
there. She has made a number
of public appearances in recitals
of dramatics and dramatic read-
ings. She is very much impressed
with the many delightful changes
and improvements that have been
made in Memphis since her last
visit here, and thinks that the holi-
day decorations on the homes and
in the various neighborhoods it
the most beautiful she has





Musing: If physical littleness is
the condition of seeing the world
beg, then spiritual littleness or
humility is the condition of dis-
covering Infinite Truth ane Love.
No man discovers anything big,
unless he makes himself small. If
he magnifies his ego to infinity,
he will learn nothing, for there 13
nothing bigger than the infinite.
If he reduces his ego to zero and
is no longer proud and conceited,
then he will discover everything
big, even bigger than himself. In
order to discover the truth, good-
ness and justice, and God, 411)
must be very humble. If we
filled with our own importance
Ithen we can never be filled with
anything outside of ourselves.
LeMoyne College's Magicians
will be in Montgomery, Ala., Fri-
day night, Jan. 8, to take on the
Alabama State five. LeMoyne de-
feated State, Egl-83, here in Bruce
Hall. LeMoyne meets Knoxville
Hall, Dec. 12.
The Magicians will play two
home games next week. Both con-
tests will be unreeled in B r u ce
college Monday night, Jan. 11, and
takes on Xavier university of New
°reaps, Tuesday night, Jan. 12.
During the holidays, the Magic-
ians won the second annual Chicka-
saw Invitational Tournament by
stopping Rust college and Dillard
university. The LeMoynites have
won five out of nine games.
Dear Charlotte: I am a waitress.
Why are some men so abusive to
waitresses? I have been working
quite a while as a waitress, and
as a whole I like the work. But
I know a certain fellow who at
home, his wife pushes him around
like he was something under foot.
Yet when he comes into the res-
taurant, he is all mouth. What can
I do? and What is the matter with
him' A A
Dear A. A. You seems to have
all the facts. I guess yo..; just did
not take time out to add them up.
Men who are mean to waitresses
are usually the ones who are puslt-
ed around at home or at
They must have some wher
show their "greatness." so why
not on the poor waitress, who can-
not defend herself.
Dear Carlotta: I was going with
a fellow. And he gave me a little
snoody gift for Christmas. All my
friends got swell gifts from their
boy friends. When he came, I
really told him off. He was so
dumfounded, he could not say a
word. I have not seen him since.
But I sure won the argument. Ann.
Dear Ann: You can tell yourself
you are a winner, if you like, but
you sound like a loser to me. You
may have won your point, but
from all indications, you lost the
guy. I wonder did you mean to
do this.
MISS OMEGA PSI PHI —
Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. P.
E. Brooks of 334 Edith ave.,
Memphis, has been selected
Miss Omega Psi Phi of Eta
Psi chapter of Fisk university
for the 59 and 60 school year.
This honor was bestowed upon
her at the beginning of the
school year. Recently she
Mil selected a member of
"Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and
Universities' at Fisk. Miss
Brooks has held member-
ship and offices in numerous
organizations on campus. She
will receive her B. A. degree
from Fisk in the field et Mod-
ern Foreign Languages th Is
June,
PIANO LESSONS
See Mrs. Dodson for Your Musical Needs — Also
PIANO • ORGAN • RECORDS • STEP" HI-Fl PHONOGRAPIII
BERL OLSWANGER MUSIC


































































Co-Ette , Ann Burford, chairman Irene Taylor, atsy easy, eo
of the ball who presented beauti- uore McDaniel, oaken oidiams,
ful long stem red roses to "Mi5R ',Athens Hampton, Edward liar-
Co-Ette," Geraldine Gray, first ris, Malcom W'eeu, Charles Hooes,
alternate to "Miss Co-Ette," Joan, Beeriy Hooks, Samuel James, Ce-
Hargraves, Paulette Brinkley, An- 1 ceha Moseley, Annie Fall, Nor-
nie Ruth Phillips, Jacqueline Brod- 1 ma Daniel, Samuel Goodioe,
nax, Yvonne Jordan, Betty Phil-, Robbie Herren, simone McAnul-
lips, Carol Ann Springer, Velma I ty, Bonnie Collins, Irene Taylor,
Spencer. Marilyn Harris, Eleanor Ernestine Prueitt, Floyd Shasers,
Faye Williams, and Jean Letting, Robert Williams, Norman Malone,
associate member who was home Donald Mosb, ituoert Da.is, ...toles
from Oakwood Prep school in Haley, Michael Milam, Louie 'fill-
Poughkeepsie. N. Y. , man- Pheobe Weaver, Leroy
Honorary Co-Ettes who attend- Holmes, Mous° Rusn, isennetit oil-
ed the dance were Carol Ann Let-
ting, who was first president
of the Co-Ettes, and who attends!
the University of Southern Illinois,
Danes° Hancock, who attends Xa-
vier university and Rosemarie 'illowhalum who attends Spelman col-
lege.
The ball was t he mecca of
prep school and college students,
among those attending were Chris,
Booth. James Spencer Byes, jr.,
who both attend Milford Prep
school in Conn., Art Gilliam, Yale
university, George Messenger,
Xavier university. Tony Walker,
Oakwood Prep. Dan Hancock. it.,
Orchard Knob, jr., High, Chatta-
noo,ga; Charles Yates, Cleveland,
Theodore Spencer. Tenn. A & I
State university, Adele Walker,
Baton Rouge, Lynda Johnson, Our
Lady of Angels in Iowa, Harold
Moss, Howard university, Albert
Yates. Fisk university. !Saudis'
Ramsey, Tenn. A & I university,
and Leott Yine. Toegal:s s wIlege.
OTHERS .117E/MINir ,
'Among others atending were
Tommye Kay 4, _, ...scads .no
Sawyer, Otha Sawyer, jr., Michael,
g colleges of the United Negro, p , , over
College Fund; Sylvia Williams, flans Walker, Mary Anuerson, hoops.chairman of the board of directors Joyce Rayner, Robert Davidson, gown
who crowned Jana Davis, -Miss Marye Alice Bland, Bonnie Little, 
white, -
derson, Myrtle Adams, Raymond
Webb, Sherry Jones, George Jones
and Walter Hall.
Among others attending the fab-
ulous ball were Omega Hill, Di-
anne Briscoe, Junienne Briscoe,
Beverly Guy, Brenda Yetts, Leon
Brownlee, Theresa Tribble, Joyce
Hughes, Grady Terrell, Mary
Anderson, Lucinda Stovall, Rosan-
na Quinn and many more.
ROYAL DUCHESSES — Or-
ganized in 1947, the Royal
gave their eighth annual for-
mal dance at the Club Tropi-
cana. The club works on a
steady diet of contributing to
charitable organizations and
the Crippled Children's hospit-
al. the Goodwill Homes and
many other organizations, in-
cluding the Orange Mound
nursery. Present for the dance
abose, standing from left to
right were Prof. Maurice Hul-
bert, master of ceremonies;
Mesdames Mildred Spencer,
Marjorie Brisco, Mamie P. An-
derson, Claudia Gaber, Lois
Duckett, Velma Ilunt, Francis
Perr and 011ie Metcalf. Seat-
ed, left to right are Mesdames
1.aura Lampley, Bernice Bean,
Bertha Faulkner, Mr. Willie
Hill, jr., club sweetheart;
Mesdames %Rhea Pies, club
president: Louise Lewellyn and
Bode Mitchell.
Pretty Regina Thigpen Hits 16th
Mark In Dazzling Birthday Party
By MARJORIE ULEN
"Sweet Sixteen" is traditional-
ly an anticipated milestone in the
life of a young girl, regarded in
importance with debut and
'marriage . . and Chaplain and.
Mrs. L. A. Thigpen of 4839 Horn'
Lake Road in Lakeview Manor!
had long envisioned a formal par-.
ty to mark the sixteenth birthday
of their lovely daughter, Miss Re-
gina Thigpen.
On Monday night December 27
at Fuller Golf Course Clubhouse,
Memphis society's rapt attention
was beamed on the elaborate for-
mal birthday dance given by the
Thigpens honoring Miss Thigpen's,
sixteenth natal day.The event
marked a new high in sub-deb,
entertainment and was a major,
highlight of the holiday season.'
The long awaited day was a fut.
fibment of dreams, completed
when Miss 'Thigpen and her es-
cort, Walter Evans, and her par-
ents entered the ballroom which
had been transformed into a verit-
able Christmas wonderland.
CHRISTMAS MOTIF
Before the wide expanse of the
glass wall which fronts the ball-
room, two brightly gleaming
white Christmas trees cast softly
twinkling shadows at either end
• . .while another white tree was
poised at the center of the back
wall. Overhead were ceili ng
streamers, balloons and festoon-
ing. At the huge bricked fireplace,
logs burned brightly — adding
more warmth and gaiety to the
bewitching scene.
An orchestra was providing the
fast tempoed music, that is the
delight of today's youngsters,
from the foyer, in which was lo-
cated a long buffet table centered
by Miss Thigpen's handsome ob-
long birthday cake, beautiful with
its frosted rosebuds, and sixteen
candles. On the opposite side of
the foyer, a refreshment table
was resplendent with a bright red
cloth, centered with silver punch-
bowl and tray, and flanked at ei-
ther side by red tapers in crys-
tal candlelabra and red poinsettias.
Hors d'oeuvres, fruit cake, fruit
punch and assorted sweet delights
were dispensed by white coated
waiters.
Ke•p • cord table handy to the
kitchen so you ton sof ir vp quickly
to prevAt awns sttn,:ng .rarl or
-'rce
remaining; • crowd for dime".
Hi readers! Know you had a
wonderful time over the holidays
as there were so many things go-
ing on. Monday morning really
saw some tired faces on the way
to school. And mine was one of
them.
Sunday night found the bohe-jaynians and the beatniks digging
ip the set at the pad of Angela
Owen. She and fellow beats, Ann
Youche and Rosemarie Whalum
brought them on the scene to
make with the sounds. Angela is
a sophomore at Spelman, Ann is
studying nursing at Crump hospi-
tal, and Rosemarie is a fresh-
man at Spelman.
Seen lounging on the flosr were
Billy Mack, Frank Banks, Her-
man Gilliam, Lana Taylor, Wit-
Lam Bartholomew, Millicent Cade,
Felton Earl. Willie Bell, Rozell
Blanchard, Carl Williams. Floyd,
Banks, Raymond Webb, Oliver In-
gram and Herbert Alexander. We
all had fun shall we say "Like;
Crazy".
Miss Regina Thigpen was bon-
red with a formal birthday
dance given at the Fuller Club-
*house by her parents, Chaplainand Mrs. Lee A. Thigpen, jr. As
we entered the beautifully decorat-
ed clubhouse we were greeted at
the door by ROTC member, Fred-
die Joseph. After signing the guest
list we went through the receiving
line where we were greeted by
Chaplain and Mrs. Thigpn, their
daughter Regina dressed in a
charming white full-length gown
with tiny ruffles covering the
skirt and elbow-length white
gloves.
Other members of the receiv-
ing line were Charlotte Gunn.'
Dorothy Higgins, Andrea Aida,'
Gwenn Fife, all from Atlanta, Ga. J
Regina's godmother, Mrs. Ruth
Modiste was also present from
Atlanta. Benetta Nelson. Mimi
Shields, Betty Bowen and Fran-
setta Estes from schools here in
Memphis helped receive.
The fellows were strictly sharp
In their "tuxes" including Walter
vans, Regina's escort, Chris
cmth, Arthur Hull, Walter Hall,'
William Bartholomew, Kenneth'
Cox, Cleveland Cox, William
Hampton and Tony Walker: Many
beautiful gowns were being shown'
off by the girls such as the gor-
geous lavender ball-gown which
featured a ruffled stole caught at
the wrist wore by Benetta Nelson,
-Marilyn Harris in a short formal
with a gold threaded top and
white nylon skirt, Jana Davis
cute in a white floor-length, scoop-
neck dress accented by a gold
cummerbund, and Rose Ann
Cooper wearing a floor-length
white net gown with elbow
length white gloves.
We danced into the wee heurs
of the morning to the music of
the Douglass Swingsters, which
has always been a choice group
under the direction of Mr. Nelson
Jackson.
The breakfast followed at Lake-
view Country Club, and ended a
evening we shall never forget.
The following night James Byes
Jr., the son of Dr. and Mrs. J. S.
Byes, who is home from Mallard
prep school in Conn. gave a party
honoring Regina Thigpen and her
out-of-town guests. It was held in
, the Byes' modern rumpus room.
IMany guests played ping-pong in
the play room while others
danced in the adjoining room to
the hi-fi.
Seen talking around the bar,
where the music was being played,
were Adele Walker, Chris Booth.
Jean Latting, Art Gilliam, Elea-
nor Williams, Donnie Davis, Lyn-
da Johnson and many guests men-
tioned at the party the night be-
fore. Mrs. Caruthers Bland assist-
ed Mrs. Byas in the chaperoning.
CO-E'TTES BALL
The Co-Ettes held their first
Annual Charity Ball Wednesday,
Dec. 30, at LeMoyne Commons
for the benefit of the United
Negro College Fund. Among the
adult guests present were Rev.
Blair T. Hunt, Atty. Russell Su-
garmon, jr. and President Hollis
F. Price.
Each of the members received
a title listed as following: Jana"
Davis, Miss Co•Ette; Jacqueline
Brodnax, Miss Congeniality: An-'
nie Ruth Philips, Miss Cute;
Carol Ann Springer, Miss Neat-,
ness; Velma Spencer, Most;
Friendly; Marilyn Harris, Most
Talented; Joan Hargraves, Miss
Brains; Betty Philips, Miss Intel-
lect: Paulette Brinkley, Miss Ver-
satile: Yvonne Jordan, Most De-
mocratic; Eleanor Fay Williams,
Most Graceful; Geraldine Gray,
Most Charming; Sylvia Williams,
Miss Personality; Jana Davis;
Most Popular and Glamorous:
Jean Letting, Most All-Around;
Ann Burford, Most Beautiful. -
Co-Ettes Stage First
UNCF Charity Ball
The Memphis Chapter Co•Ette Siggers, Marvin Siggers, Kenneth
Club, Inc.. Co-Ettes as they are  Hayes, Maurene Allen, Frank
affectionately called, gave theirj Reynolds, William Brodnax, Ber-
iiirst annual Charity Ball to bene-'tha Puryear, Arthur Greene, Ilel-it their national project, the Units, en Prudent, Joan Crawford, Mat-ed Negro College Fund. Dec. 30,j tie Graham, Erma Williams, Doro-
in the LeMoyne College Commons. thy Agnew, Billy Speight, Cliff
The Commons was beautifully Celhopse, Fred Joseph, Bertha
transformed into a scene of "White Patterson, Sammye Lynom, Wal-
Fantasy," the theme of the ball. ter Evans, Archie Green, Wilbur
Huge white snow halls were cas- Walker, Charles Terry, Jim An-
cading from the ceiling and icic- derson, Bobby Collins. Lewis Hines,
les %rid balloons were festooned Theodore Pickett, Yvonne Owens,'
from the ceiling. Johnny London Alonzo Yates, Claiborne Davis,
and his orchestra provided the Robert Polk, Erma Washington,
latest tunes. Phyllis Ross, Thomas Elrod, Et-
The pretty Co-Ettes, all beautio oile Clift, Kercenna McChriston,
fully gowned in short formals, grao Robbie Rogers, Claudette Cliff and
ciously greeted and entertained j Hortense Spillers.
their many guests. Members oft Among those enjoying the re-I
the Co-Ettes present were Lynn I freshments were Eula Perry, Don
Howell, president who presented; Brownlee, David Cranes, Robert
the club's check of three hundred' t'ouche, Cathelia Barr, LaVerne
dollars for the United Negro Col- Brandon, Carolyn Brandon, Rob-
lege Fund to Prof. Blair T. Hunt,lert Hamilton, William Holmes,
co-ch Armen of the Memphis Cam- Louis Woods, Carla Thomas, Doug-
paign for the UNCF and Dr. Hol-, las Johnson, Brenda Walker, Ar- THE HONOREElis F. Price, president of LeMoyne cher Reid, Jacqueline Walker, Ed-
liege one of the 33 participat-J die Mucnelo Benne Pope, Gloria
i • Le IS le Wil 
fashioned of tiers of chantilly lacethorn son on rown e
white taffeta, worn over
The bodice of the lovely'
was outlined in crushed
taffeta, caught at the back
ENTERTAINERS — Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Sargent of 1140 Dun'
lap entertait.erf -41eleir daugh-
ter, Miss Frcsdra Btaskstone,
of Port 1rehur, Tex.. recently
with a cocktail party. Among
in a wide bow which descended
into long streamers. Her corsage.
was of red and white carnations.;
and while receiving, she carried'
an arm bouquet of American
beauty roses.
Mrs. Thigpen was regal in a
strapless 'gown of emerald green1
tafi e t a its hell-shaped skirt
caught at either side of the back
in gathered poufs. Her corsage
was of yellow orchids.
STRIKING FIGURE
Chaplain Thigpen was a strik-
ing figure in his formal Army ;
full-dress uniform, magnificent
with its gold braid and epaulets
which surrounded the gold oak
leaf insignia which marked his
rank as Major,
The receiving line formeTat the
foyer and was a scene of youth-
ful splendor as the honoree, her
parents, her godmother, M r s.
Ruth Caldwell Modiste of Atlanta,
Ga.. and several of her close
friends and their white tie and
tails escorts greeted guests.
Among the friends of the honor-
ee in the line were three child-
hood and lifelong friends from
Tuskegee, Ala., including Miss
Dorothy Higgins who made her
debut last year, Miss Andrea
Alba and Miss Charlotte Gunn,
both subriebs. Other lovely sub-
debs receiving were the Misses
Betty Bowen, Mamie Shields,
Francetta Estes, Dennetta Nel-
son, Juanita Gardner, Gwendolyn
Fife and Marilyn Isabel.
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Outstanding among guests were
members of the Thigpen families
—including the well-known Rain-
ey-Flagg clan of The Delta—Mrs.
Thigpen's relatives. Beaming with
approval were Mr. and Mrs. B.
G. Rainey and B. G. Rainey, jr.,
of Mound Bayou, Miss., Miss,
Thigpen's grandparents and un-
cle; Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Williams
of Shelby, Miss., her cousins; Mr.
and Mrs. William Gay of Green-
wood, Miss., her great aunt and
uncle, and Rev. Thigpen, the hon-
oree's paternal grandparents. Un-
able to attend, but every bit ex-
cited over her great niece's great
moment was Mrs. Effie Flagg
of this city.
ADULT GUESTS
Other adult guests included Mr.
and Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mrs. W.
A. Bisson, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Walker, Mrs. Clemmie Bosley,
Mrs. A. Woods, Mrs. Jeanette
Carr, Mr. and Mrs. William Lit-
I tie, Mr. and Wallace,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mebane,
the guests were Misses Jame).
la Bledsoe, Lee Etta Butler,
Gloria Mathis, and Charles
Owens, Morris Cansler and
Miss ('a, een Moore, all recent
graduates of Tennessee A&I
Robert Wright, W. P. Gunn of
Tuskegee Institute AlaoiAtty. and
Mrs. J. F. Estes. Miss Dorothy
Racks of Cleveland, Ohio a n d
Thaddeus T. Stokes, Miss Jewell
Gentry, Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison I
and sLouis Holmes.
Making the occasion one to be .
forever remembered were lier-
man (Art) Gilliam, Eleanor Fay
Williams, Marilyn Jean Harris,
Morris Woods, Kenneth Anderson,
Ivory S. Jones, Tommye Kay
Hayes, Christopher Booth, James
Ilaley, Carolyn Jones, Tony Walk-
er, Robert Chalmers, Thomas
Wright, Miss Carole Jones, Wal-
ter Hall, Felton Earls. Miss Lana
Taylor, Charles Isabel, Miss Hor-
tense Spillers, Ernest Withers, jr.,
Miss Georgia E. Thomas, Miss
Irma Shoulders, Booker T. Jones,
jr., Elbert Griffin, William Bar-
tholomew, Miss Rose Ann Cooper,
Miss Edith J. McCoy, Clinton An-
derson, Miss Gloria Lamar, Miss
Margaret Ann Sherrod. James
Mantis, Kenneth Cox, Arthur
BISHOP J. D. SMITH of Chi-
cago's Revival Center Church
of God in Christ has been ap-
pointed editor in chief of the
Church of God in Christ Evan-
gelist board newspaper, the
Evangelist Speaks. The ap-
pointment, which came re-
cently during the National
Convocation of the Church of
God in Christ here in Mem-
phis was made by Bishop L.
C. Page- president of the
State university with the ex-
ception of Miss Moore, who
attends West Kentucky State.
Also present were Mr. and
Mrs. 0. Jenning, Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Moore, Mrs Simon Wal-
Cleveland Cox. jr., Slisx Jean
Latting, William Hampton Miss
Junienne Briscoe. Ernest Johnson.
Lee Allen Thigpen, Ill, Willford
Thigpen — the latter two the hon-
oree's brothers. John Norris. Miss
Lynn Igen, Miss Irene Taylor.
Miss Deritha Gunn of Tuskegee.
Ala.
Others were Regina Riley. in..
Miss Rubye Hankins, Miss Jana
Louise Davis, Leon Brownlee,
Rudy Smith, Larry Mitchell, Miss
Jaunita Gardner, Johnnie Rut-
'land, John J. Taylor, Miss Ben-
etta Nelson, Raymond Neal, Fred
Joseph, Miss Joan Ilargraves,
James Spencer Byas, Avance Wil-
son, Paul Joseph, William Holmes
jr. Miss Emma J. Moore, Miss
Shirley Lamar, Miss Diana Bris-
coe, and others.
Following the swank dance,
Chaplain and Mrs. Thigpen were
hosts at a breakfast party held
at Lakeview Country club for
Miss Thigpen and all of the dance
Evangelistic board. Host along
with his wife, Mrs. J. D.
Smith on the way to freedom
evangelistic broadcast, heard
over station XEG (1050 on the
radio dial,. each Thursday at
10:30 p. m. Bishop Smith has
authored books entitled: When
I Met God: Courtship. Mar-
riage and Divorce; Nine Gifts
of the Spirit; and Exploits of
Faith. His duties as chief ed-
itor begin immediately.
lace, Mr and Mrs Eugene
Franklin, Miss Blacketone
teaches in the public school
system of Port Arthsr and
was home for the holidays.
Christmas "1959' will soon be,
history but seemingly it has been
a most pleasant one for most Jack-1
sonians. And during this seasoo!
of giving, the needy werea't for-,
gotten. The V. F. W. did their
annual share toward needy fami-
lies and the City Federation of
Women's clubs which is corn-
posed of 11 federated clubs served!
as hostess to 25 needy girls and i
boys. This entertainment was held j
in the Good Will Center located '
at the Cumberland Street Baptist
church. Christmas carols and Apo.
propriate readings were conduct-
ed by Mrs. Lucille Davis and Mrs.-
Ozielle Draine. Hot chocolate,'
doughnuts. and mixed candies
were served by Mrs. Lillie Scott.
Mrs. Rosa T. Jones, Mrs. Jessie
Sherman and others.
Mrs. Georgia Kelly performed
the task of calling names for gifts
which included shoes, sweaters,
caps, dresses, pants and other
wearing attire which made the
youngsters quite happy. The cen-
ter is still in need of clothing
in the children's line and if you
call 7-2387 and it will be picked
up.
Mrs. Lillie Bell Cole is chair-
man of welfare activities.
Mrs. Marie Penn was the lovely
host to the December meeting of
the Civic Pride Club at which
time it was decided that 3 needy
families would be remembered.
, On Christmas Eve they were made
happy with baskets of groceries
with Mesdames Lilia Gilliam, Bes-
sie Gordan, Florence Ward, -Geor-
gia Kelly and Fannie Dobbins as-
sisting.
SOCIALLY
One of the noted activities dur-
ing the season was the Charm
Clinic and luncheon sponsored by
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority for
young ladies participating in the
Miss Bronze West Tennessee Pag-
eant. Unfortunately several could
not be present because of out-of-
town engagements, etc., but the
sorors were very happy to have
the following most attractive and
• charming ysting misses present:
Miss Dorsey B. Ross of Hender-
son, Tenn ; Miss Georgia Heggle
of Union City, Tenn ; Miss Lillian
Taylor of Bells, Tenn ; Misses
Lois Woods and Mildred Corner
from Denmark, Tenn.; and Miss-
es Annie L. Springfield, Mary Hel-
en Phelps and Leatha Jones from
Jackson.
other engagements have called
many out of the city. Mrs. Ro-
setta McKissack represented The
Jackson chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority at the Boule which
was held in Cincinnati, Ohio, be-
ginning Dec. X. Omega Psi Phi
was represented by James F.
Hughes with the meeting opening
at the same time in New York,
N. Y. Sunny Florida found Mrs
Clara Hewitt representing Sig-
ma Gamma Rho Sorority.
Mrs. Odessa Beck spent the
Christmas with ber sisters in Ne,..
York City and St. Albans, Mr
and Mrs. S. H. Bronaugh spent a
few days with relatives in Hopkins-
ville, Ky.
Mrs. W. M. Monroe and her lit-
tle niece, Wanda Jean spent the
Christmas with Mrs. Nfonroe's
I daughter, Brenda Kay, and hes
sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
' Bennie Tennessee in Detroit, Mich
'Brenda is attending school there
this year.
Mrs. Bernice Lucas and her
son, Verlin Jerry, spent the Chris;
mac at home in St. Louis with their
husband and father, Verlin, sr.
If I've missed your important
happening, please call In and let
me know about it. One thing I
must not forget. A big Christmas
present it was for Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Shaw, noted Jackson
mortician, who were the proud par-
ents of a bouncing baby boy born
Dec. 23. The young gentleman
made his appearance after nine
years with three big sisters t
control him. Naturally he is Earl
Mack, jr.
I Here's hoping your New Year, will be even better than the, last
one and happiness will be yours.
•
The luncheon was at the home
of Mrs. A. L. Cooke, Saturday,
Dec. 26, at 12:00 noon, when Mrs.
Maggie Massey, local beautician
and charm specialist served as
charm consultant and will work
with the girls throughout the Pag-
eant which will be held Feb. 26,
in the Merry High school audi-
torium.
Sorors serving as hostesses
were Alfreda Martin, president of
Jackson Alumnae chapter, Essie
Perry. Sarah Barnes and Anna
L. Cooke, chairman of the Pag-
eant Committee. The luncheon con-
sisted, of chicken salad on lettuce,
holiday sandwiches, apple rings,
ritz, German chocolate cake and
hot tea.
Just a slight rundown of ex-
citing parties which kept alive the
spirit of Christmas season. Friends
of the Five-Star Club enjoyed
their Christmas party in the love-
ly home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Bailey on Leconte it, This affair
was held Sunday evening with the
following F'ive-Star members serv-
ing as hosts: Eugene Reid, Rob-
ert S. Lyons, Sidney Perry, Thom-
as Howard and William Bailey.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Carter
entertained in their home which
is the last word in design located
on Castle Heights on Monday ev-
ening. This affair was given in
honor of their guest, Mrs. Pearl
Philpotts of West Point, Ga.
Tuesday evening in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry on
Lane ave , the New Idea Club
members served as hostesses to
many Jackson friends and out-of-
towners for which this spacious
home can certainly accommodate.
Out-of-towners included Mrs. Lu-
cille Jordan Churcher, of Cleve-
land, Ohio, guest of Mrs. Alene
Maney; Mr. and Mrs. A. Roscoe
Tyler of Detroit, Mich., guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ausie Brooks; Mrs.
Marie Moore of Birmingham, Ala.
guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell:
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes of
French Lick, Ind., guest of Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Hughes; Mrs.
Omah Wilson Brazille of Chicago.
Ill., and Miss Louise Mallard of
Birmingham, Ala., guests of your
scribe.
OUT OF CITY
All can't remain home during




We all have favorite recipes
'There's one my family and friends
!especially enjoy. It's my PET
Recipe for gumdrop bars with
bits of colorful fruit flavored
gumdrops and crunchy nuts all
through!
They're richtasting and chewy-
moist . . . and extra nourishing
too. That's because they're made
with PET Instant Nonfat Dry
Milk.
GUMDROP BARS
2-3 cup cut-up fruit-flavored
gumdrops (see note)
1-3 cup broken nuts
I teasp. flour
2 cups sifted, all.purpott flour
11 cup PET Instant (In dry form 1
I teasp. salt
I cup brown sugar
1 cup soft shortening
1 egg
3 tablesp. water
Mix gumdrops, nuts and 1 teasp.
flour. Let stand until needed. Sift
2 cups flour, PET Instant and
salt onto waxed paper. In 2
bowl mix well sugar, shortening,
egg and water.
' Add flour mixture all at once.
Beat hard 2 min., either by hand
'or with electric mixer at medium
speed. Stir in 2-3 of gumdrop mix-
ture. Spread batter in well-greased
13x9x2-in. baking pan.
Sprinkle rest of gumdrop mix-
ture over top. Bake near center of
350 oven (moderate) 30 min., or
until cake pulls from side, of pan.
For glass pan. use 325 (low mod-
erate). Cool in pan.
Cut into 24 bars.
NOTE: Use fruit-flavored gum-
drops, not black licorice-flavored
ones.
WOOL AREA
New York — The southern hemi-




j for faster. ewe complete relief ef
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANOACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
—the combined action of several
medically-approved ingredients is
one easy-to-take doss—eases sesiety
and tension, starts bringing rebel
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•DUNBAR'S CHEER-LEADING CORPS throw themselves Into a cheer for the Mighty Men. Right photo shows crowd whooping it during Illinois Tech tourney 
action. (Defender Staff Photos by Brown)
mas ri
*CHARLEY JONES (44) of
Marshall out reaches Lind-
blom's Jack Stewart (14) in
rebound attempt during sec-
ond quarter of their quarter-
final game. James Pitts (43)
of Marshall and unidentified
Lindblom player watch play
;km
*CARVER'S IVORAL
WHITE (50) ;,nd Emerson
M • $ • (12) attempt to
block shot of unidentified
Marshall man during the sec-
ond quarter of their game.
Marshall's All-State George
Wilson (46) atInpts to aid
shooter.
•HYDE PARK'S Jerome Harrington (64) and Dunbar's
George Moore (32) hang onto loose ball during fourth
quarter of their scheduled game. Bernie Mills (35) of
Dunbar and Parold German (15) of Dunbar move in to
assist Moore on play. Hyde Park's Horace Shepard (88)
(Defender Staff Photo)
• PREP BASKETEERS show their wares in the Illinois
Tech 13th annual high school tournament at the Inter-
national Amphitheater. Shown (clockwise) from top:
Crane's Lewis Bell grabs rebound from unidentifiable
DuSableite while Bob Dillard (13) and Henry Jackson
(31), both of Crane, awatt developments; Bob Conley
(33) of Crane captures missed DuSable shot in front of
Andy Kelly (33) of DuSable. Others shown are Crane's
Bell and Dillard; Willie Williams (32) is in the act of
s
scoring for DuSable after getting past Dillard. Crane
topped DuSable, 61-55 in quarterfinal contest; James
Turk (22) of Dunbar steps over Steinmetz' Ron Hintze
(6) on his way to a successful field goal attempt. Art
Untiedt of Steinmetz and Dunbar's Hal German trail the
play ; George White (33)drops one in for Dunbar; George
Moore (32) draws a bead in the basket to add to the Dun-
bar 65-30 quarterfinal winning total. (Defender Staff
Photos by Brown and Rhoden)
•GEORGE MOORE (32) of
Dunbar attempts to score
basket during first period of
the Dunbar-Steinm?tz game.
James Turk (22) of Dunbar
assists Moore in attempt.
Moore scored basket to add









• BIG BERNIE MILLS (35)
of Dunbar tucks ball under
arm after grabbing rebound
in third quarter of the Dun-
bar-Steinmetz quarter - final
Dunbar's George Moore
(32) sets self to aid Mills.
•LITTLE MICHAEL LEWIS (11) of DuSable dribbles
around Roosevelt's Ray Schroeder (50) and Bob Glass=
(32) during second quarter of their afternoon elash. Ask
Lonnie Lynn (23) of DuSable moves in for scree&
(Defender Staff Photo)
MEMPHIS COLLEGIANS
from, Tennessee Aid State uni-
versity took over Curries Tro-
picana New Year's night for
NURSING GRADUATES —
Seven nurses were graduated
from the City of Memphis
Hospitals School of Nursing at
fabulous get-together. In photo
at left, officers of the Mem-
phis Club of Tennessee State
hold talking session on the
year ahead. Left to right are
Miss Anne Mitchell, assistant
secretary; Charles Owens,
president; Miss Catherine Co-
ger. secretary: and Gilbert
Fisher, vice president. It's a
royal reunion in the center
photo as last year's Mr. and
Miss Memphis Club pose with
this year's royal couple. Left
to right are Earl Holt and
Alva Jamion who reigned
last year and Joseph Trot-
ter and Miss Tubytine Gates.
Mr. and Miss Memphis Club
for this school year. In photo
at right, Miss Fredericka .Al•
len, a senior honor studeni,
snares a pair of the Tigers'
star football iyers, Andrew
Earthman, left and Arthur
Holman. The Memphians have
returned to Nashville and their
books.
Vanguards Start The New Yea. Right
TONY'S INN is the scene of
this festive occasion as mem-
bers of the Vanguard Club
start the New Year right
with a breakfast meeting on
the first day of 1%0. Standing
left to right are Willie E. Gray,
Robert McGowan, Willie Clark
William Warr, Clyde Strick-
land. Houston Braswell, Hen-
ry Eranklni, Noble Powell,
Crese Burlison, jr., Lawrence
Lee, Sidney Tucker. Alfrado
Saffold. Seated, left to right,
are Robert Taylor. T. R. In-
gram, Ivory Flagg, jr., Sid-
Seven' Graduate In I mpressive School Of Nursing Ceremonies
Impressive ceremonies Decem-
ber 28 at Metropolitan Baptist
church. The Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel, executive secretary of
the Memphis Urban League
was the guest speaker. In pho-
to at left, graduates holding
their diplomas are, left to
right. Misses 7,elma Renita
Jeans, Mamie Cecelia Court-
ney, Clara Denise Averykart,
Rosa Mae Jones, Mary Louise
Griffin, Laura Elizabeth Aus-
tin, and Nettye Lou Reeves.
Miss ('ourtney is from Green-
ville, Miss. The others are
Memphianc. In center photo
Miss Jeans is pinned by Mrs.
Tabitha J. Reeves, director of
department of nursing, City of
Memphis hospitals. In photo
at right, R. C. Hardy, admin-
istrator of City of Memphis
hospitals, makes awards lo
!ley Wallace, Jr., Walter Boo
hart, James Shields. Fred
Shackleford, Henry E. Eznu.
Sr., and Booker T. ateChrish•
class' flosp lh,p,:t*ifi,nt trill
b. rigkto 1111,Ces. kubtm, 4. id-
fin and Reaves. Stall photos
by Sardis,
Jun 9, MO
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DECEMBER 17, 1959
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
Mrs. Freddie Skinner of
WealrJey.
A son, Claude, to Mr. and
Henry B. Wilkinson of Rt. 1,
VA, Nesbitt, Miss.
A daughter, Andrea, to Mr.
Mrs. Isom Buford of 378 &nap
Sto r k Stops
Boni At E. H. Crump Hospital A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie 
Hill 01° 1463 Dunn.
,Robert L. Nesbitt of 1975 Perry.
and A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
122.5 Mrs. Lonnie Brown of 1325 Flori-
da.
Mrs. A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
BOX Lawrence Beale of 1313 Hemlock.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
and,John Griffin of 2308 Douglas.
son• A dau hter, 
DECEMBER 19, 1959
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lazell Rodgers of 2959 Hale.
A daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Taylor of 1743 Swift.
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
I
:
Mrs. Phillip White, Jr., of 1982
Prise°.
DECEMBER 20, 1959
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Casey of 1206 B. Tunica.
A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Weaver of 3708
Mart rd.
DECEMBER 21, 1959
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lemon Cunningham of 2541/2
Vance.
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Eason of 2254 Clarks-
dale.
A son, Harry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Gray of 592 Brown.
DECEMBER 23, 1959 a
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Blayde of 1145 40p-
ey.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs..Kitati
Bowen of 1340 Gold.
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Christopher Swanson of 1227 En-
glewood.
DECEMBER 24, 1959
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
NI Mrs. Jessie Williams of 1920
Quinn.
g it DECEMBER 25, 1959
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Daniels of 640 K'n-s rd.
et A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
x" Mrs. Henry E. Gregory.
CO A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Asa
ur Hurt, jr., of 1844 Benford.
to A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
10 Walker of 1138 Belvedere.
A daughter, Avis Marize, to Mr.
u and Mrs. Roosevelt Williams of
2968 Thrush.
* DECEMBER 26, 1959
•or A daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and
in. Mrs. Dan McWilliams of 1523 S.
IS Montgomery.
- Born At John Gaston Hospital
DECEMBER 18, 1959
A son, Reginald to Mr and
Mrs. Walter Harris of 1126 Barn. 
mel.
A son, Adrian, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Thomas 'if 696 Harry.
1
 A son, James, to Me and Mrs
Wilie Perry of -4903 Bamford.
A dauaht^r. Lea'riie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Evans of 827
g Gail, to Mr. and
!Mrs. Audrey Smith of 269 Bond.
DECEMBER 21, 1959
A daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
:Mrs. Vernice Terrell of 2118 Kim-
'ball.
A son, Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Moore of 777 Castle.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs
James Rennie of 644 Nonconnah.
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Artison of 897 No. Second.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Webb of 2159 Dublin.
A daughter, Rosalind, to Mr.!
and Mrs. Herbert Ross of 390 But-
ler.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Polk of 2223 Silver.
A son, Bennie, to Mr. and Mrs.•
!Albert Robinson of 515 Hernando.1
A daughter, Regina, to Mr. and
IMrs. Edward Williams of 280 E.
Virginia.
DECEMBER 22, 1959
A daughter, Alma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Foster of 755 Walnut.
A son, Corinthian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Sims of 1055 Melrose.
A son, Quinton, to Mr. and Mrs
James Coleman of 806 N. Mont-
gomery.
A daughter, Denise, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie West of 1787 Manas-
as.
A son, Clark, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Brumley of 950 McDowell.
daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Weeden of 2433
Saratoga.
A daughter, Pearl, to Mr. and
frs. Paul Hicks of 598 Brown
Mall.
A son, Darnell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Bogard of 1525 S. Cooper.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Jones of 1399 Gold.
A daughter, Janice to Mr. and
Mrs. David Lanier of 1832 Roz-
elle.
DECEMBER 23, 1959
••, . , to Mr. a'.i Mrs.
Roman Boyd of 1033 College. I
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Walls of 3455 Reynard.
A son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs..
Luby y of 'iese.
A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Perkins of 979 Ethel.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wright of 2529 Van-
dale.
A son, uolougust, to Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Arnold of 1052 Patton.
A daughter Celester to Mr and
Gillis. Mrs. Andrew Mitchell of 588 H.
• A daughter, Terry, to Mr. and drown Mall.
it Ihfra. John Davis of 1412 Niese. A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
DECEMISr.R 19, 1989 Mrs. Joe Stewart of 1626 Pennsyl-
;i A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. vania.
• Ulysus Parker of 359 Hernando. A daughter, Eleanor, to Mr. and
A son, Davis, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Paul McKinney of 704 B.
Toe Herod of 761 Walnut. Polk.
A dat ghter, Clare, to Mr. andh .
•ra. Arthur Tov.?er of 1410 Mich-Sc
ii
ii
A dew!' ter, Toni, to Mr. and
Trs. James Co'lins of 1433 Bar-
n.
A daugh!.,r, Twana, to Mr. and
Erg, EllIah Suggs of 1616 So.
aluderdale.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
homas Echols of 1445 Pillow.
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
. lie Rogers, jr., of 1537 Monsar•
it.
A son, Terrance, to Mr. and
-rs. Harrison Hawkins of 1778
eltner.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Ire Eddie Johnson of 116 Chel-
-a.
sECEMBER 20, 1959
A son, Danny, to Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Price, of 1661 Ash.
A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Crutcher of 1768 Eu-
clid.
son, Donzelle, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Smith of 738 Alston.
A daughter, Yvette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Wright of 1417 Cum-
mings.
A daughter, Jewel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edmond Gray of 671 Frank-
lin.
A daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Miller Cain of 7278 Orgill.
A son, Harry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Brown of 10.51 Melrose.
A daughter, Gertie, to Mr. and
Mrs. 4-ioward Anderson of 350 E.
Georgia.
A son, Edwin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charies Carter of 478 Williams.
A daughter, Bernice to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Gillis of 2240 Howell.
A daughter, Amanda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Cowan of 1159
It. Charles.
DECEMBER 24, 1959
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Martin of 137 E. Trigg.
A daughter, Casandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Canard of 584
Handy Mall.
A daughter, Constance, to Mr.
and Mrs Otis Woods of 1123 Vol-
lentine.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tanner Spicer of 559
Crump.
A .on, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Triplett of 2412 Midway.
A daughter, Dorothy, to Mr.
and Mrs. Seabon Richards of 92
West Utah.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Garfield Stephens of 665 H.
Brown Mall.
A son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
'William Suggs of 84 East Ugah.
DECEMBER 25, 1959








1 The great year of 1959 has
e passed and 1960 promises to be I
O a greater year. From the great,
staff of Wonder high school of '
West Memphis, Ark., the faculty
and student body, we would like
b to wish you. the people of the Mid -
1* South a Happy New Year! L. R.
ti Jackson is the principal.
The atar-Tone Combo, u..der the
direc. ns of yours truly, Tommy
1 Parker played at the Jcneataro' Commthi y center on tic", Year's
't Eve night. The affair was well at-
1 tendad by the adults. The te-n-
! igen; made real gone statements,
1.ke wild fire, like groovy and
the most. Speaking of compli.
aseaLs, I wm like to extend mine
• ..PirrP5 Seo.i woo OA the vocal
for the group.
The big question around the
Big W is what's hapepiaing? This
is a good question because all
the gals and guys are up for se-
mester examinations. The couples
are beginning to dig down to
study. And I do mean dig man.
Like Raymond, like Foots, like
mournful, like J. C. and real
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Johnson of 186 Sil-
verage.
A daughter, Willie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis McGhee of 5577 E.
Crump.
A daughter, Florence, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Baker of 1061
Tupelo.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
ADD STORK STOPS stk gerilee
STORK STOPS-continued .. ...
Sammie Bowen of 1042 N. Seventh.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
'Mrs. William Agnew of 563 Till-
man.
A son, Marcus, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Smith of 535 Linden.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Johnson of 2223 Stovall.
A daughter, Christie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Dowdy of 3709 Fris-
co.
A son. Jamie to Mr. and Mrs.
T. J. Clark of 15 W. Carolina.
A daughter, Lillian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Williams of 64 E.
Utah
DECEMBER 26, 1959
Twins, Annie and Fannie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Chat Brewer of 476
Edith. ..
A son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Clark of 30 W. Desoto.
A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Moore of 517 Linden.
A daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Pierce Stephens of 1451
Starr.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Pickens of 1660 Ely.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Odie
Green of 2439 Eldridge.
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Aldridge of 897 Mitchell.
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Golden of 896 LeMoyne
Mall.
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Boothe of 1051 Tupe-
lo.
A son, Bill, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Howard of 100 Keel.
DECEMBER 27, 1959
A son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Harmon of 1407 Wabash.
A daughter, Theresa to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Franklin of 1294 Ef-
fie rd.
A son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Tremble of 575 Pontotoc.
A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Hawkins of 229 E.
Crump.
A son, Percy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Rogers of 1377 Kennedy.
A daughter, Alice,-4o Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Jefferson of 1290 Nich-
olas.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sol
Thompson of 194 Hurdle.
A son, Tyronzo, to Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Gray of 596 J. Mississippi.
DECEMBER 28, 1959
A daughter, Vicki, to Mr. 
and
Mrs. Charles Lazear of 170 
W.
Person.
A ,on, Elmer, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
Edward Lee of 1861 Blair Hunt dr
.
A daughter, Angela, to Mr. 
and
Mrs. Charles Madden of 
1335
Hyde Park.
A daughter, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
Cornelins McKinney of 1330 Breed-
'ave.
DECEMBER 28, 1959
A daughter, Deborah, 
to Mr.
and Mrs. George Jones 
of 317
Vaal.
A daughter, Cynthia, to
 Mr. and
Mrs. John Hibbler of 1192 
College.
DECEMBER 29, 1959
A daughter, Shirley, to 
Mr. and













A son. Bryan. to 
Mr. and Mrs.
Wardell Mayweather of 
490 Scott.
A son, Horace, to 
Mr. and Mrs.




ter, Carolyn, to Mr. 
and
Mrs. James Henley 
of 970 Len-
ow Mall.
A daughter, Amy, 
to Mr. an
Mrs. irby Hitchings of 
335 Edith.
A daughter, to Mr. 
and Mrs.
John Woods of 1634 
Pillow.
' A son, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Clar-
ence
, Calhoun of 279 Hernando.
A son, Carl, to 
Mr. and Mrs.
Payton Lewis of 1428 
Sunset.
1 A daughter, Tanja, to 
Mr. and




A son, Carey, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
Lewis Glasco of 1080 S. 
Lauder-
dale.
A son, Tommy, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
Tommy l'ilcGaughy of 11 E. Fay.
A son, Roland, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Smith of 3215 Winslow.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Smith of 1485 E. Mal-
lory,
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Carr of 528 Lipford.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Hall of 850 Buntyn.
I A daughter, Effie, to Mr. and
'Mrs. Eddie Marshall of 224 N.
Dunlap.
1 Twins, boy and girl, to Mr. and
!Mrs. Eddie Glennie of 2116 How-
ell.
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. North Townes of 5316 Lou.
crazy like a certain cute chick ise.
lElyBetty 
name
li Ctiineoif.. In fact all 
I mean A M 




iors are swing book. A sun, Michael,
HINT TO THE WISE 'Mrs. Leroy Holmes
It's not the person Liat gets ca.
hurt all the time. I'm going to A son, lUth to Mr. and Mrs.
lay it on the line. It's the heart Milton Montgomery of 1591 Sunset.
that bleeds, so catch oa guys and A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Howard




MISS CO-ETTE - Miss Jana
Davis is crowned "Miss Co-
Ette" by Miss Sylvia Wil-
liams at Co-Ettes Christmas
Charity Ball. Watching cere-
mony is Miss Geraldine Gray,
first alternate. The Co-Ettes
e5,
,
presented $300 to Prof. Blair
T. Hunt and Dr. Hollis F.
Price for the current United
Negro College Fund Drive.
The group has also made a
$50 payment on a life mem-
bership in the NAACP.
„„„,„„,„„,„,„th„„„„„„„„„,„„„„„„„„„„„„„
ore SWRECeniors
Highlights Took Exam In '59
1;1191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Friday. Jan. 8
10:00 to 10:30, I LOVE LUCY,
"Lucy and John Wayne."
4:30 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Circum-
stantial Evidence" with Michael
O'Shea, Lloyd Nolan, Trudy Mar-
shall, Ruth Ford. Man proves to
governor and judge that man was
mal-convicted, saving him from
chair.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, "Inci-
dent of the Druid Case" The curse
of an ancient culture creates
mystery and intrigue for Sedalia-
bound cattle drive. Eric Fleming
and Clint Eastwood are starred.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA-
REE, Sundance promotes a box-
ing match and is accused of plot-
ting a swindle when the betting
stakes disappear. Earl Holliman
is starred.
8:00 to 9:00, LUCILLE BALL-
DES! ARNAZ SHOW, "Lucy
Makes Room for Danny." Danny
and his TV family rent a New
England home from the Ricardo%
who find themselves homeless
when the Ricardos return a n d
want the Williams to move out.
Danny Thomas and TV family
are guests on the show.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE,
"Third From the Sun." Two men
seek a planet on which their fam-
ilies will be free of regimentation.
Starring are Fritz Weaver, J o e
Maross and Edward Andrews.
10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
"Devil's General" with Curt Jur-
gens, Marianne Cook. Famous
wartime flyer finally becomes dis-
guested with the Nazis and the
hoplessness of World War II.
(German drama '56).
Sat. Jan. 9
10:30 to 11:00, LONE RANGER,
"Homer with a High Hat." A
colorful eastern character comes
to a small town in the west wear
ing a laugh provoking high hat
and finds himself the butt of a
joke that lands him in jail.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, Co-
starring Kirby Grant and Gloria
Winters. "Triple Exposure." Sky
King and his niece Penny go into
town to buy groceries and stumble
into a clever forger's daring
scheme.
12:30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS-
SIDY, "Lost Canyon" with Bill
Boyd and Andy Clyde. Hopalong
Cassidy western about a crooked
banker.
2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Devil's General'' with Curt Jur-
gens, Marianne Cook. Story of a
famous German flyer who gets
disgusted with the Nazis and the
hopelessness of World War II.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
"Case of the Frantic Flyer." A
i widow concerned with reestablish-
ling her dead husband's reputation
l with his wealthy father, hires Per
ry to represent her. Raymond
Burr, Barbara Hale are starred.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE, A determined woman
is unwilling to follow Josh Ran-
GREENSBORO, N. C. - A to-
tal of 360 high school seniors in
three states took the Cooperative
Intercollegiate Examination ad-
ministered by Bennett college
from Nov. 30 to Dec. 11.
There were 205 candidates in
1958 and 209 in 1957. Largest in-
crease this year was at Durham,
where 40 students took the exami-
nations as compared to seven last
year and five in the previous year.
Next largest increase noted was at
Atkins High school in Winston-Sa-
lem where 7-5 took the exam this
year
Women's Federation
To Hold Annual Meet
The City Federation of Colored
Women's clubs will hold their an-
nual meeting Sunday, Jan. 10, 3
p. m. in the' Lelia Walker Club-
house, 719 Walker ave.
A very elaborate program has
been arranged. The session will be
a forum discussion entitled "The
Club Woman's Role in Our Civi-
lization."
Mrs. Marie L. Adams is presi-
dent and Mrs. Elizabeth Sloan is
publicity chairman.
JOINS UNION
Raleigh - North Carolina was
the last of the 13 original colonies
to enter the Union.
Adding to the pleasure of the Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. 
Eddie L.
holiday season was the gay dance
of the well known Nonchalant
Bridge Club, Dec. 29, at Curriesl
Club Tropicana The annual
Christmas dance attracted scores
of young collegians who made
merry with their parents and
friends.
Members of the Nonchalant
made a pretty picture as they
greeted their guests, lovely in
their holiday formals wearing or-
chid corsages. They were headed
by their president, Mrs. Oscar ry. 
Crawford who was a picture of Durham, George Elam, 
Mr and
•
beauty in her sheer white chif-
.
fon short formal, with ostrich fea-
thers swirling at its hemline. Oth-
er members, equally as lovely
with their husbands were: Mr.
and Mrs, Taylor Hayes, Mr. and
Mrs. Cato Howard, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas McClellan, Mr. and Mrs.
John McKinney, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Newman, Mr. and Mrs.
John Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Tay-
lor and, Mr. and Mrs. John Wil-
son. Other members greeting
guests were: Mrs. Elmyra Wil-
liams, Mrs. Thrift Green, Mrs.
Loretto Kateo, Miss Ruth McDa-
vid.
Williams, Roden Sanders, M r S.
Pearl Spann, Mr. and Mrs. liar-i
old Winfrey, Mr. and Mrs. T. H.I
Hayes, jr., Mr. and Mrs R. B.
Sugarmon. sr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Powell Thornton, Mr. and Mrs.
dall's plan for bringing her fath-
er's killer to trial. Steve McQueen
stars. Fay Spain is featured.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, Lucky
has his hands full protecting his
girl after she publicly announces
she has witnessed a gangland
slaying. John Vivyan stars.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN WILL
TRAVEL, Paladin, hired to free a
town of a terrorizing gang, uses
a plan which includes freeing a
young man from the dominance
of his aunt. Richard Boone stars.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE, Matt
Dillon engages in a fistfit with a
professional prizefighter when in
an attempt to raise money, t h e
fighter challenges a sickly Dodge
City resident. James Ames stars.
9:30 to 10:00 p. m., SHOTGUN
SLADE, "The DeadFall" with
Scott Brady. A murder for 80.000
dollars is sidetracked by three
escaped convicts who are more
interested in the money than the
guilty party. Shotgun finds the
killer and kills the convicts.
10:00 to 10:30, MARKHAM, Star-
ring Ray Milland. Markham goes
into a slum area to reunite a par-
doned convict with his daughter
who is mixed up with a tough
street gang.
10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOI,
LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Frisky" with
Gina Lollobrigida, Vittoria De
Sica. Quick tempered and beauti-
ful Frisky enrages the jealaus
village girls because she captured
the heart of the Handsome Italian
State Police Lieutenant. (honest).
TELEVISION TIME
Elms Berkley, Mr. and Mrs. A.
M. Walker, Dr. and Mrs. Stanley
lab, Mr. and Mrs. George Stev-
ens, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dixon,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert HaLfacre.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stansbur-
Bennie Tate Mrs Thelma
Mrs. Robert Roberts, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Osborne, Mr. and
Mrs. Dannie Mitchell. Mr. and
Mrs. B. T. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Griffin. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Roberts, Mr. a nd Mrs. George
Cain, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Johm-
can, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Neale, AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jordan, Mr ! 
and Mrs. William Little, Walterossi poen& owns. 
plyrnouths;
51°13 1.1.ratoV:phiseifs.Martin. Miss Alberta Mickens. 
Address
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Smith,
Miss Martha Anderson, Mrs. Ann
Stribling, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Westley, Mrs. Charles Etta Bran-
ham, Mr. and Mrs. H. Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Bethel, Mr. and
Among the scores of merry- Mrs. John Yarbrough.
makers were out of town guests:
Mrs. Rosetta Peterson, Atlanta,
Ga.; Rueben Flowers, Detroit,
Mich.; Mrs. Eugene Peyton, Hot
Springs, Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
gar Davis, jr., Chicago, Ill.; Al-
beit McCullough, Mrs. Modise,
Atlanta, Ga., Louis Jackson and
Mrs. Rutha Miles Dark, of Tuske-
gee who is a former member of'
the club.
OTHER GUESTS
Other guests included Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
S. W. Qualls, jr., Joe Joyner,
Miss Edwina Porter, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Anderson Bridges, Dr.!
James S. Byes, Mrs. Charlesteen'
Miles, Miss Irma Moore, Mrs.'
Mattie Hunt, Louis Holmes, Mrs.,
ftubye Gadison, Mrs. Katherine
ARTHRITIS?
I have been 
wonderfully elessed
in being able to return to 
acute
life after suffering from 
head to
foot with muscular soreness 
and
'pain. Most all joints seemed 
af-
fected. According to medical 
diag-
nosis, I had Rheumatoid 
Arthritis,
Rheumatism and Bursitis. For
free information write.
MRS. LELA S. WIER
2805 Arbor Hills Drive - 357
P. 0. lox 2695
Jackson, Mississippi
STORM RATE
New York -The North Atlantic
has recorded 263 known hurri-
canes in the last 70 years.
Make money at home in spare
time. Receive big giant mails fil-
led with ideas and opportunitie
s
to help you make extra money
.
Send 10 cent in coin or stamps
and have your llams on this valu-
able mailing list. Ed Sweigert,
30201 Fern Drive, Willowick, Ohio
FOR BALE MISC.
REBUILT I. B. M electric typewriter
still in factory crate $7000 Guaranteed.
Boutfiside Printing Boa 5491 OT






Send self-addressed stamped envelope te
Brooks Center 701 NewIngton Ate.
Baltimore 17, Md Telephone LA. 3-4515.
WHY WORRY
ABOUT PAYING FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS?
SEE US FOR THE CASH YOU NEED
REPAY IN SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS
-ALSO INSURANCE OF f‘LL KINDS_
J. F. DICKINSON CO., INC.
72 Union AVE. PHONE JA 6- 
0341
SERVING MEMPHIS OVER 50 YEARS
Ride Thru '1960 In A
QUALITY USED CAR
from ... BLUFF CITY BUICK
I YEAR FREE LUBRICATION
'59 Buick $2495
Le Sabra 4-dr., into. trans.,
radio, heater. w.w. tires,
plus other Buick acces-
sories.
'58 Buick $2095
Special 4-dr., Dynaflow. ra-
dio,_ heater, w.w. tires,
power steering. One owner.
'56 Ford „ $895
Ranch wagon V-8, heater,
w.w. tires.
'56 Chev. $1195
BelAle 4-dr. V-8. Power-
wlide, radio, heater, w.w.
tires. On•"owner.
'57 Buick $1295
Special 2-dr. hardtop, Ds,-
naflow, radio, heater, w.w.
tires. Clean, one owner.
'57 Chev.. $995
150 !-dr., radio, heater, w.
w, tire*. Priced to sell.
'57 Ford . $1095
Custom' 2-dr., V-1, radio,
heater, w.w. tires. A real
alue.
'58 Opel . $1195
2-Dr., heater, canary yel-
low.
'60 Ford . $2995
Starliner, Ford-O-Matic, ra-
dio, heater, w.w. tires, pow-
er steering and brakes.
Driven lest; this* 100 miles.
'55 Olds.  $895
98 4-dr., radio, heater, w.w.
tires, fell power. A beau-
tiful red and white.
'55 Ford .. 5595
2-Dr. V4, radio, heater.
'59 Buick 52395
Le Sabre 2-door. automatic
transmission, radio, heater,
w.w. tires, wheel covers. An
extra clean car.
'57 Mere. $1495
Monterey 4 - dr. hardtop,
Mercomatic, radio, heater,
w.w. tires. Very clean.
'56 Ford .. $895
Vairlane 4-dr. V-8, radio,
heater, w.w. tires.
'54 Buick . $695
Roadmaster hardtop,
radio, heater, w.w. tires,
full poiNer. One owner.
'53 Chev.. $495
Customized Eel Air 2-dr.,
radio, heater, w.w. tires.
Sharp.
'56 Mere. $1095
Monterey sport coupe, Mer-
comatie, radio, heater, w.w.
tires.
'55 Pont. . $895
Starchief 4-dr., hydramatie,
radio, hester. A cream puff.
Buy Your AIR CONDITIONED AUTOMOBILE
NOW and SAVE
'59 Buick $2995
Trickle 4-dr.. radio, heater,
full power and w.w. tires.
I,00ks new.
'59 Buick $3195
Invicta 4-door hardtop. Ra-
dio, heater, w.w. tires and




radio, heater, w.w, tires,
full power.
P57 Cad.. 52795
Sedan DeVille, radio, heat-
er, w.w. tires, full power.
Immseatate throughout.
'58 Buick $2995
Limited 4-dr. hardtop, load-
ed with all Buick acces-
sories. A real value.
'58 Olds. $2395
Ra 4.dr , radio, healer, w.w.
tires, full power. A-t con-
dition.
'55 Buick . $995
Special 2-dr., hardtop, Dy-
naflow, radio, heater, w.w.
Dreg.
'51 Buick $1595
Century 2-dr. hardtop, Dy-
naflow. radio, heater, w.w.
tires, full power.
'55 Olds. . 5995
OR 4-dr. hardtop, radio,
heater, w.w. tires, full
power. Priced to sell.
'55 Cad.. $1595
Fleetwood 4-dr., cad 1 0.
heater, w.w. tires, full
pow er.
'58 Buick $2695
Roadmasfer 75 2-dr. hard-
top, equipped with all
Buick accessories.
'56 Cad.. $1795
"62" 4-dr., radio, heater,
w w. tires, fall power. Sol-
id white.














Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town
TRI-STATE DEFENDER I
Sat., Jan. 9, 1960
•
Have YOU A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Good
s For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your 
Business? 
Today - - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The Tri-
State Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.
YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Result
Memphis. Business
Service Directory
'1 BUSINESS SERVICES 13 BUSINESS SERVICES
JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEALE AVE. • JA 6-9656
Indiv:-clual Hair Styles
• Specialist! Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
-II Special Services
AMAZING °MIRO! Big mall art liter.-
lute slams) bargain list • -36c Pert)








Road Service - Tires - Batteries
Motor Tune-Up - Brake Service
Wheel Alignment and Balancing








697 So. Lauderdale Street




260 Illinois - Ph. WH I -1503
ROYAL CLEANERS








Mrs. Odell Fox, Mgr.
340 Westbrook Rd.
WH 6 - 0031
William's Barber Shop

































IP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP. 1361
Thomas; Addle Grant Mgr. - Wale
Lester. Operator
HAIR STYLE SALE. CSARMEL'S BEAU
ty Salon, for holiday redaction. call '
Mrs. Mettle L. Harerove.


















24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
:11 Female Help Wanted 44 Misc. For Salo . _
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
homey glamorous town Ti bets athaied . Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
Uniforms, room A board free Al Agent V.
100A Main St. Hempstead. Long Island Of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
I N Y
• ANTIQUE MAHOGANY HALL TRIM '2"0$11.3"s 
Eroldurrildtiati,e3
!Maids (150) Needed At Once
'Ougranteed lobs $30 - $50 • rekly. best
BREWER JAckson 6.2884 MA.011 (ill) NEEDED AT ONCIE 
. swap for 4 dining chair. Or Rill Hm a N Fourth .5 1
A sell. JA. I-
10Urms $46-00
Guaranteed Jobs, $30-450 weeklr. blot 
597-903 Green Alley 13 rms.I $30.00
694-700 Hernando ,3 rins.1 841 50-4110.0n
home, flamorous loon Tickets advanced. MUISERAT COAT-WAS sees AWN SIN-
ROUES P'011 =NT  I Spiritual Advisers
i
HOBSON-KERNS CO. Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
U P Bit Bldg JA 64441 Res lit,, s
323 Beale ill rins I . - IMO 00 Brings You I Am
192 Berry t3 Mkt $3600
1806 Castallla 13 rms I $36 00
341 Olson 14 rms.) ..11411 00 MOSES 
CHRIS
1394342 Edges'', 13 rma I $31





Tell Us When -
You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810
358 Beale





The Swami Spirit Slate"
"FORTUNE TELLER"
GIVE ANSWERS TO ANY
QUESTION
Ask the SWAMI any question about
the Future, Present, Love, Cuba,
Games and Etc.
It gives ANSWERS as if by magic,
for anybody or money back. You
will be amazed and amused.
EXCITING AMUSEMENT ..
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to
V. HAMILTON
64 West Randolph Street
Room 810 Chicago 1, Ill.
100-110 K 2 St 3 rine ) $71 5443/ 50
Uniforms, room it board free A-I Agency. Benet: mesher_git Two Living Room .
100A Main St . Hempstead. Long Island. chotpi-im each. call Fri I-5)410 Aft, ' 11 
816 Lauderniiie 3 rpm $35-00
N Y p..
.374 N MI-rascal (3 rms.) $311.60
Ot IN Michigan (3 rms." 436 N
LADIES' ,1061 Monaarr
at i3 rms.) . ... • .142.54 i
1 
HOUSEKEEPERS _ . COORS SLEEP-114 Beatttiful 17-inch Imported 
3004 ShantiOn 13 rma 640.00 REMODEL ILEPALR4PAINT
os PEARL NECKLACE n loom, television $30---t60 Reply Inv- 
' R3174:4w-6011fors (3 nuhin1140n el?) 
NO 00 FLOORS 
rms.) . $30 00 




tIns n•me, address. phone cr references. Perfect for giamOrlaing any outfit. Ideal 
11
Ilvkets sent Best Maid Mimi. 6 Lima 
1478 Webb 13 £051.1 . . 1143 50
s Christmas gift. I
ling W LAWLER. 76 Wesley Ave.






FOR BLESSED AMULET. =LP MO
UNCROSSED RUSH $2,10 DONATI
NOW', JOY • PEACE MT rooms
LOVE $O MUCH macaw LI, HI,
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 44133
VS WEEKLY AT HOME. DIGNIFIED
housewirise work OisPortUnite folio $.2 90 HOME REPAIR -C. JAY SALES, 546 Armory Cincinnati, MISCELLANEOUS
Ohio.
GARAGES
C A. Carpenter contractor-Ole
$100 WEEKLY. telephone from home
Guarantee Instructit• folio $200 C. JAY
Sales. 565 Armory, C111C11111ali 14. Ohio
45 Household Furnishing
Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios





iiiss KYLE. 4 rms. bath. Newly
decorated NAN
1404 BARTON 4 rms.. bath. . $4500
194 W COLORADO. 3 rms.,
b th   1135.00 , We do the complete Mb. NO end*
23 t. DeSOTO. 4 runs., bath.   1140.00 i erences• Property does not have lia
MID- SOUTH HOUSE 
187 EAST. 3 rens. .. 434.50 paid for Ten years to pay.
CLEANING CO. 
1190 EDDIE RD.. 3 rms. . $32.50
817 GILLIS. ..1 rms. 
',LIPP'S REALTY CO.
WALLS. WOODWORK WASHED Issi HICKS RD.. 4 rms. 
WSW
702 HERNANDO. 5 rms.. 3 bathac. 
as$306.00 ,I BR. 4.4364 Nights ER 010
r 818 is , noomuci. roofs repaired Slop
VENT1AN BLINDS CLEANED 
3174 LIOHTFOOT, 3 rms. .  
FLOORS - WAXED & CLEANED 730 MARBLE. 4 rms. .. -''  
leak. carp $4b40
;4917" rINNIE in3 re $1250 
Chimneys. gutters cleaned, repair
nrter work. floors !reel
MAIN 2 nus. .  
 515 se stucco. co etc plaster do m7 MS TO
& REPAIRED 246 MOROAN, 3 rms. . ..  132 50 
Prep eat Reasonable price.
With and Without Appointmont
324 Hernando St. JA 7-3056
POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To Music Sind one •r more of
your best poems today for FREE EXAM-
INATION. Any sublect. Immediate consid-
eration
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE
CROWN MUSIC CO. 49 W. 32nd RI.
Studio 934, New York 1
DAY, SHIRT, SUNDAY
TV Service EL. 11-1131
21" Glass Picture Tube $21_96
17" Glass Picture Tubs $17.91
,• Installed
1 
City Wid• TV Servie•
3404 Caelsea
TIRE SERVICE CO
311 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
it Pays To Advertise 111 1.
The Tri-State Defender! 1"41
RUFFLED SCARFS IRONED












492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
DONATION PLEASE




SEVEN SISTERS OF NEW ORLEANS
AND ALGiERS CANDLE SHOP . . . .
offers famous "SIEVES BOWIES OP THE
WORLD" Blessed Oil Cost $3.50.
medal and chain free with order. Send for
Price 1:st of hundreds of blessed products.
No C 0.13 orders. 4519 So. Broadway.
Dept. D. S. Los Angeles 37, Calif.
YOUR ASTROLOGICAL GUIDE. TILLS
about past, present. future. money.
love. health Send birthday and 82 00 Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
W. A. lohnwit. 414 hfcRae, mtimtngton. GOOD FOODN C. In Our Modern Restaurant
TROUBLED? MONEY PROSLEMP DON'T harry Holmes, Owner
(Nee Op, Solution Available,
DIXIE SALES 2101 Park Avenue
P. 0 Bog 1856 Ocala, Fla







LAMAS PIANO SALES co
1715 Lamar - BR. 64130
II furnished 'looms
Painting -Papering - Plastering 141: •IrtliZA7.8'32 rniratia ' bath.
Remodeling - Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES
858 Lavon Pl. BR 6-0817 I CARPENTER, REPAIR. REM
230 00 T. X. Spencer. BR. 11-4643. ER. 630
$32.30
1478 APPLE. 3 rms. 
640 004118 ALSTON. 4 rms. 
1470 APPLE, $ rms. 
I ARKANSAS. 3 rms. $ -16251 405°
989 BARTON N • 3 rms.. bath. $35.00
21 RICAN ALLEY R , 2 rms. _ S22.50
795 BEY 8 8 . rttui., bath. .  $40 00
1 00
snit Se2441 BLUE. 3 rms. .
584 BOSTON runs , bath.
765 ALMA 3 ums  S:10.00
.. CARPORTS. baths additions Ere& Pt
nine. estimating. PRA terms.




Inslumue Secret Master Code. F 
Numbers and Days - Cosablnatlen Cedes.
g Digit Figures els Pelee $2 IS
VICTORY
. . • • N 3 rots
7736A Clyde Ave. Chicago 40.
ART L0111511. NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, 11
FOR $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW somas CARD U CENTS. P. 0.
BOX 1$2. ANSONIA STATION N. Y. 23
N
FlIEE IN QUESTION & ANSWERS TO
pass written met fee drivers h  inNew YORK STATE Send 15 cents to
cover wet of Mailing and handling -
plus WY addressed IV stamped Ant,. rlooe
BET R PRODUTS 0. ROE '23
ANSONIA STATION. NEW YORK
N. T.
We will alga include free at charge the
haelsieed 'Amass Molder   order
imoeived.
$1,000.00
  MONTHLY FOR LIFE
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
FA 7,9253
THE BOOK OF THE -
MAGICAL PRAYER
I, what you need if unfortunate. down-
hearted, Just plea salucky. Can't hit •
lick geed. easel got ahead or out of
debt. OM this book right quick aril get
winning like you always wished. Sails-
faction guaranteed. Bead enly SI (Sorry
no C.O.D.) to: L. SWIFT, 310 N. 1111h IR,
Las Vegas. Nevada.
Road -"Bad Luck-Its SECRET CAUSE k
cunr• Sories.-Only $1.00. National,
03 Marquis.. Chester, S. C.
OCCULT. SPIRITUAL, Metaphysical, Relit
Books and Courses. Catalog 311e. Ocean
Library-T, 103 Marquis, Chester, S. C.
OS'!' LOADS of mall! Listings Se.
Checking COPY sent td you. Hurry!
Start at once! Olobli-T, 103 Marquis,
Chester C 161)
12-Corresp, albs
LONELY? FIND HAPPINESS, ETC. Join
RIZEDIAR CLUB. 1110 Rh Chicago Eta.,
Ill Send Nickel For Information,
11111111111E1141111\11F1
II I It Cr. IC
Distinctively serving the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Kay Punch, Penonality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate onii
Court Reporting Courses
Sinees 1948
Day esi Estill Cisme
\ Veterans ApprovedRehabilitation Students WelocensidOut-of-town Students unitedsmi repast)
Eon L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE 5-6161
4448 Washington &Loh 8, Mo.
diMh .11•=11,






















NAME  TELEPHONE 
ADDRESS  CITY
Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
Tri-State Defender
WRITE TO CHRISTIAN FRIEND., MEET
TWOS and old. Information. write C. N.




Steam Heat - New Furniture
"A HOME AWAY FROM HOME"





Daily Rates • Air Conditioned
Private Baths Telephone Radio
COFFEE SHOP





Complete Details 52 00
WANIBA1JGH ENTERPRISES





WIN A T 
SPECULATION
 ANY  
*ammoNEW BOOK
Whether it Is betting on Sporting Events,
Buying Or Selling sleeks - Bonds Susi.
seas Commodities, Real - Estate - GAMIN
at Chance or an• other kind of Specula-
tion YOt CAN WIN.
This Arn•s.00 Nook   % all the Win- 649 S FOURTH. up 3 rune., ba
th. 335 00
nine Mee rel.. to yea. Oct your COPY 338 OAY080 No 1, 2 rots . $37.50
NOW and start WINNING Only 61.00 1642 KANSAS No. I, 3 rms., bath. .434.611
"strilliP. ROLANO Ce.. (Dept. se!) 63965111''2KAIL,mPrLAN:UN C1CCTY.. N3 0 "'PD. 
nem
MA N. Wayne Ave.. (Neap II, 111.
 1272 bK,Zt hEL . up 3 3 rms.. 
487.0
LOANS & MORTGAGES .. , _. . . .. $40.W PNO.
7313 
halo  542 
A. N346. m83.  4 ml,,
545 hhiltTAIRPI XL IL 3 rum • Inn
114 50 BR S-631111.
611 00 per wk.
3471. BOXTOViN, 3 rms. 




3694 BOXTOWN. 3 rms
1204 BROWN, 3 rips, bath.





rms. $37 N I APPLIANCE SERVICA
180 W. CAROLIN. 635 00
302 W. CAROLINA, 3 runs 11 per wit
Mil CLANCY, 3 rms., bath. .. $43 00
1172 COLWELL 2 rms.
740 CONCORD. 3 rms., bath. '2°4331.
894 CRUMP COURT. up 3 runs. • $3000
1344 N. EVERGREEN N 8., 2 • 'ring. $370500
3711 DIXIE, 3 rms.
616 EXCHANOT. 4 runs. . . $3200
604 N. FOURTH. 3 rms.. .530 00
737 N. FOURTH. I rms.. bath. 385 00
972-74 8 FOURTH. 3 rms.. bath. $45 00
730 FLYNN. 3 rms.
2510 HAMPTON. 3 rms. . . 5637 50 00
724 HERNANDO. 3 roe., baNs. . $49 $3
1643 8. LAUDERDALE, 3 runs. 61532385 010
764 IDA, 3 rms. 




H 3 ""11%. . bath. • $30."
114 61
MEN 5 7 00
801 NEPTUNE. 3 tins. 
613 PEEBLES, J rms.  
$$3530..00110
880 PALMER, 3 rms.  
386 PLUM. 3 rms . bath. $811721t1;0:
1015 PARKER, 3 runs. 
1670-73 PRESTON, 3 rms.. bath:1144 00 ca.
106 PROVINE, 2 rms.
1466 SILVER N 8., 1 rms. . 
•.. 
. $4375,005
145 N. RELIBERT. 3 rms. ..  
944 TENNESSEE. 3 rms.. bath. 
Newly dec. 
_2122 TURNER W.8.: • 3 rms., bath .1365.00
2383 VANDALS W.B. 3 rms.  
R. 1452 WASHINGTON, 3 rune, $11316•500
It. 814 WILLOUGHBY Eh.. 3
 $34.04
930 WOODLAWN R.I., 4 rms..
bath. 
. . .
. ...... . $43.50
2960 WREN,   1135.06
007 WRIGHT B.S.,' 4 rms , bath. ..$45.40
2126 YORK. 3 rms. . 631 $0
337 SEALE No. 9, 0 nos, bath. $4000
233 N. DUNLAP Pc 2. 3 rms.,
bath.
R. 787 EAST No. 4. 3 rms. . $33.30








IESTEnIONIAL • PEN PAL
iNTRODUCTIONS 
ROOM IN NICE HONE
Names, addresses, telephone numbers 
with Christian woman For refine couple
Rae 791
itentlemen seeking marriage and friend-
ship All races. Local and world wide.
CONTINENTAL CLUE 
or Individual
WM 2-41144and complete descriptions of ladles and 1111 cif,. street
Inglewood, Calif. 
MISCELLANEOUS
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toss any cols head IN tells as Y•U
ebeese!--Ase coin! Anytime! Any Place!
--A startling statement, • so less start-
ling **rearms nee. This easily twastored
teOlnlisue in • copyrighted manual sent
you immodfately for 11. AFRO-FLIP.
CRAFT, Baa 116.3-0, Bridgeport I. Cerlo•
-
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 1
IS Real Estate For Sale
LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK CHURCH
fully Air Conditioned All furnishing,
go with buildirs. I or sled on two bus
lines Plenty of Parkins space, lace.
corner lot. Seating capacity 600. LITIA
Sunday school rooms. 2 nursery room,
825.000 rash. Balance financed over 20
year period.
BR.. 2-1240 - BR. 6-7743 BR. 64532




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the 
Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back 
after a
long time of being away and at last
 she Is
back to stay is her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? 
Have
yes lost faith In your husband, wife 
or sweetheart? Are yen
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If 
any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL '
dries you at once. She
will read 111, to you Just as sho would 
read as open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you 
bars
failed hi the rest come see MADAM BELL at mice.
Located on Highway 51 South, lust over Mi
ssissippi State
Line, ea lb. way to Hernando. Fier hems Is 2 
blocks below
where she used to stay right aside tho DeSoto Mo
tel. Bo sure
to look for the RFD BRICE HOUSE and yo
u'll find her there
at all times. (Sim never had as 'Mee In West Mem
phis.)
Catch yellow bus marked %%Rebores Iltati Lino and 
got
off at Its. Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM 
BELL'S
HAND SIfik
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hornig a at. to • p.m.
Readings Daily (1p4m Oa Sunday,
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure

















"More For Tlto Family
At Family Finance"
....
44 w OLIVE No 5, 3 ruts ..131.15
546 N. SEVENTH No. 2. 3 rms. -kiln
1272 SOUTHERN No. 2. 3 rms. -.Pt*,














LEGAL. Printed Forms, OUARA
Any State Nantes, Dates. Omitted.
as Origitsals. Duplicate, copies or
It each libretti $3. Prompt cantle
postpaid Service
NATIONAL FORMS'
P.O. Box 7072 Miami 55,
.11112•5111'
338 S THIRD No 10, 2 rms. ..1122.50
1165 THOMAS No 1 2 rms., bath. 1137.50
1077 TULLY, up I rms..
bath. _ _ $2100 Furn.
247 W. UTAH, Ws W. 4 rms..
• bath.    1132 50
380 VANCE AVE., Real 2 rms..
bath. • $42.00
R. 107 8. WILLINOTON.
2 ruts $10.40
706 WELIAM15 No. 9. 3 ress. ... $23.50.
161 WOODLAWN, 4 rms.. lath.  547.11'
1637 SYDNEY, 3 rms. $39.90,
VAN COURT RENTAL AG.i
Commerce Title Bldg. JA 5-4461
Realtors Neuron'
MISCELLANEOUS
AMAZING. LISTED for life for 2Se Moo
paying Out dimes: quarters. dollars for
one Has listing. Your name in our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples, big mall. etc for
.1 e. Details for self-addressed stamped
• nveloolt AndFs Trading Poet, Route 3-T,










The Doorway To Success - 1
Bishop Baker Spiritual Psychologist
UNIVERSITY EDUCATED. AND CHP'TED,
BY GOD TO HELP YOU AND Bums
YOU TO WIN EVERYTHING, PHONE
HE 1-6030. HELP IN 24 HOURS. 393$
PROSPECT AVE. CLEVELAND OHIO.
NO MAIL.
PEI/TORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
















152 Madison - JA
So. Main - JA 5-1
Examined ant! Supervised
by State Department
of Insurance and Rankin
FRANK'S
FRANK DON'T WANNA GET RICH!
SEE FRANK FOR
GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
• WINES • BRANDIES • CORDIALS • GINS
HUNDREDS OF BRANDS
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation to Ladies
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main St. at Vance
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
r
..IMMMIr IMMO.
William C. Bauer, of Atlanta,
has been appointed Southern Bell
.General Manager for Tennessee.
Ws assignment to the newly-creat-
ed post — effective Jan. 1, 1960 —
was announced recently by S. H.
Youngblood, vice president in
charge of Southern Bell's Tennes-
see operations.
In his new position Mr. Bauer
will be responsible for the com-
mercial, engineering, plant, per-
sonnel and traffic atcivities of the
company in Tennessee. He will re-
port to Mr. Youngblood.
Since June 1957, Mr. Bauer has
, served with Southern Bell's Gene-
ral Offices, in Atlanta, as Plant
Staff Operations Manager—West.
He was responsible for plant oper-
ations in the company's five Wes-
tern states.
Mr. Bauer came to work with
Southern Bell in 1937 as a lineman
at Kosciusko, Miss. He has since
held assignments in Southern
Bell's plant and commercial de-
partments in Mississippi, Georgia
and Tennessee. For two years —
1950 to 1952 — he was assigned
to the Operations and Engineer-
ing Departments of A T T, in
New York; and, from 1952 to 1956,
he worked in Nashville as Tennes-
see Plant Supervisor. He was the
Company's General Merchandis-
114 supervisor from June 1956
until June 1957.
Mr. Bauer was born in Baton
Rouge, La., where he graduated
from Baton Rouge high school, in
* 1933 and earned his degree from
Louisiana Stole university, in
, electrical engineering.
From 1942 to 1946 Mr. Bauer
was on military leave from South-
ern Bell. He served as a Captain




For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
, gently relieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (Bio-Dyne3)—dis-
covery of a world-famous research
institute.This substance is now avail-
able in suppository or ointment form
called Preparation Ha. At all drug
Saunters— money back guarantee.
Bowls Beaten
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 9, 1960
tier Appointed To
New Telephone Pos
married to the former Jeattclaire
Roberts of Bay Spring, Miss. The




As the year of 1959 fades away
and the New Year starts we are
reminded of the old custom of
making New Year Resolutions.
But before we make our Reso-
lutions let us thing only of the
things we can keep. If we think
seriously on Harold Arnold Wal-
ter's poem "My Creed" and do
the eight things in it we will have
Resolutions that will carry us
througli the 1960.
I would be true, for there are
those that trust me;
I would be pure, for there are
those who care;
I would be strong, for there is
much to suffer;
I would be brave, for there is
much to dare.
I would he friend of all the foe—
the friendless;
I would be giving and forget the
gift;
I would be humble, for I know
my weakness;
I would look up — and laugh —
and love — and lift.
This has been a happy vaca-
tion. Dinners, parties and sharing
with others. The decorations are
all put away for another year,
but the memories of the festivities
will linger on. The Literary Art
and Music club started the din-
ner parties in the lovely home of
Mrs. Ludosia Donaldson. Each
guest present received a gift as
well as the Secret Pals were re-
vealed. All went home filled with
the Christmas spirit.
Then the Gloxinia Garden club
gave its party in the home of the
President, Mrs. Jennie Vance.
Mesdames Dorothy McKinney
Vance. Mesdames Dorothy Mc-
Kinney and Olga Baskerville kept
the guests busy playing games be-
fore dinner was served. Well, we
realized after these two dinners















Radio and TV Tubas Checked Pees
760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507






NINA SIMONE THE MIDNIGHTERS





50 S. Main Street
own reporter who collects the
news then delivers it on the
school's respective day.
Seven days a week the show is
broadcast over "Memphis' quali-
ty station." It begins at 7.25 a.m.,
Mondays through Saturday, during
which times the school news is
heard through WLOK's remote
beep-phone facilities.
On Sundays the show is aired
beginning at 1:00 p.m., and it is
heard transcribed.
Each program is five minutes
in duration.
Carnation portion of her morning season has passed, and the new en floral arrangements adorned
program as well as during the year is well begun, resolutions are
Honeysuckle Corn Meal Show.lbeing broken by the minute, past
Other portions of her morning mistakes are being reviewed and
program are conducted by relived, your scribe feels certain
WLOK's own Dick "Cane" Cole. that all the readers of this col-
Golden Girl feeds the baby Car- umn are settling down to a nor-
nation milk as she has done all ma! life. Not for a long_ winter's
her children. nap for there is too much to be
She is also heard at times dur- done in this new year and you back. Mrs. Mattie Mae Jones of
ing her after noon program which know there is never enough time. Paducah visited her father, Mr.
Cole conducts in her absence The holiday was happy and sad, Tom day Tues. were many but among Skinner and Evelyn Harris arefrom the station. Gold Girl pro- each in its own way. The Tr hoi-cities 
Nol4n. Mrs. Jones was en-
route me from Mississippi where those from out of the tri-city area '
grams are scheduled from 8:30 , were graced with the presence she and her sister Mrs. Addie Mae
to 9:30 a.m. and then from 2:15 Mr. John McCorkle, of 
spending a few days in Jackson,were Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cole of
'of many home-towners visiting Gentry had attended the wedding Kenton, Mich. Guests in the home of Mrs.
concluded her in-person programs Mr. James Robert Edmonds of Guests in the home of Mr. and of Fulton, Ky Mr. and Mrs. Louis,
of her son, Fred.
lEffie Agnew were Mr. and Mrs.
to 3:00 p.m. She temporarily with relatives and friends. Trimble, and Mr. Steve Haynes Babe Agnew and daughter. Miss
just prior to the baby's birth. Rockford, Ill., motored home and Mrs. R.I. Dennis were her daugh- T. B. Brantley of Jackson. Mrs.iCecil Agnew of So. Bend, Ind.,
t., brought his mother and grand- ter, Miss Martha Jane West of Eve Hagues and daughter, Geral- and Mr. George Clemons and Miss
mother, Mmes. Paralee Edmonds St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. Dor-
dine, of Paducah. Dinner guests Maxine Johnson of Joliet, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Williams had as
guests Mr. Conry Ebb Williams
of St. Louis, Mrs. Evelyn Mar-
tin of Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Mrs.
Ethel Banks of Detroit, Mich.
and Adline Exum, resp4ctively,
who had visited them there for I
a few days. Albert Exum is home
for the season with Mrs. Exum
and family. Messrs. Herbert 0%
Daniel and Donald Overall of St.
Louis visited Mrs. Virginia O'Dan-
iel. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Doaks
and children of South Bend, Ind.,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Johnson and his parents.
Mr. John Doaks, Miss Tyree
Ivie and daughter, Wanda Louise
along with Mr. George Gibbs of
Indianapolis visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ell 'vie and other relatives and
friends. Also from Indianapolis
came Mcssrs. L. B. Phillips, Aril-
he Louis Wynn and Emerson Le-
roy Wynne visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Phillips and Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Wynne, Mr. and Mrs. Phil-
lips were entertained on Christ-
mas Day in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Wynne for their Golden Wed-
ding anniversary.
About 150 persons called during
the day. Many of the former pas-
tors, presiding elders, such as the
Rev. J. C. Hullum, Rev. and Mrs.
J. D. Hutson, Rev. and Mrs. W.
C. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Lov-
vette, Mr and Mrs. Lincoln O'Dan-
iel from Jackson and many, many
more whose names escaped your
scribe. Many flowers, telegrams
and cards of congratulations as
well as beautiful gifts were re-
During the short period of about
a week the show has been broad-
cast, listenership has climbed
greatly, apparently because stu-
dents of the high schools felt by
listening to the show they can
keep up with the latest activities
of not only their school but of all
friends.
The airing of the new series
marked another first for WLOK.
the house throughout and the
tables were laid with beautiful
golden linen cloths and the honor-
ees wore golden yellow corsages
and the children wore the same.
Back to visitors. Mr. Milton Stan-
back of Milwaukee, Wis., visit-
ed his mother, Mrs. Lessie Stan-
sey West of Memphis. Other guests
in the Phillips were Miss Dorothy
Dean Wynn, Mrs. Lucille Nolan
and children along with Mr. Willie
Word all of Gary, Ind., and in
the Featherston and Russell home
were Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Kirk,
also of Gary. Mrs. Lene Bridge.
man Danner of Columbia, S. C.,
•^Y
FOOTE, CLEABORN HOMES
tenants gather bags of food
for distribution to needy fami-
lies during the holidays. This
is an annual project of these
civic minded Memphians.
President George Anderson
expressed gratitude to all
members and friends of the
Foote and Cleaboni Homes
WLOK's Golden Gkl
Has 'Golden Baby'
Shortly after the birth of her Artis Golden. The couple met
third child, which was bcrn Dec. when they were attending Arkan-
15, Mrs. Joan Golden, radio sta- sas state.
tion WLOK's own "Golden Girl", Mrs. Golden is heard during the
began broadcasting portions of
her two daily spiritual radio pro-
grams directly from her home
through the station's remote fa-
cilities.
Mrs. Golden gave birth to a
baby girl, Demetria Ondell, and
promptly dubbed the infant
WLOK's own "Golden Baby". De-
metria weighed eight pounds at
birth. Litle Demetria adds her
small vocal talent regularly to the
program.
The Goldens now have three
children, a girl nearly two and a
boy one year old and of course
the latest addition, Demetria.
Mrs. Golden is the wife of Mr.
Now that the rush of the holiday ceived by the happy couple. Gold-
Tenants assoeiation for their




Home for the Christmas vaca-
tion were Mr. and Mrs. Torn Sand-
ers from Aiemphis; Bill Wright,
III, of the U. S. Marines with his
fiancee, Miss Ann Gibson; her sis-
ter, Carrie D. Gibson, both of St.
Louis, and dear old dad to .see
his sweet little Clide Haw Eins
Wright, II of St. Louis and Will
Mrs. D. E. Bridgeman. 
 Wright. Home also were Will




Wright, I, of Indiana. Others home
•
were Sonnie Purhain, Miss Elaine
She has been a frequent
! Purham, Miss Willie Kate Love,
I Miss Mary Curtis, Miss Elnorain the home of the Balls and her Palmer. Miss Ellena and Zellana
Gooch, Bo and Bob Harris of Rock-
ford, Ill.
Miss Nancy Pierson visited her
relatives in St. Louis. Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Alexander of Memphis vis-
ited his mother, Mrs. Annie Saud-
ford. Bud Brent and family left




A new series of radio pro-
grams, ''The WLOK High School
Radio Reporter," has been begun
by radio station WLOK featuring
reporters of the various local high
schools who report the news of
their school.
During the program, which is
heard as another public service
feature of WLOK, social, sports
as well as academic news is
.aired. Each school supplies its
and those who were on diets
would have to forget them for the
time, at least.
On Monday night the Outlook
club entertained in the home of
Mrs. Louise Croom. Again games,
and . the Turkey Dinner with all
the trimmings was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. William Basker-
ville also entertained friends on
Monday night in their beautiful
home on 8th avenue. The guest
of honor were Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Seay of Mansfield, Ohio.
Mrs. William Seay will be re-
membered as Miss Jimmy Man-
ley. Assorted sandwiches, drinks.
egg nog, and cake were enjoyed
by all through the evening.
More than 100 friends gathered
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Sims on Dec. 29, 1959, to cele-
brate with them their 50th wedding
anniversary. A full account will
be given later.
The Thursday Sewing Club
gave its dinner party in the home
of Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham 
I 
Toes-
day night. Mrs. Sula Ellison and
Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard kept ev-
eryone entertained with a variety
of games. The dinner was de-
licious and enjoyed by all. And
so the curtain comes down on
1959. I hope each of you a Pros-
perous New Year. See you.
FOR RELEASE /1/2+
THIg le SPORT?












6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER









DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
3:30 P.M.-5:15 P.M. COLE
New Health & Beauty Aid
CHAP-ET






SUNDAY SCHOOL ... 915 A.M.
SERVICE   11:00 A.M.
Subject "Sacrament"
Wednesday night, P.M.
grandfather, Mr. Tom Moore. The
Bridgeman son, Joe is home from
Tennessee State university for the
Xmas and he has also been a fre-
quent visitor in the Tr -Cities.
From St. Louis came Mr. Jerome
Ellington, from Union City, Mrs.
L. M. Ewell. Guests in the home
of Mr and Mrs. .1. D. Ove-all
for dinner, Dec 26, were Rev and
Mrs W. D. Menwether of Jack-
son, Rev. J. C. Hullum of Somer-
ville, The Phillips of Indianapolis
and Dyer, the Balls and the Jami-
sons.
From Chicago hails Mrs. Mar-
gie Gardner visiting her mother,
Mrs. Fairy Jenkins. Callers in
the home of Brother Samuel Cor-
ley who celebrated his 100th birth-
of Mr. Farrah 'vie were Mrs.
.Exie McCauley, Mrs. Barnett and
George Parchman of Union City
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Burnett
of Gibson.
Rev. Billie Joe Belmont was
home for the holidays visiting his
mother, Mrs. Bessie Belmont and
while here he preached a series
sermons at the Methodist and the
Presbyterian churches. He lives
in Chicago and is attending school
there.
Mines'. Marie Wade, Elmarie
IS "IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD'
MAKING YOU
ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
Are You So Run-Down You Can't Give Your Husband and Family
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
Blood-Strengthening Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
Row tragic when a woman feels
so tired, so weak and run-down
she can't be a real companion!
Luckily, it's often due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron de-
ficiency anemia) . Then it's need-
less for those women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Now, a wonderful iron tonic
can help relieve this condition...
thus renew your vitality! It's
Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablets, only
iron tonic made especially for
women! Rich in iron, Pinkham's
Tablets start to strengthen
"Iron-Hungry Blood" in one day!
Thus quickly help build rich, red
blood . to restore strength and
energy so you feel fine again fast!
Pinkham's unique formula can
also bring blessed relief from
functionally-caused monthly
cramps and "Hot Flashes" of
change-of-life! No wonder so
many women use Pinkham's
Tablets all through their lives!
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" has
left you weak and run-down —
only "half" a woman—get Pink-
ham's Tablets from druggists.
Then see if you don't soon feel
"all" woman again!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' teats prove famous Lydia E.
Pinkharn s Vegetable Compound (liquid) also brings quick relief
Irons discomforts of monthly pain and change-of-Ufe.
•
Talk About a Bargain ...
Most women do! And nothing's handier for
sharing good news than the bargain you talk with,
your telephone. Use it all you like to bring pleasure to
yourself and others. Save time and steps.
Warm up friendships. No matter how many local cal19
you make, there's never an extra penny's charge.
And no cost for repairs either.
Talk about a bargain!
eau-them
"Thar7ks for Calling°
S
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